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Samenvatting
Software bevat vaak imperfecties en zelfs fouten. Eén type fout dat
regelmatig het nieuws haalt, is het veiligheidslek. Een veiligheidslek
kan een aanvaller toelaten om geheime informatie van gebruikers te
achterhalen, of om controle te verkrijgen over de computer van een
slachtoffer.
In dit doctoraatswerk bestuderen we hoe we gebruikers kunnen beschermen tegen veiligheidslekken in software. In het bijzonder zullen
we de interactie tussen variatie in software en de veiligheid van software bestuderen. We onderzoeken twee soorten variatie: (1) variatie
tussen verschillende programmaversies, en (2) variatie in de uitvoeringstijd van één enkel programma.
Variatie tussen programmaversies Nadat softwaremakers een veiligheidslek geı̈dentificeerd en weggewerkt hebben, zullen ze een gepatchte programmaversie naar hun klanten sturen. Bij zo een gepatchte versie zit vaak een korte beschrijving van het veiligheidslek, zonder echter
aanvallers op weg te helpen bij het opzetten van een aanval. De aanvaller heeft echter meer informatie dan enkel deze beschrijving. Er is
een verschil tussen de oorspronkelijke en de gepatchte versie van het
programma, namelijk daar waar het veiligheidslek weggewerkt is. Een
aanvaller heeft er dus baat bij om niet enkel de beschrijving van het
lek te bestuderen samen met de gepatchte versie, maar om ook de gepatchte versie te vergelijken met de oorspronkelijke versie. Een aanvaller kan hierbij gebruik maken van zogenaamde diffing tools. Dit zijn
tools die twee binaire programma’s vergelijken en een lijst met corresponderende codefragmenten teruggeven.
Met onze eerste onderzoeksbijdrage tonen we hoe echte aanvalstools inderdaad op een efficiënte manier gebruikt kunnen worden door
aanvallers om veiligheidslekken te vinden. We tonen aan dat we een
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aanvaller die gebruik maakt van zulke aanvalstools automatisch kunnen modelleren. Dit leidt tot meerdere modellen die afhangen van
welke tools en welke heuristieken de gemodelleerde aanvaller gebruikt.
Deze modellen gebruiken we dan om automatisch te schatten hoeveel
moeite een aanvaller moet doen om een veiligheidslek op te sporen aan
de hand van een softwarepatch.
Vervolgens diversifiëren we de gepatchte binaire bestanden. Met
deze techniek voegen we kunstmatig variatie toe tussen de twee programmaversies. Hoewel softwarediversiteit reeds eerder voorgesteld
is, is het nog niet geëvalueerd op het ontdekken van veiligheidslekken
met echte aanvalstools. Met onze schatting van de aanvalsinspanning
tonen we aan dat softwarediversiteit ook effectief tegen zulke aanvallen
kan beschermen, maar dat er een grote impact kan zijn op de uitvoeringstijd van de gediversifieerde programmaversies.
Onze tweede onderzoeksbijdrage is een verbetering ten opzichte
van de huidige stand van zaken in softwarediversiteit. Bestaande raamwerken voor softwarediversiteit selecteren stochastisch de transformaties die toegepast worden op codefragmenten. Hierbij worden vaste
kansen gebruikt om te beslissen welke transformaties op welke codefragmenten toegepast worden. Wij verbeteren dit door in het diversificatieproces gebruik te maken van de informatie die gegenereerd wordt
door diffing tools. We beginnen met het automatisch vergelijken van
de ongepatchte en de gepatchte programmaversies. Dit levert ons een
lijst corresponderende codefragmenten op. Het doel van ons raamwerk
is om het resultaat van de diffing tool minder nuttig te maken voor
een aanvaller, en dit met zo weinig mogelijk overhead in programmaomvang en/of uitvoeringstijd te introduceren. Ons raamwerk zal daarbij enkel codefragmenten transformeren die aan elkaar gelinkt kunnen
worden door de diffing tool. Bovendien gebruiken we ook informatie over hoe de diffing tool deze codefragmenten aan elkaar gekoppeld heeft om transformaties te kiezen om er op toe te passen. Hierna
vergelijken we het gediversifieerde programma opnieuw met het nietgepatchte programma. Dit levert ons opnieuw een lijst met corresponderende codefragmenten op, die we dan weer kunnen gebruiken als
invoer voor ons raamwerk. We kunnen dit proces dus iteratief toepassen om uiteindelijk een gediversifieerde gepatchte programmaversie te
bekomen die zó getransformeerd is dat de aanvalstool nauwelijks nog
corresponderende codefragmenten vindt.

xiii
Variatie in uitvoeringstijd De uitvoeringstijd van programma’s kan
afhangen van geheime informatie, en dit via zowel controleafhankelijkheden als data-afhankelijkheden. Een aanvaller kan deze afhankelijkheden bestuderen, en hiervan gebruik maken om geheime informatie
te stelen van de gebruikers van de programma’s.
In onze derde bijdrage stellen we een compilertoolflow voor die automatisch programma’s transformeert zodat ze beschermd zijn tegen
aanvallers die gebruik proberen te maken van de uitvoeringstijd van
het programma. We beschermen het programma door de variatie in
uitvoeringstijd te verminderen. We evalueren onze compiler op recente
Intel x86 processors.
Onze compiler maakt gebruik van kennis van tijdsnevenkanalen
om de variatie in uitvoeringstijd te verminderen. We doen dit door
gebruik te maken van if-conversion. Dit is een transformatie die controleafhankelijkheden omzet in data-afhankelijkheden. We tonen aan dat
deze data-afhankelijkheden geen extra tijdsvariatie introduceren. Bovendien tonen we aan hoe controleafhankelijkheden verwijderd kunnen worden door enkel gebruik te maken van conditionele toewijzingen, ook al vertonen de getransformeerde functies mogelijke neveneffecten zoals het opgooien van fouten.
Verder bestuderen we ook twee bronnen van tijdsvariatie afkomstig van data-afhankelijkheden. De eerste bron van tijdsvariatie zijn de
deelinstructies op de Intel Core 2 Duo processors. We onderzoeken verschillende strategieën om de mogelijke variatie door het gebruik van
deze instructies weg te werken. De andere bron van tijdsvariatie die
we onderzoeken is load bypassing. Load bypassing introduceert tijdsvariatie bij geheugentoegangen, ook al zijn deze toegangen onafhankelijk
van elkaar. Net zoals bij de deelinstructies stellen we ook hier voor hoe
we deze tijdsvariatie automatisch kunnen verhelpen.
Het eindresultaat van onze compiler is dus een programma dat significant minder, of zelfs helemaal geen tijdsvariatie meer vertoont die
afhankelijk is van geheime invoer. Hierdoor zal de aanvaller dus geen
tijdsinformatie meer kunnen gebruiken om geheime informatie te achterhalen.
De resultaten van dit onderzoek zijn drieledig. Ten eerste modelleren we aanvallers die gebruik maken van de variatie tussen programma’s om veiligheidslekken te vinden. We gebruiken deze modellering
dan om aan te tonen dat softwarediversiteit zulke aanvallen kan bemoeilijken. Ten tweede tonen we aan hoe we betere resultaten kun-
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nen bekomen dan bestaande diversiteitsraamwerken door op iteratieve
wijze feedback te gebruiken van diffing tools. Ten slotte stellen we
een compiler voor die rekening houdt met tijdsnevenkanalen. De door
deze compiler gegenereerde programma’s zullen geen variatie in uitvoeringstijd vertonen die afhangt van geheime informatie.

Summary
Software may contain imperfections and errors. One kind of software
errors that often catches people’s attention are security vulnerabilities.
A security vulnerability may allow an attacker to extract private information from users, or to gain control of a victim’s computer. This is
obviously undesirable.
In this PhD work we study how to protect users against such vulnerabilities in software. We focus on how variation affects security, and
how manipulating such variation can protect users against attacks. We
study two kinds of variation: (1) variation between different versions
of the same program, and (2) the variation in execution time of a single
program.

Variation between different versions of the same program After a
software vendor has identified and patched a vulnerability, the vendor distributes a patched version of the program to customers. This
patched version usually comes with a short explanation of the fixed
vulnerability to help system administrators decide whether or not to
apply the patch. This explanation often does not contain practical hints
for attackers. However, an attacker has more information than the description of the patch. Observe that the patched program version differs from the original program version: their behavior will differ for at
least one input. This difference in behavior will be caused by a difference in the program’s binary representation. Knowledge of this binary
difference will lead the attacker to the difference in behavior, which
will in turn lead him to the patched vulnerability itself. This gives an
attacker who knows the difference between both versions a head start
compared to an attacker who only has a vague description of the fixed
vulnerability. An attacker can visualize the difference between binary
programs with so-called diffing tools. These are tools that compare two
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binaries and return a list of code fragments that are matched between
them.
With our first contribution, we show that real-world attack tools
can be used effectively by attackers to find vulnerabilities. We show
that we can model the process of an attacker using different real-world
attack tools. This leads to multiple models for an attacker, depending
on which tools and heuristics the modeled attacker uses. We use these
to automatically approximate the effort required by an attacker using
such tools.
We then diversify the patched binaries. This is a technique that artificially increases the variation between two binaries. While software
diversification has been proposed before, it has not been evaluated using real-world attack tools to recover information about a patched vulnerability. Using our approximation of attack effort with real attack
tools, we show that software diversification indeed protects against existing attack tools, but that the overhead in execution time for such a
protection can be large.
Our second contribution is an improvement over the current state of
the art in software diversification. Existing diversification frameworks
use a stochastic process to select the transformations that are applied to
code fragments with the same probability throughout the binary. We
use feedback from a diffing tool to iteratively guide the diversification
process. We start by using a diffing tool to compare the unpatched binary to the patched binary. Our goal is that the attack tool finds as few
matching code fragments as possible, at the lowest overhead. Thus,
we only transform code fragments that are matched by the diffing tool.
Code fragments that are not matched, are not transformed. Which specific transformations are applied to the code fragments depends on exactly how the attack tool matched the code fragments. We then iteratively use the attack tool to improve the output of the diversification
framework: we compare the unpatched binary to the diversified framework and use this comparison as feedback for a new iteration of our
framework. The end result is a binary that has been specifically transformed so that the attack tool finds as few matching code fragments as
possible.

Variation in execution time The execution time of a program may
depend on private information. An attacker can analyze how the execution time depends on private information, and use this knowledge

xvii
to extract it. He will do this by measuring the execution time of the
program. The execution time of a program may depend on the private
information through either its control dependencies, or through its data
dependencies.
In our third contribution, we propose a compiler tool flow that automatically transforms programs so that they are protected against attackers that exploit timing variation to extract private information. We
do this by reducing the timing variation that a program exhibits. We
evaluate our compiler on recent Intel x86 processors.
Our timing side-channel aware compiler removes control dependencies in programs. We do this using if-conversion, which transforms
control dependencies into data dependencies. We show that these data
dependencies do not introduce execution time variation. Furthermore,
we show how to remove control dependencies using only conditional
move operations, even if the transformed functions possibly exhibit
side-effects such as causing exceptions.
We also investigate two sources of timing variation due to data dependencies. We show that division instructions on Intel Core 2 Duo
processors have a variable execution time, and discuss different strategies to remove this source of execution time variation from programs.
We also investigated timing variation due to load bypassing. In that
case we observe timing variation due to memory accesses, even if they
are not dependent on each other. As with the division instruction, we
propose a mechanism to automatically reduce this timing variation in
our compiler.
Binaries generated by our timing side-channel aware compiler will
thus exhibit significantly less, or, depending on the data dependencies
left, no execution time variation at all. Thus, an attacker will not be able
to use the timing information to extract private information.
The results of this research are threefold. Firstly, we show that we
can model attackers that use diffing tools to exploit variation between
program versions. We use this to show that software diversification
techniques are can effectively thwart such attackers. Secondly, we show
how to improve on existing diversification techniques by iteratively including feedback from diffing tools in the diversification algorithm. Finally, we present a timing side-channel aware compiler that produces
binaries whose execution time does not depend on private information.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
When people use software, they are typically unaware of all the risks
that accompany it. Software is vulnerable to attacks. While the power
of most vulnerabilities is limited to causing an attacked program to
crash, some vulnerabilities will enable attackers to run their own malicious code on the victim’s machine, or to exfiltrate private information.
Two recent high-profile attacks are the Stuxnet worm and the DigiNotar break. Stuxnet is malware that uses multiple vulnerabilities in
Microsoft software to spread itself without detection. It was allegedly
used to break Iran’s centrifuges [61]. DigiNotar was a certificate authority that signed certificates of identity to websites and to the Dutch
government. An attacker broke into their system through a web server
that had not been patched for a security vulnerability. The attacker was
able to gain access to DigiNotar’s signing server. This allowed him
to sign his own, fraudulent certificates to impersonate authenticated
Google servers [77].
There are different strategies with which an attacker can exploit
software. One strategy is to study the target program, to find a vulnerability in it, and then turn this vulnerability into an exploit. This
is the strategy used by the Stuxnet attack. Another kind of attacker
will wait for other people to disclose a security vulnerability, will find a
way to exploit this vulnerability himself, and then use it on his victims.
This is the strategy the DigiNotar attack used. There are of course also
attackers who merely re-use attack software made by other attackers
using one of the previous strategies.
In this PhD work, we will study how some attacks on software can
be mitigated. Our focus is on mitigating attacks that exploit the varia-
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tion that is present in software. In particular, we consider two different
kinds of variation and their impact on software security:
1. Variation between program versions. When a software vendor releases a security patch for a vulnerability, the patch discloses the
location of the vulnerability in the program to the attacker. An attacker can find this location by comparing the vulnerable version
of the program with the patched version. The attacker can then
try to exploit said vulnerability because not all users immediately
apply the patch.
We know this kind of attack exists because attackers sometimes
publicly describe how they reversed and created an exploit for
a vulnerability, solely based on the information in the security
patch [96, 99, 141].
2. Variation in execution time. An attacker can try to correlate the execution time of a program with private information used in this
program. This is a case of an attacker trying to find a vulnerability
himself.
Exploiting timing variation in programs is quite old. One famous
example from the days when multi-user systems were first being
introduced, is checking the correctness of the log-in password of a
user [93]. To check the entered password, the log-in software will
compare the it character-wise with the stored password. When
this software stops checking the password as soon as the first mismatching character is found, an attacker can measure how long
the password check takes. Then he immediately knows if the
first character matches, or the first two characters, etc. That way,
the attacker converts an exponential search space into a linear
one. Even though password checks nowadays typically are implemented using hashes, similar implementation problems still
occur [95].
We will defend against both kinds of attacks by modifying the
amount of variation that the attacker will observe. Our techniques will
focus on generating more secure binary code. In order to describe exactly
how we do this, it is useful to know how existing attacks and defenses
against these attacks work. In the next sections, we will describe both
the offensive and the defensive side in more detail.
In Section 1.1, we describe how to identify and interpret binary
code. The attacker has to know where the code is located in a program,
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and what this code does, before he can attack the program. This is the
case for both exploiting variation between program versions, as well as
for exploiting timing variation.
We then describe how to exploit variation between two binary program versions. To interpret the changes in the binary code caused by
a binary patch, the attacker needs to understand how source a code
change affects the binary code. Section 1.2 describes different kinds of
change at the binary level that can be caused by source code changes.
Section 1.3 discusses how attackers can use the difference between the
patched and the unpatched program. We then explain how an attacker
can find the difference between two binary programs in Section 1.4.
Section 1.5 then describes existing techniques that try to prevent the
impact of such an attack.
This is followed by a discussion of attacks that exploit execution
time variation. Section 1.6 describes how the execution time of a program can depend on its input. Section 1.7 then briefly describes different strategies the attacker can use to exploit these variations to extract
private information. Finally, Section 1.8 describes existing techniques
that reduce the timing variation of programs.
With these attack strategies in mind, we finish with the contributions this PhD work makes in Section 1.9.

1.1

Abstracting binaries into models

To attack a binary program, an attacker needs to understand at least
part of the behavior of the program. The attacker can construct a model
of the binary program to reason on. The first step towards making a
model of the binary will be to locate and identify the instructions in the
binary. These instructions can be further modeled by grouping them
into more abstract representations. These representations can then be
used in conjunction with a debugger to increase the understanding of
the program interactively.
During the creation of a program binary by compiling and linking,
the program is viewed at different levels of abstraction. These different representations are used to represent the structure of the program.
They offer a high-level model on which different analyses and transformations can be applied [110]. The attacker then aims to reconstruct the
structure of a program at a certain level of abstraction.
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At the lowest level of abstraction, the binary consists only of the raw
bytes that make up the code and data. Above this is the level of assembly, where sequences of adjacent bytes are instructions which have certain semantics. Sequences of instructions that are not split by any control flow in the program are called basic blocks (BBLs). These BBLs can
be grouped into control flow graphs (CFGs). The nodes in a CFG are
BBLs, while the edges correspond to the possible control flow between
BBLs. Basic blocks are partitioned into functions, where each function
has a separate CFG. The caller-callee relationships between functions
can be modeled by a call graph (CG) in which the nodes model functions and the edges model function calls.
One approach to modeling a binary is to describe the control flow
statically. This static representation of the binary takes into account
all possible control flow, including control flow that does not happen when executing the binary. Software vendors can try to thwart
static analyses with different techniques, which will we describe in
Section 1.1.1. Another approach to modeling a binary is to only model
the code that is executed. This dynamic representation can be used by
the attacker to reconstruct and approximate the exact CFG.
In this section, we discuss several techniques and tools that can be
used to detect and interpret the instructions in a binary, using either
static or dynamic information. We will also discuss the different caveats
associated with these techniques.

1.1.1

Disassemblers

The goal of a disassembler is to decode the bytes that make up the binary code into sequences of instructions. The only starting information an attacker can usually rely on is the start address of the program,
and a list of sections in the program containing executable code. In
some cases, this information is augmented with the names and the entry points of individual functions. This information is then used to create a list of disassembled instructions. An attacker can abstract this
information by grouping the disassembled instructions into BBLs and
CFGs. Disassembling binary code is not a trivial task: there are many
problems and subtleties that can make disassemblers return incomplete
and incorrect information. Incomplete information corresponds to false
negatives, which means that there are instructions in the binary that are
not decoded by the disassembler. Incorrect information is also referred
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to as false positives, which means that the disassembly does not reflect
the code that is actually executed when running the program. The goal
of the attacker is to gain as much useful information from the binary
as possible. As such, both incomplete and incorrect information can
present difficulties to the attacker.
Static disassemblers assume that the binary code representing the
instructions does not change during program execution. This assumption is invalid with self-modifying code, in which a program creates or
overwrites instructions at run time. This means that the CFG changes
through the course of the program execution. To model this, different models of executable code such as a State-Enhanced CFG are
needed [9].
In this section, we describe several static disassembly algorithms
and their handling of incorrect and incomplete information.

Linear sweep disassemblers Linear sweep disassemblers assume
that all instructions are placed sequentially in a code segment. They
compute the starting address of the next instruction using the length of
the currently decoded instruction. Instructions are decoded until the
end of the code segment is reached [59].
Linear sweep disassemblers analyze the whole code section. When
all instructions have equal length and all memory fetches have to be
aligned at multiples of this length, a linear sweep will correctly decode
all instructions contained in the section. Thus, its results are complete
in the absence of self-modifying code. However, when these assumptions do not hold, disassembly becomes more difficult. A decoded sequence of bytes can overlap partially with the instructions present in the
binary. For example, the disassembler can start decoding in the middle
of an instruction. Because the start address of the next instruction is
computed using the length of the current instruction, once the disassembler decodes a sequence of bytes that does not correspond exactly
to an instruction in the binary, subsequent bytes can be decoded incorrectly as well. It has been shown that sequences of incorrectly decoded
bytes will quickly synchronize with the correct instructions in the case
of, for example, x86 variable-length instructions [98]. Such synchronization problems can occur when disassembling regular, compilergenerated code. Some compilers will intersperse data in code sections,
which results in the disassembler trying to decode data. This might
result in a synchronization issue, possibly leading to an incorrect and
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incomplete disassembly. This can be used as a defense mechanism to
thwart attackers: regions of data can be interspersed with code to intentionally introduce synchronization problems [98].
Recursive descent disassemblers Recursive descent disassemblers
are an extension of linear sweep disassemblers. They also decode
instructions sequentially, but only individual BBLs at a time are decoded [59]. The disassembly starts at the program’s entry point and
exported functions. Once a control transfer instruction is detected,
the disassembler can not only continue disassembling the instructions
in the fall-through path of this instruction, if it exists, but it can also
continue disassembling at the target address of the control transfer, if
possible.
Recursive descent disassemblers only disassembles code that is statically reachable from the program and function entry points, while data
blocks will not be disassembled. As such, this technique is more robust against compiler-inserted data blocks. However, this technique
can still return incorrect disassembly when certain obfuscation techniques are used. Recursive descent disassemblers that assume that call
instructions return to the instruction following the call can be thwarted
by replacing direct jump instructions with a call that does not return
to the next instruction. The target function of such a call is called a
branch function [98]. Similarly, software developers can add conditional
control transfers that are known in advance to always transfer the control. The fall-through block can then contain data to introduce synchronization problems in disassemblers [42]. Furthermore, techniques exist
to transform control transfer instructions into non-control transfer instructions [56, 121].
A major disadvantage of recursive descent disassembly is that it
can be hard to compute the target addresses of control transfers. For
example, function pointers and other forms of indirection make static
disassembly hard, if not impossible. In such cases, recursive descent
disassemblers may return incomplete information.
Symbolic execution for disassemblers Improvements can be made
to the recursive descent algorithm by increasing the resilience against
certain obfuscation transformations. Kruegel et al. [91] describe how
a disassembler can try to detect branch functions. Assuming that the
implementation of branch functions is simple and free of side effects,
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they symbolically evaluate calls to branch functions, in order to recover
the original control flow with direct jump instructions.
Trying all possible start addresses Another possibility is to start disassembling at all possible start addresses. Using the aforementioned
synchronization property of the x86 ISA, a disassembler can re-use disassembly of previously decoded memory locations once synchronization occurs. All code that is part of the program is correctly disassembled: there is no problem of computing control transfer targets, or disassembled data overlapping with instructions. Such techniques can be
used in the context of binary program rewriting. They ensure that all
possible basic blocks that can be executed are considered when rewriting a program [154]. This technique thus produces a superset of all
instructions in the binary. While this is acceptable for program rewriting, this also presents additional basic blocks to the attacker that are
not actually present in the binary program, which makes this technique
less useful for attackers.

1.1.2

Execution tracing

An attacker can use the aforementioned methods to try to disassemble
all bytes in an entire code section or program. After disassembly, he can
try to reconstruct the static CFG of the program. To overcome the challenge of determining which bytes in a program represent instructions
and are thus part of the CFG, attackers can also consider a dynamic
CFG as an approximation of the static CFG.
A dynamic CFG can be obtained by tracing the execution of the program. Multiple dynamic CFGs can exist: they depend on the inputs to
the program during tracing. By tracing the execution of the program, an
attacker knows the starting address of each executed instruction, and
can thus easily decode it correctly. A dynamic CFG can be constructed
by observing which control flow transfers are taken. Furthermore, by
tracing a program, an attacker can also deal with code that is generated
dynamically, including self-modifying code [103, 107].
The execution of a program can be traced by instrumenting the program code [104]. Thus, the original program code executes, in addition to inserted code that reports on various properties of the runtime behavior of the program. These properties include data values
that are produced by instructions, which data memory addresses are
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accessed by which instructions and whether or not these memory addresses have been initialized correctly, etc. [100, 113, 128].
Another commonly used technique for tracing the program execution is to use the processor’s native debugging infrastructure [82]. An
attacker can interactively break the execution of a program depending on dynamic conditions. For example, he can stop the execution
when certain instruction addresses are executed, when certain data is
accessed or modified, etc.
Finally, the execution of a program can also be observed by simulating the whole system on which the program runs [21].

1.1.3

Tools for abstracting binaries

In this section, we give a quick overview of some of the tools that are
used by both attackers and defenders to abstract binaries into a higherlevel intermediate representation.
Disassemblers
gdb and objdump gdb1 and objdump2 are free software utilities
most commonly used to debug and analyze Linux ELF binaries. Both
can be used as a linear sweep disassembler. Furthermore, an attacker
can use gdb as a debugger, which can act as a tracing tool. The disassembler can also be used interactively by an attacker. Since breakpoints
and watch points can be set to break the execution of a program under
certain conditions, an attacker can start disassembling code at program
points that are known to be executed.
IDA Pro IDA Pro3 is a commercial, graphical disassembler and debugger framework. It is able to disassemble code compiled for a variety
of processor architectures. The attacker can use the disassembler interactively: next to using the automatic recursive descent disassembler
functionality, attackers can manually select additional starting points
to disassemble, can select which parts of the program are data or code,
etc. The attacker can also improve on the heuristics IDA Pro uses to
1

https://www.gnu.org/software/gdb/
http://sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/objdump.html
3
http://www.hex-rays.com/products/ida/index.shtml
2
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detect and disassemble functions [129, 141]. Furthermore, IDA Pro offers a graphical overview of the CFGs and CGs that have been reconstructed. It offers a range of productivity features that help an attacker
in exploring and understanding the code. Another important feature
is its extensibility and the available plug-ins. It is scriptable through
a Python interface, C++ bindings for native modules, and a custom
scripting language, all of which are used by different third-party plugins and scripts.
Immunity Debugger Immunity Debugger4 is a debugger targeted towards the security industry for writing exploits and analyzing malware. It provides easy interfacing with fuzzers and other exploit development tools. For example, it is possible to use the Immunity debugger to fuzz kernel drivers [134]. It has special support for analyzing
the program’s heap memory. A Python API allows users to extend and
automate its functionality.
OllyDbg OllyDbg5 is a binary code analysis tool for Windows, featuring the ability to disassemble, debug, and understand a program.
It is commonly used to reverse engineer binaries. It uses information
from Windows API calls to infer variable types on the program’s stack.
OllyDbg can be extended through a binary plug-in interface. Currently,
it only supports 32 bit Windows binaries.
vdb vdb6 is a debugger written in Python using the vtrace API. It is
targeted towards the security industry, and offers users both a GUI and
a Python API for scripting. It supports many target platforms for disassembling binaries and debugging programs, such as Windows, Linux
and Android. An interesting addition to using vdb is vivisect7 . This is a
fully programmable binary analysis framework in Python.
WinDbg WinDbg8 is a debugger with a linear sweep disassembler
that is part of Microsoft’s Debugging Tools for Windows. It offers de4

https://www.immunityinc.com/products-immdbg.shtml
http://www.ollydbg.de/
6
https://code.google.com/p/vivisect/
7
https://code.google.com/p/vivisect/
8
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/hardware/gg463009.
aspx
5
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velopers the ability to debug processes remotely over a network connection, and to debug kernel-mode driver code. It supports debugging
native 32-bit and 64-bit Windows binaries as well as managed .NET
binaries.
Execution tracing
Anubis Anubis9 is a dynamic analysis framework for malware samples. In addition to execution tracing, it emulates a whole system to
observe the interaction between the malware and the host system.
Diota Diota10 is a dynamic instrumentation framework that explicitly handles self-modifying code [104]. Diota is also used for vertical
instrumentation, in which Diota instruments a Java Virtual Machine together with the Java programs the virtual machine executes [102].
DynamoRIO DynamoRIO11 is another dynamic instrumentation
framework. Its ability to dynamically detect out-of-bounds memory
accesses has been used in commercial security products. It has also
been used to instrument kernel code [62].
Dyninst Dyninst12 is a dynamic instrumentation framework that can
handle obfuscated binary code. It has also been used to apply security
patches to programs at run-time [137].
FIT FIT13 is a static link-time instrumentation toolkit [50]. Thus, it
allows users to rewrite programs without introducing a run-time overhead to analyze and modify the executed code. However, because it is
a static tool, it does not support instrumenting self-modifying code.
Pin Pin14 is a dynamic instrumentation framework by Intel [100]. It
offers a higher-level programming API than the other toolkits. It is used
9

http://anubis.iseclab.org
http://www.elis.ugent.be/diota
11
http://www.dynamorio.org/
12
http://www.dyninst.org/
13
http://www.elis.ugent.be/fit/
14
http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/
pin-a-dynamic-binary-instrumentation-tool
10
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for the creation of program profiles for computer architecture research.
Valgrind Valgrind15 [113] is a dynamic instrumentation toolkit. It
is mainly used by application developers debugging memory issues,
such as identifying invalid memory accesses and finding large allocation sites.

1.2

Characterization of patched binary code

When a program distributed in binary form needs to be patched, the
developer patches the source code, recompiles that code, and distributes the resulting binary code either as a complete new binary or
as a differential update, i.e., a binary code patch. One of the attacks
we study in this PhD work is a patch-based collusion attack. In such
an attack, an attacker will study the update for a security vulnerability,
and use this to engineer a security exploit itself. Since the attacker can
generate the patched binary from the patch and the original program,
we will assume that the attacker has the patched binary as well as the
original binary.
It is the goal of the attacker to find the binary code that corresponds
directly to the changes in source code. We call such changes in the
binary code the source-code induced mutations (SCIMs). We give a formal
definition of such mutations in Chapter 2.
Mutations to binary code come in the form of inserted, modified,
and deleted instructions. New instructions can be inserted directly
as the result of a source code patch, e.g., when new functionality is
added to a program or when additional validity checks on input data
are added. Instructions can get modified directly as the result of a
source code patch as well. For example, a branch-if-zero conditional
branch opcode can be modified to become a branch-if-not-zero opcode,
or one of the operands of an instruction can be modified as part of an
off-by-one security fix. Instructions can also be deleted as a direct consequence of source patches, for example when obsolete functionality
is replaced. These direct insertions, modifications and deletions correspond to source-code induced mutations.
Source code patches can also introduce insertions, modifications
and deletions of instructions indirectly, i.e., as a result of the com15

http://valgrind.org/
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piler’s application of global code analyses, global code optimizations,
and global code generation techniques. Those mutations are typically
spread throughout the binary code. Some important cases are:
• When code is inserted or deleted, other code is moved around in
memory. As a result, references to moved code, under the form
of both absolute and relative addresses change. These addresses
include the target addresses encoded in function calls and branch
instructions.
• In order to exploit micro-architectural optimizations such as
caches, a compiler will try to align code in memory to cache
line boundaries. This process is called padding, which consists
of adding the appropriate number of filler bytes, such as no-op
instructions in between code fragments. When code moves because of insertions or deletions, the amount of padding will also
change.
• Changes to a function’s size may make the compiler switch between not inlining, full inlining, partial inlining, and cloning a
function at some of its call sites.
• When profile-guided code optimizations are applied, the profile
of the structure of the code may change, which can result in code
being reordered and conditional branches being inverted. For
example, a branch-if-less-than can become a branch-if-greater-orequal.
• The addition of new variables in a source code fragment may increase register pressure, causing unrelated variables to be spilled
on the stack.
These kinds of minor and major mutations do not affect the semantics
of the application, so they correspond to purely syntactic mutations
that are not relevant to an attacker. We call these mutations translationinduced mutations (TIMs). To focus their effort on the relevant code,
attackers will rely on binary patching and matching tools. Their goal is
to automatically filter out as many instances of the translation-induced
mutations as possible, while not overlooking any relevant SCIMs.
This is not a trivial task. It is obvious that the attacker will have
to analyze more than the mutated instructions to determine whether a
mutation is source-code induced or translation induced. For example,
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in some cases the attacker will have to decide whether potentially inlined code is semantically equivalent to the original code. This is complicated by the fact that an inlined function is typically optimized for
its unique, known calling context, whereas the original outlined code
will be more generic.
Even when only encoded addresses in instructions change in some
code fragment, this can have different causes. On the one hand, the
change can be a syntactic one, for example due to code motion. On the
other hand, the instruction can point to a different address because the
corresponding source code has changed. For example, when a call to
a function is changed in the source code, the encoded address of that
call will have changed as well, in which case the change is a semantic, source-code induced one, rather than a translation-induced one. To
distinguish between these cases, the attacker might have to perform a
more global analysis.
By separating the syntactic changes from the semantic changes, the
attacker can try to deduce the vulnerability in the unpatched program.

1.3

Software matching and Exploit Wednesday

Attackers can study the changes between program versions to find and
exploit the patched vulnerabilities. A particularly popular target of
such attacks are Microsoft’s patches for Windows. Every second Tuesday of the month, Patch Tuesday, Microsoft releases binary software updates. These updates include security patches, most of which are documented to inform system administrators what they are vulnerable to.
Microsoft typically words this without giving concrete hints to hackers
as to how to exploit these vulnerabilities. Their descriptions do not always match the vulnerability being patched, however, and sometimes
the patched vulnerabilities are not mentioned at all [46].
As soon as attackers get their hands on the binary code patches, they
start inspecting them in preparation of Exploit Wednesday. This term
refers to their window of opportunity to target the users that did not yet
apply the patch. In some cases, binary code inspection also allows attackers to identify incorrectly patched security issues. This then allows
attackers to target users who did apply the patch, but were left vulnerable because the fix was not complete. There has been at least one case
where the analysis of a security patch showed that it did not cover all
possible inputs on which a vulnerability could be triggered [60].
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Brumley et al. [32] demonstrated that in some cases exploits can be
devised without any manual analysis or human understanding of the
patched code. All their attack needs is an accurate identification of the
modified binary code fragments before and after the patch. On that basis, it suffices to apply a specific form of constraint solving techniques
called fuzzing on the program inputs to generate attacks fully automatically. This and all other published (automatic or manual) patchbased attacks that we are aware of assume that it is easy if not trivial to identify the relatively few relevant differences between the unpatched and patched versions of a binary. Many authors simply do not
even consider it worthwhile to discuss how they identify the patched
code fragments. Others discuss it very briefly. Most describe the use
of diffing tools that point the attacker to mutated instructions. For example, Protas and Manzuik [123] briefly describe their use of IDA Pro
and BinDiff diffing tool to analyze undiversified Microsoft patches for
Windows. Brumley et al. mention their use of the e-Eye Binary Diffing Suite to analyze the syntactic difference between the two binaries.
Oh [116] observes that the engineering of most security exploits starts
with the manual or automatic analysis of the differences created by security patches, and briefly describes how EBDS and DarunGrim can
be used to analyze those differences. Many other security researchers,
hackers, and hobbyists tell a similar story [70, 76, 83, 96, 99, 109, 139,
141, 145, 148], conveying that spotting the relevant differences is trivial
with the existing tools.
Finally, we would like to note that while we will only study binary
security patches in this PhD thesis, similar attacks are a problem in the
open source world. Attackers can study commits made to public repositories to find out which of these commits fixes a security issue, and
then make an exploit for those vulnerabilities. They can also try to correlate commits with information from the software project’s bug trackers. They can then focus only on those commits that contain security
fixes. Attackers are thus able to create exploits to known vulnerabilities
before users have a chance to download patched binary programs [19].
The described attacks show that attackers can indeed extract enough
information from the difference between unpatched and patched binary programs to create exploits.

1.4 Software matching
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Software matching

Attackers want to identify the SCIMs as fast as possible because their
window of opportunity closes quickly. Thus, they will use tools that
automatically prune the instructions that are unchanged between program versions. Such tools are called matching tools or diffing tools.
Some of these tools have been designed for other applications, but can
nonetheless be used by an attacker. In this section, we discuss related
work relevant to the matching of different versions of binary programs.

1.4.1

Binary patch generation tools

A first type of matching tool are binary patch generation tools. These
tools are primarily used to reduce bandwidth costs when distributing
patched versions of software. These tools are tailored towards the problem of generating small binary patches. The binary patches encode the
differences between the two versions as efficiently as possible. Attackers could try to use the encoded differences to point them to the sourcecode induced mutations. The usefulness of these tools both as a tool to
create small binary patches, and as a tool to pinpoint SCIMs, depends
on how they encode translation-induced mutations.
The open source tool xdelta16 is a binary patch tool that encodes
patches in the the VCDIFF format as specified in the RFC 3284 [90] standard. According to this standard, a patched binary can be reconstructed
from the unpatched binary using only two kinds of operations: copying
fragments from the original binary, and adding raw data. This addition
of raw data can be compressed using a form of run-length encoding.
Thus, a property of the VCDIFF format is that, e.g., a code fragment
with only a changed offset needs to be split up into different copy-andadd operations. This problem is addressed in bsdiff17 , which copies
code fragments from the original binary that are similar to the patched
binary [118]. The remaining differences are then patched separately after a decompression using the bzip2 compression algorithm18 .
The potential similarity between two binaries is even further exploited by Google’s Courgette binary patch system [122]. While Courgette is designed to patch multiple executable and/or data files at once,
16

http://xdelta.org/
http://www.daemonology.net/bsdiff/
18
http://www.bzip.org/
17
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its innovation lies in additional processing for binary code patches.
Binary code is disassembled, and it is the disassembled plaintext for
which the patch is generated. Because the disassembly is a more abstract representation of the code, syntactic changes such as changed
offsets are not included in the resulting patch.

1.4.2

Graph-based matching approaches

The algorithms used in binary patch tools operate at a low level of abstraction. At a higher level of abstraction there are tools that use graphbased binary matching algorithms. Their purpose is not to generate
small patches between programs, but rather to identify at a higher level
which code fragments are related between program versions. Such
tools typically come with some kind of graphical user interface that
allows users to visualize the relations between the code fragments of
both program versions. Figure 1.1 is a screenshot of the BinDiff diffing
tool. An attacker has asked BinDiff to show the matching instructions
in a single pair of matched functions. As can be seen in the figure, the
attacker can easily see which code fragments are matched between the
program versions and which code fragments have been added.
The higher-level algorithms compare high-level structures such as
control flow graphs, as opposed to assembly or code bytes. This often
offers a more structured view of the relevant differences between the
two program versions. Because of their graph-based nature, they are
less prone to changes in the program layout.
Graph-based algorithms try to find graph isomorphisms between
subgraphs of the control flow graphs and call graphs of programs.
Since the programs are actually different, no full isomorphism will be
returned. Nodes for which no mapping can be found are considered
to have changed. Furthermore, as opposed to regular isomorphism
construction algorithms, these algorithms are constrained to matching
nodes with the same properties. This is to prevent that subgraphs with
similar structure but different behavior will be matched.
Sabin [131] constructs the isomorphisms for Windows binaries by
first enumerating the entry points of functions using the function export table. These functions are matched by name. Instructions in
matched functions are further matched by iteratively comparing pairs
of instructions during a traversal of the functions’ CFGs. These instructions are compared and assigned a match strength. Different
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Figure 1.1: Screenshot detail of BinDiff’s user interface showing the CFG of a
matched function. BinDiff identifies BBLs that match with green boxes, partially matched BBLs with yellow boxes. Unmatched instructions have a grey
background.
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Figure 1.2: Example of how functions in a call graph can be matched iteratively based on function signatures. Each box represents a particular function.
A bold border denotes a function that is matched, a grey box denotes a function that is skipped when comparing signatures.

match strengths are returned. The highest match strength is the full
match; it is assigned to pairs of instructions that are (1) completely
identical, or (2) have identical mnemonics. When the mnemonics are
identical, either the instructions must not have any operands, or their
encoded-but-different integer operands lie in the program’s address
space. Other instruction pairs are considered near matches when they
have the same mnemonic and the same types of operands (for example,
registers or immediates). Finally, no-operation instructions and direct
jumps with a single successor are ignored.
BMAT [151] is a binary matching tool that has been developed primarily to reuse profile information in subsequent builds. Like Sabin,
the authors of BMAT initially match functions using their names. Basic blocks are matched as well. For BBLs, initially different kinds of
hashes are computed on the instructions of the BBLs, and BBLs with
the same hash are matched. Finally, the CFGs of the functions are traversed, where BBLs that are in equivalent positions in the control flow
are matched.
Flake [64] constructs the isomorphism by matching the programs
structurally. The CGs and the CFGs are compared to match the program versions, ignoring individual instructions. He employs iterative
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refinement of mappings. Initially, all functions are assigned a 3-tuple
containing the number of BBLs, the number of edges in their CFGs, and
the number of edges in the call graph originating from that function.
Functions are partitioned by their 3-tuple. If a group contains exactly
one function of each program version, these functions are considered
a match. The set of matched functions is then used as a base for iteratively improving the matched function set. In subsequent iterations,
functions are only considered when they have call edges originating
from already matched functions. This is illustrated for the call graphs
of Figure 1.2. For example, programs F and G each have one function
with the signature (2,1,1). This means that they both have 2 BBLs, with
one edge between those BBLs, and one outgoing edge in the CG. Since
they are unique in both programs, they are immediately matched (indicated by the bold box around the function). The algorithm cannot
distinguish between the other functions because their signatures are
identical. In the next iteration, only the functions with an edge from
the already matched functions are considered. There is only a single
possible match for f2, being g2. In the third iteration, we again consider
the unmatched functions that have call edges originating in the already
matched functions. Now there is only a single possible match for the
function f3, being g3, after which all functions have been matched.
Dullien et al. [57] extend and generalize the work of Flake in two
significant ways. Firstly, their algorithm generalizes the partitioning of
functions with 3-tuples by considering generic selectors and properties
for matching graphs. A selector maps a single node from graph A to
the unique most similar node of graph B, if it exists. An example of
such a selector is using the 3-tuple from Flake to find a unique match in
the second binary. Properties are functions that, when given a graph,
return a subset of that graph’s nodes. They can thus be used to reduce
the size of the graphs fed to the selectors as input. For example, a property for CGs could return only the nodes, i.e. functions, of the input
CG that contain a recursive function call. Another possible property is
the use of exported function names. The goal of reducing the graph is
to reduce the number of identical 3-tuples for a selector, improving the
chances of finding a unique match. This is illustrated in Figure 1.3. In
this example, the attacker compares two programs F and G with three
functions each. The selector is the number of edges per function. Since
f3 and g2 are the only functions in each program that have exactly one
edge, these two functions must match. However, we cannot match f1 or
f2 because there are two distinct functions with zero edges in G. How-
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Figure 1.3: Example of how selectors and properties can be used to match
functions.

ever, we can use the property ‘this function refers to the string “Hi!”’ to
limit the set of functions. This property restricts the set of functions to
f2 and g1. Thus, f2 has exactly one corresponding function with zero
edges in G: g1. Similarly, considering functions that ‘do not refer to any
string’, the only match with zero edges for f1 is g3, after which all functions are matched.
The second extension Dulien et al. add to the work of Flake, is
that they do not only consider matching functions, but also apply the
same technique to the BBLs contained in the matched CFGs, as well
as the instructions in these BBLs. Initially, functions are matched using function-specific selectors and properties. Then, the basic blocks of
matched function pairs are again matched with selectors and properties
designed for matching basic blocks. Finally, instructions of matched
basic blocks are themselves matched. This work was extended by the
authors of BinSlayer [105] to include other graph matching algorithms.
BinHunt [72] uses symbolic execution and theorem proving in addition to comparing the control flow graphs and call graphs of programs.
BinHunt does a pairwise comparison of all functions from both programs. When comparing two functions, the maximum common sub-
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graph of their CFGs is computed. The BBLs in the common subgraph
correspond to matched BBLs. As a second match step, these matches
are verified by proving or disproving the semantic equivalence of the
matched BBLs. A theorem prover is used to prove that for all inputs,
the matched BBLs compute the same output. Because the registers used
for input and output may have changed between program versions, all
possible combinations of input and output registers are tried. This can
be computationally very expensive. As a solution to this, BinJuice was
proposed as a faster way to find similar BBLs by comparing their semantics [92]. First, the semantics of BBLs is extracted. Next, the semantics is generalized into ‘juice’, which forms a semantic template of
the code. The juice of different BBLs is then transformed further to efficiently find BBLs with similar semantics.

1.4.3

Trace-based matching approaches

Trace-based matching approaches collect information about the execution of a program, such as dynamic control flow, values produced, addresses referenced and data dependencies exercised.
Techniques based on compact representations of dynamic program
slices [156] have been evaluated by comparing unoptimized and optimized versions of a program [155].
Similar techniques have been used to compare original and obfuscated versions as well. Nagarajan et al. [111] describe a technique that
consists of two steps: an interprocedural matching step and an instruction matching step. The goal of the first step is to produce a mapping
between the functions of two program versions. To enable this matching, each function is associated with a signature. By comparing signatures, compatible functions can be determined. The compatible functions are then matched using the structure of dynamic call graphs (DCGs)
of the two executions, which essentially yields the function mapping.
In the second step, an attempt is made to match the instructions within
the matching functions. To enable this matching, each instruction is
associated with a dynamic signature based on the values it produces.
By comparing signatures, compatible instructions can be determined.
The compatible instructions are then matched using the structure of
the dynamic data dependence graphs (DDDGs) of the two program versions. The DDDGs are matched using the iterative algorithm discussed
by Zhang et al [155]. First, the root nodes of the DDDGs are matched
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by comparing the signatures. Then, the interior nodes of the DDDGs
are matched using an algorithm that iteratively applies two passes. In
the forward pass, nodes, all of whose parent nodes match, are in turn
matched. In the backward pass, nodes that have at least one child that
is matched, are in turn matched. Repeated iteration of each of these
passes iteratively refines the instruction matches.
Another technique to match different obfuscated versions of programs was developed by Anckaert [7]. As opposed to Nagarajan et al.,
Anckaert does not try to detect and map functions, but matches only
basic blocks and instructions of both programs. This is done using a
matching framework that iteratively combines the different results of
fuzzy classifiers. At first, classifiers are used that match BBLs of both
programs. The matches of the BBLs are then propagated to the instructions contained in them, after which further classifiers are iteratively
applied to the instructions. The exact steps and classifiers applied can
vary, but the proposed evaluation of this framework combines information from instruction syntax, produced data values, execution count
and order, system call information, and local control flow and data flow
dependencies. Let us give a small example of how this framework
can iteratively combine this information. First, the existing classifiers
can match all BBLs that contain the same system call. Next, matches
are added for all BBLs that have distance 1 from matched BBLs in the
dynamic CFG. Finally, all pairs of matched BBL that do not have the
same execution count are removed from the set of matches. Such classifiers can be further extended and combined into matchers that produce
matches for individual instructions.

1.4.4

Polymorphic malware analysis

One specific context in which software matching techniques are playing an increasingly important role is the analysis of polymorphic malware [10]. Such malware tries to avoid being detected by mutating itself, thus thwarting tools that rely on static properties or code signatures. Anti-malware tools try to abstract these mutations, which can
lead to faster or better classification of malware samples [20].
To improve the quality of the matching techniques when applied
to polymorphic malware, code normalizers can be used [33, 38, 147].
These tools try to restructure the code into a normal form. Different
polymorphic forms of the same code are normalized to the same nor-
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mal form, which should improve the quality of the matching.
The polymorphic nature of this kind of malware typically manifests itself in the code, but not in its data structures. This has lead to
the emergence of techniques that match programs based on their data
structures and shape rather than on their binary code [48].

1.4.5

Attack tools for software matching

Some of the diffing algorithms we described above have found their
way into tools that are commonly used by attackers. As already explained, attackers will use these tools to prune matched code, so they
can focus on code that is likely to have changed. These tools are also
called diffing tools.
All of the tools mentioned here are plug-ins for the IDA Pro disassembler. As mentioned earlier, this is a recursive descent disassembler,
which can return both incorrect and incomplete disassembly information. Furthermore, it may construct incomplete control flow graphs in
which basic blocks are mistakenly disconnected from the others and
in which many blocks mistakenly form additional entry points of different functions. When these types of mistakes are made, the diffing
plug-ins obviously face a difficult if not impossible task.

BinDiff BinDiff19 is a commercial plug-in for IDA Pro based on the
work of Flake and of Dullien et al [57]. It allows the attacker to find the
differences at the instruction level. A set of predefined properties and
selectors for matching functions and basic blocks is offered, which the
user can choose from. The authors of BinDiff defined a default list of
properties and selectors [159]. This default list contains different properties related to the call graph and control flow graph, but also call sequences, position-independent hashing of opcodes per basic block and
instruction counts. The correctness of the matches returned by the different properties varies significantly. A rough guide to their reliability
is offered by the authors of BinDiff. A final confidence and similarity
score is assigned to the matched functions and displayed to the user.
However, the BinDiff authors acknowledge that such scores are only a
very rough indication and should not be relied on too heavily.
19

http://www.zynamics.com/bindiff.html
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EBDS, Darungrim, and BinaryDiffer The eEye Binary Diffing Suite20
(EBDS) is an open source suite of tools that can be used for matching
binaries. Its main use is to perform a batch comparison between two
versions of an entire Windows installation. By computing hashes on all
files, it finds the files that have been modified. For binary files, a list of
added functions in the changed files is generated by comparing the lists
of exported functions contained in the changed files. These functions
can then be compared at the basic block level by using the Darungrim
part of the suite, which is also available as a Python-based plug-in for
IDA Pro that can be used without using EBDS21 . There also exists a C++
re-implementation of this IDA Pro plug-in called BinaryDiffer22 . It uses
a combination of fingerprinting and matching on control flow graphs,
data flow, and call graphs to produce its diffing results.
TurboDiff TurboDiff 23 is a free plug-in for IDA Pro. It matches functions and basic blocks using information from the control flow graph,
the call graph, references to strings and by computing hashes on basic
blocks. It considers functions identical if the functions have the same
CFG, have the same checksum and number of instructions for each
BBL. Functions are suspicious when the CFG is identical, but if hashes or
the number of instructions differ in at least one BBL. Otherwise, functions can be considered changed when they can be matched using CG or
string references. Individual BBLs can be (partially) matched based on
their checksums and number of instructions.
patchdiff2 patchdiff224 is a free plug-in for IDA Pro. It only matches
whole functions, not basic blocks or instructions. It does this by generating and comparing function signatures based on the instructions
contained in the function, in string references, and in function references.
While these diffing tools all have different user interfaces and different underlying algorithms, at the most basic level their user experience
is the same. A user selects two binaries to be matched; the tool then
20

http://www.eeye.com/resources/security-center/research/
tools/eeye-binary-diffing-suite-ebds
21
http://www.darungrim.org/
22
https://code.google.com/p/binarydiffer/
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presents a list of functions that match and a list of functions that do not
match. These functions can then be further inspected by viewing their
CFG either in the tool itself, or in IDA Pro. However, it is unknown to
the attacker whether or not the matched functions have been correctly
identified.

1.5

Diversification as protection against software
matching

Solutions have been proposed to thwart diffing and matching tools. For
example, it has been observed before that applying obfuscation transformations to a binary makes it harder for a diffing tool to produce
useful results [32, 116].
In this PhD work, we will use a technique called software diversity
to defend against attackers using diffing tools. With software diversity,
various transformations (including but not limited to obfuscation transformations) are applied to a binary to add artificial syntactic differences
without changing the program’s semantics.
Software diversity (or individualization) was first proposed by Cohen under the term program evolution to defend against malicious code
attacks [40]. When performing a malicious code attack, the attacker has
found a vulnerability, and will try to exploit this vulnerability. He does
this by sending specially crafted input to the target program that causes
it to execute his own code. This requires the attacker to have knowledge of how the target program will behave on the victim’s computer.
Software diversity makes this harder for an attacker by randomizing
certain aspects of the program’s internals, making it harder for an attacker to model the target system and to perform the attack. Numerous
transformation techniques have been presented, including control flow
transformations [7], memory layout randomization [24, 66] and instruction set randomizing [18, 84]. Other research assumes the presence of
diversity and studies the assignment of distinct software packages to
individual systems in a network [114] or uses different versions in a
framework for detection and disruption of attacks [47, 132] similar to
N-version programming for fault tolerance [16].
Software diversity can be applied at different points in the life-time
of a program. This is illustrated in Figure 1.4. The first point at which
software diversity can be introduced is at the source code level. This
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Figure 1.4: Different positions in the chain from software vendor to an enduser at which software diversity can be applied.

can be done by applying a source-to-source transformation on the program’s source code before passing it through the compiler [97]. This
has the disadvantage that the compiler can undo some of the transformations applied to the source code before generating the binary code.
The compiler itself can also be used to introduce diversity to the program [67, 130]. After the binary code has been generated, diversity
can also be added through binary rewriting, such as link-time rewriting [7, 97]. When the application is installed by the user, diversity can
be introduced as well by rewriting the program at install time [112]. Finally, further changes can be introduced at run time. For example, the
program’s memory layout can be randomized by loading code and data
at different memory addresses each time the program is executed [24].
Of course, all of these techniques can also be used together.
Software diversity has also been used as a protection mechanism
against a malicious host. In that case, some sensitive software is run
on a host computer to which an attacker has full access. Existing work
focuses on randomization before distribution. Anckaert et al. propose
to rewrite the program in a custom instruction set and to ship it with
a matching virtual machine [8]. This approach turns out to have a significant performance overhead. Rather than rewrite the entire program
into a virtual machine instruction set, De Sutter et al. replace infrequently occurring x86 instructions with instruction sequences consisting of more commonly used instructions [52]. In essence, they rewrite
the code to a custom instruction set that is a subset of the instruction set that the processor supports natively. This reduces the performance overhead. A different approach to rewriting code fragments
is to rewrite the data, rather than solely the instructions. Zhou et al.
transform code to use different, but equivalent operations on 32-bit integers [158]. More application-specific diversity mechanisms to change
data have been proposed as well. Using white-box cryptography, program developers can create randomized implementations of encryption algorithms that are harder to extract the private key from [36, 37].
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Software diversity has been proposed as a solution against patchbased attacks. However, their effectiveness against attackers using real
attack tools has not yet been investigated.

1.6

Timing side channels

So far, we discussed how attackers can exploit variation between program versions. However, we also investigated mitigations against attackers using the variation in execution time of programs. In such attacks, an attacker is only interested in differences that can be observed
when executing the same program multiple times. These variations
can be measured and used to infer private information that an attacker
should not have been able to access. There are various sources of such
intra-program variation. In cryptography, such variation is also called
a side channel.
The variations that can be measured by an attacker include, but are
not limited to, execution time [86], temperature [28], power consumption [87], electromagnetic radiation [5], etc. In this PhD work, we will
only consider variation in execution time of cryptographic code.
This section discusses various sources of variation in program execution time. Only the variation in execution time that depends on
private information is considered. An example of such private information is a private key in cryptography.

1.6.1

Control flow

The exact path that a program’s execution follows can depend on private information. Consider, for example, the following naive implementation of the left-to-right square-and-multiply algorithm for modular exponentiation, which can be used in implementations of publickey cryptographic systems [71]:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

result = 1;
i = log2(exponent);
do {
result = (result*result) % n;
if (bit_set(exponent, i))
result = (result*a) % n;
i--;
} while (i >= 0);
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This do-while loop iterates over the bits in the exponent, and for each
bit the result variable is updated depending on the value of that bit.
We observe that the control flow depends on the exponent variable on line 4. Therefore, the execution time on most modern processors depends on the number of ones in the binary representation of the
exponent. In the case of decrypting a ciphertext using the RSA algorithm [126], this information is private. Thus, the execution time will
depend on this private information, possibly leaking this information.
Furthermore, if the execution time of the multiplication and division
operations also depends on their arguments, even more private information can leak [86]. We now describe different ways in which the
program’s execution time depends on control flow.
Instruction count and mix The most obvious source of timing variation stems from a difference in the count and mix of executed instructions. For example, in the code example above, the control flow depends on the private key.
Hidden state Most modern processors have an internal state that
does not affect the operational semantics of the instructions being executed, but can introduce timing variation nonetheless. In fact, most
of them have been introduced to speed up the execution of programs,
and will thus have an influence on the execution time of programs by
design [80, 136]. These include, but are not limited to:
1. Instruction cache. Processors have an instruction cache that speeds
up accesses to recently fetched instructions. Depending on
whether or not an instruction is cached, and in which of the
caches it resides, the latency to start executing this instruction can
vary significantly.
2. Branch predictor. When out-of-order processors encounter a dynamic jump target, they can speculate which instructions will be
executed next. Those instructions are then executed speculatively.
This speculation will typically be based on previous control flow.
The branch predictor keeps track of this control flow. When the
actual control flow confirms the prediction, the speculatively executed instructions can be committed, resulting in a speedup.
When the prediction turns out to be wrong, the speculatively executed instructions are flushed from the processor. Thus, the exe-
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cution time of a program depends on the behavior of the branch
predictor, which in turn depends on previous control flow.
3. Return address stack. This is an internal last-in first-out stack of return addresses for function calls. It mimics the operation of the
program’s stack for function calls. When the processor encounters a return operation, it uses this internal stack to speculatively
determine the return address while waiting for the actual return
address from the program stack. Because most function returns
can be correctly predicted in this manner, this can speed up the
execution [138].

1.6.2

Data flow

The execution time on most processors also depends on the data flow
and the values of instruction operands.
Variable latency instructions Some instructions have an execution
time that depends on their operands. Thus, there is a variable latency
between the time at which the instruction starts to execute and its result
is available. For example, some arithmetic operations such as multiplication and division can have variable execution times [13, 41]. This
variation is caused by algorithms used in the processor’s implementation for these operations that feature early exits.
Similar to the timing variation introduced by the instruction cache,
processors also have data caches that can introduce data-dependent
timing variation. The execution time of a memory access will depend
on which cache has a local copy of the required data, if any.
Register dependencies Out-of-order processors will analyze the data
dependencies of instructions, and use this information to reorder the
execution of instructions and execute them concurrently where possible. For example, code in which each instruction’s operand is the result
of the previous instruction will execute slower than similar code with
no such dependencies.
Resource contention Some processors allow instructions from concurrent processes and execution threads to execute concurrently on the
same processor core. These threads then share the resources of one
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core. When two threads require access to the same resource, the execution time of both programs will be higher when they execute concurrently. For example, when such a processor core only has a single integer multiplier, the execution time of a thread doing multiplications will
depend on the number of multiplications done by other threads running concurrently [152]. An attacker measuring the execution time of a
fixed number of multiplications thus leaks information on the number
of multiplications executed by other threads.

1.7

Exploiting timing side channels

The discussed sources of timing variation can be used in different attacks to learn private information.

1.7.1

Measuring timing variation

Side channel attacks are often categorized by the level of access the attacker has to the target system. Three different kinds of attack are considered: (1) time-driven attacks, where the attacker can only measure the
total execution time of a system, (2) trace-driven attacks, where the attacker produces a trace of some aspect (such as power) of the system
by continuously monitoring it, and (3) access-driven attacks, where the
attacker can access the system under attack and will measure the influence the target program has on the execution of the attacker’s own
code. Trace-driven attacks are typically not considered separately for
timing side channels, since producing traces requires access to the target system. We briefly discuss how time-driven attacks and accessdriven attacks can be performed.
Time-Driven Attacks A time-driven attack occurs when the attacker
only needs to observe time behavior to perform the attack. He will either communicate directly with the target software, or will be able to
observe the communications and their timing characteristics of another
user communicating with the target software. By measuring the response time of the program under attack, the attacker knows the total
execution time of this program under known inputs. This is a particular cause for concern for public-facing servers, to which the attacker
can freely send and receive requests [30, 31], but also for smart cards,
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in which a terminal can measure the time between sending a request to
the smart card and receiving a result [86].
Access-Driven Attacks An attack is an access-driven attack when it
requires an attacker to run his own code on the system running the program under attack. On the one hand, this gives greater power to the attacker to observe the program under attack, but on the other hand, this
also restricts the attacker because he needs access to the system. Because of this access requirement, we need to consider how an attacker
can gain access to the same machine. Apart from using a separate attack to force access to the target machine, there are generally two ways
to get access to the same machine as the victim. The first is where the
target code runs on a server to which the attacker has access as well.
He can then attack (1) other users running code in parallel with the attacker’s code, and (2) system code such as the kernel code that encrypts
file system accesses [26]. The second way to get access to the same machine is when the victim runs his code inside a virtual machine, and
the attacker gains access to a different virtual machine running on the
same physical machine. This can be the case when the victim makes
use of cloud computing services [125, 157].
Access-driven attacks exploit the fact that some hardware resources
are shared between different processes, in particular between the attacked process, and a process under the control of the attacker. Shared
resources used in attacks include data caches [23, 117, 119], instruction
caches [2, 3], branch predictors [1], and shared functional units [152].
The attacker can measure how the target process interacts with the
shared resources in three ways:
1. The attacker starts by measuring the execution time of the target
program. Afterward, he makes a change to the shared resource,
and then times the target program again. This allows the attacker
to measure the influence the difference in states has on the target
program [117]. This influence leaks information on how the private information interacts with the state. This requires multiple
executions of the target program to get one measurement.
2. The attacker first sets the resource to a known state. After this,
the target program executes. Finally, the attacker runs code that
analyses the access time to the shared resource to determine the
influence of the target program on the shared resource’s state, for
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example by measuring the number of cache misses [117]. Only a
single run of the target program is needed for one measurement.
3. The attacker can run his own attack concurrently with the target
code. He does this to get a trace of the shared resource’s state over
the course of a run of the entire target program. This way, the attacker can construct a trace of the target program. Such traces can
be constructed at different granularities. For the finest possible
granularity, the attacker can target systems running on processors with Simultaneous Multi-Threading support enabled [4], or
he can abuse the scheduling behavior of operating systems [75]
and hypervisors [157] to obtain traces that reveal the influence of
almost every single instruction of the target program.

1.7.2

Recovering private information

While we cannot give an exhaustive discussion of how to use the obtained timing information in an attack, we give some examples as background information. This serves to show that an attacker can indeed
recover this kind of information.
Most generic attacks use knowledge of the timing behavior of the
target software, and correlate this with the observed timing behavior. For example, the first publicly known timing attack on RSA by
Kocher [86] sequentially reconstructs the private exponent of certain
implementations of modular exponentiation. As an example, take the
implementation we described in Section 1.6, and assume that its modular multiplication has a variable execution time. The attack starts with
recovering the leftmost bit. The attacker measures the execution time
of the modular exponentiation on random inputs. He also knows the
values of most variables in the first iteration: result is set to 1, a is a
value supplied by the attacker, and n is part of the public key. Thus,
he can model the execution time for the first iteration, with the private
exponent’s first bit set to either zero or one. The attacker subtracts the
modeled execution times of the first iteration from the measured execution times. The variation will be lower when the exponent bit of the
modeled execution matches the actual exponent bit used by the victim.
By comparing the variances, the attacker can deduce the first bit. Using
the first bit of the exponent, the attacker can then compute the values
of the variables in the second iteration of the modular exponentiation.
The attacker can thus sequentially discover all subsequent bits.
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Such attacks can be generalized to adaptive side-channel attacks,
where an attacker optimally chooses new inputs to the target program
based on his prior measurements, as opposed to using random inputs.
Using perfect knowledge of the implementation, an attacker can use
information theory to describe the uncertainty of the private information. He can then decide which input to choose in each iteration to
reduce this uncertainty as much as possible [88].
Another avenue of attack is to use the mathematical structure of
the cryptographic algorithm under attack to speed up the attack. Take,
for example, the Digital Signature Algorithm. This scheme uses secret,
per-signature nonces in addition to a private key. Given a small number
of bits from many such nonces, techniques exist to recover the private
key [78, 120]. Some DSA implementations leak the number of leading
zero bits in the nonces through the execution time. Thus, even though
the implementation only leaks partial information, the mathematical
structure allows an attacker to recover the entire private key [30].
For some cases of trace-driven attacks, patient attackers can manually study the traces, and annotate the different secret key-based operations on the traces [119]. However, in most cases this is not feasible because traces may be too noisy for a human to interpret easily, or the number of traces to perform the attack may be so high as
to make a manual interpretation infeasible. Automatically identifying
the internal states of the algorithm in regions of traces can be done using supervised classification techniques such as Hidden Markov Models [29, 157], Learning Vector Quantization [29], Support Vector Machines [157], etc.

1.8

Protecting against timing side channels

Since timing variation has been shown to be a problem of cryptographic
algorithms, different solutions have been proposed to mitigate and remove timing variation from implementation.
New cryptographic algorithms Since the introduction of side channel attacks, new algorithms and protocols have been developed that
are less vulnerable to the leakage of internal state, through timing and
other such information. These leakage-resilient cryptography protocols [58] have the advantage that they are provably resistant to leaking
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information through timing. Unfortunately they require the design of
completely new algorithms.
Input blinding Sometimes, mathematical transformations can be applied to the structure of the cryptographic algorithm that make implementations more robust against timing side channels, instead of having to design new algorithms. This can be done by randomizing (or
blinding) the input to the algorithm, and derandomizing the output afterward. Because the internal state of the program under attack is now
randomized, the attacker has less information about the internal state,
which makes attacking such implementations harder. For example, signature blinding has been used as a countermeasure against timing side
channels in the case of RSA [86]. In this case, the message to be signed
is multiplied with a randomly generated value before computing the
RSA signature, and the effect of this random value is removed after
computing the signature. While such techniques allow existing algorithms to be re-used in a safer way, they still require modifying the
algorithm. Furthermore, blinded implementations are not necessarily
provably secure, and in fact have been shown to be vulnerable in the
case of RSA [17].
Hardware extensions Hardware vendors can implement specific algorithms in hardware. They can then ensure that the execution time is
constant, and does not influence nor is influenced by shared resources.
The AES-NI [74] extension to Intel’s x86 instruction set provides software authors with a fast, side-channel-free hardware implementation
of AES instructions.
More generally applicable hardware extensions can also be provided. For example, special cache architectures can be provided to lock
access to parts of the cache that store cryptographic look-up tables, or
to randomize the access time to certain sections of the cache [152, 153].
Similarly, some ARM CPUs have an extension that allows software to
specify whether or not multiplications should be performed in constant
time.
Timing-independent implementations Authors of cryptographic
software can try to protect their code by rewriting it so that it no
longer exhibits variable execution time. For example, table look-ups
depending on the state of data caches can be removed and replaced
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by constant-time instruction sequences that compute the required values [23]. Similarly, programs can be rewritten so that their control flow
no longer depends on private information. Such techniques have been
automated using source-to-source program rewriting techniques [108].
Rewriting programs to reduce their execution time variation will
typically increase their execution time. However, software vendors can
try to reduce the execution time variation of a program while still allowing for some variation to exist. Because the information gained by
an attacker given timing measurements can be modeled [88], software
vendors can thus trade off security versus run-time overhead depending on how much variation still remains [89]. One way to reduce the
timing variation is by using epochs [14]. Epochs are time windows, and
events such as input and output operations can only occur at the end
of an epoch. Thus, the leaked information is related to the size of the
epochs.
Adding noise Another possible mitigation strategy is to add noise to
the execution time. When noise is added by the defender, the attacker
needs to perform more measurements before being able to recover private information. This noise (or jitter) can either be introduced deliberately [87], or it might have been introduced inadvertently by the network over which the software’s responses are routed [49]. However,
this protection is not absolute.
When the attacker has access to the same machine as the target, his
attack is limited by how precise his timing measurements are. Thus,
instead of adding noise, a defender can restrict the precision of the timing information available to the attacker [79, 146, 106]. However, these
techniques offer no protection for remote attackers who have an independent source of timing information.

1.9

Contributions

Both in attacks using code variation and attacks using timing variation,
we note that variation can aid an attacker. When we want to protect
against attacks that exploit variation, we can either try to increase variation, or we can try to decrease it in order to protect the users. The
pros and cons of increasing or decreasing the timing variation can be
described as follows:
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1. More timing variation. As we already described, introducing more
timing variation is a potential defense mechanism against timing side channel attacks. However, this will also introduce an
overhead in execution time. Furthermore, the protection is not
absolute: timing information will still leak through the measurements. Furthermore, access-driven attacks measure the influence
of shared resources. Accesses to these resources thus have to be
randomized as well. For example, even if the total execution time
is randomized, the control flow during the cryptographic operations must be randomized to thwart such attacks. Otherwise, an
attacker measuring the execution time of his own code will still
detect the influence the influence of the private information in the
cryptographic code on his own accesses to the branch predictor,
instruction cache, etc.
2. Less timing variation. We can reduce the timing variation by removing the control dependencies and data dependencies on private information. This protection is absolute in the sense that removing dependencies on private information will remove the dependent timing variation, which removes the attacker’s source of
information. The downside is that this can introduce a significant
overhead in execution time.

We can similarly try to protect against patch-based attacks by increasing and decreasing the variation between the unpatched and patched
program version. The pros and cons of those possibilities can be described as follows:
1. Less code variation. It is of course impossible to make the patched
program identical to the original program. However, we can still
try to reduce the variation to thwart the attacker. For example, we
could try to protect against tools that only match instructions and
not program data. In this case, we could try to make both programs have identical code, where only the data has changed. An
extreme example of such a solution would be a protection mechanism where the program exists mainly of an emulator of a custom
instruction set for which the actual instructions are located in the
data section. These instructions will be encoded as custom instructions to be emulated. Even though a code matcher will completely match all program instructions, it will ignore the actual
variation in the data.
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2. More code variation. This is the strategy of software diversity. By
artificially increasing code variation, the attacker will find it more
difficult to identify a SCIM in the code.
In this PhD work, we have opted to defend against timing attacks
by removing the control flow dependencies on private information,
and to defend against patch-based attacks with software diversity. This
PhD work consists of three contributions based on these defense mechanisms.
In Chapter 2 we introduce an abstract attacker model for patchbased attacks. We instantiate this abstract model using different realworld attack tools and heuristics. These models allow us to evaluate
the effectiveness of different attack strategies in a patch-based attack,
and show that such strategies indeed allow attackers to efficiently recover source-code induced mutations. Furthermore, we use these attack models to show that the Proteus diversification framework [7] can
indeed be used as a defense strategy against attackers using real-world
tools. This chapter reports on work that has also lead to a journal publication:
• Protecting your software updates
Bart Coppens, Koen De Bosschere and Bjorn De Sutter
In IEEE Security & Privacy Magazine,
Volume 11, Number 2, March-April 2013, pp. 47-54 [43].
Next, in Chapter 3 we show how we can use the attack models that
make use of tools like BinDiff to improve the diversification strategy of
Proteus. We introduce the diversification framework Glaucus, which
uses the results of attack models as feedback. We show that with such
a feedback-driven approach, the performance overhead of the diversified program is less than when using Proteus, while the attack effort is
increased. This chapter reports on work that has also lead to a journal
publication:
• Feedback-Driven Binary Code Diversification
Bart Coppens, Bjorn De Sutter and Jonas Maebe
In ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization (TACO),
Volume 9, Issue 4, Article 24, January 2013 [44].
Finally, in Chapter 4 we show that we can use compiler transformations to protect effectively against control-flow based timing side chan-
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nel attacks. Furthermore, we also introduce different program transformations that protect programs against some data-flow based timing
side channel attacks. This leads to a timing side-channel aware compiler. This chapter reports on work that has lead to a conference paper:
• Practical Mitigations for Timing-Based Side-Channel Attacks on
Modern x86 Processors
Bart Coppens, Ingrid Verbauwhede, Koen De Bosschere and
Bjorn De Sutter
In IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (Oakland), 2009 [45].
In addition to these publications, I contributed to other publications
that are either tangentially related, or not at all related to this PhD dissertation:
• Compiler mitigations for time attacks on modern x86 processors
Jeroen Van Cleemput, Bart Coppens and Bjorn De Sutter
In ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization (TACO),
Volume 8, Issue 4, Article 23, January 2012 [143].
• A Novel Obfuscation: Class Hierarchy Flattening
Christophe Foket, Bjorn De Sutter, Bart Coppens, and Koen De
Bosschere
In International Symposium on Foundations & Practice of Security,
2012 [65].
• DNS Tunneling for Network Penetration
Daan Raman, Bjorn De Sutter, Bart Coppens, Stijn Volckaert, Koen
De Bosschere, Pieter Danhieux and Erik Van Buggenhout
In Annual International Conference on Information Security and Cryptology, 2012 [124].
• An efficient algorithm for the generation of planar polycyclic hydrocarbons with a given boundary
Gunnar Brinkmann and Bart Coppens
In Match–Communications in Mathematical and in Computer Chemistry,
Volume 62, Issue 1, 2009, pp. 209-220 [27].

Chapter 2

The effectiveness
of variation against
patch-based attacks
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we focus on attacks based on code variation. Given a
patch for a program, an attacker can try to create an exploit for the unpatched program by studying the difference between the unpatched
and patched program versions. All previous work on such attacks
starts from the assumption that the number of mutations as reported by
binary diffing tools is relatively small. The source-code induced mutations to the program stand out, and the challenging part of such attacks
is generating an actual exploit.
Our approach to protect against such attacks consists of making the
source-code induced mutations stand out less from translation-induced
mutations by rewriting the entire program at a binary level. We build
on software diversification, which is the introduction of artificial syntactic changes to generate different versions. Because of the additional
syntactic changes, the attack requires more effort to find the vulnerability, which in turn delays the creation of the exploit. This gives users
more time to apply the patch, and decreases the attacker’s return on
investment. Figure 2.1 shows the effect of delaying the attacker on the
number of vulnerable users1 . We can distinguish two kinds of attacks:
1

This figure is stylized for clarity and is not based on any particular software. Some
data exists on the speed with which users apply security patches. Frei et al. present

Users with
patch applied
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Figure 2.1: The attacker’s return on attack investment decreases when more
users have applied the patch by the time the exploit is made.

non-persistent attacks and persistent attacks. In both cases, the attacker
uses a vulnerability to gain control of the victim’s computer. With a
non-persistent attack, the attacker only accesses the target computer
for a limited amount of time. For example, if the attacker only wants
to steal personal information, it is not important that the attacker loses
control over the victim once the victim restarts his computer or applies
the security patch. In such cases, when the attacker’s window of opportunity is decreased, his smaller return on investment is represented
by the number of victims he can no longer steal information from. This
number of lost potential victims is shown by the red vertical arrow in
the figure. With a persistent attack, however, the attacker wants longterm control over the victim’s computer. This control needs to persist
across reboots and installed updates. For example, when an attacker
wants to use the target computer in a botnet, long-term control is required. When the attack is delayed in such cases, the attacker loses
future use of the potential victims who have installed the security update in the meantime. This loss for the attacker is represented by the
shaded area for the case where the attacker persists even after the security update is installed.
Software diversity has already been applied for defensive purposes
by Anckaert to hide similarities between programs from diffing tools
by making the patched program look dissimilar from the original program [7]. He used his Proteus software diversification framework to
evaluate his custom binary diffing framework. Proteus was not evaluated on tools that actual attackers use. It was evaluated on differently
diversified instances of the same program rather than on patches.
and analyze such data for the Firefox and Opera web browsers [69].
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The question remains whether or not software diversity can protect users against a patch-based attack with real-world attack tools. In
order to answer this question, we first formally define which binary
instructions correspond to the the source-code induced mutations of a
patch (Section 2.2). Since we will use real-world attack tools, we introduce a novel abstract model of how these tools may be used by attackers to find SCIMs, and offer concrete instantiations of these models (Section 2.3). These models can be used to compare both different attack strategies, and different protection strategies. We evaluated
these models on programs diversified using the Proteus diversification
framework, which is described in Section 2.4. Our attack models then
allow us to show that existing attack tools can indeed significantly aid
patch-based attacks on unprotected binaries by pointing attackers to
a very limited set of changed instructions containing the SCIMs. Furthermore, we then show that effectiveness of patch-based attacks are
indeed thwarted when the binaries have been diversified with the Proteus framework (Section 2.5).

2.2

SCIMs and TIMs

The goal of the attacker is to find source-code induced mutations at the
binary code level. In Chapter 1 we already used this term informally,
but we never defined it. In order to evaluate attack tools, we need to
know which altered instructions an attacker should find. Thus, we need
to give a definition of SCIMs and TIMs.
An obvious definition would be to require SCIMs to be semantic
changes in the program, i.e., the changes to instructions that give rise
to a change in the input/output behavior of the program. However,
this definition would be too strict. We already described how the timing behavior of a program can leak information. A fix for such a vulnerability would not change the input/output behavior of the program
at all, while it is still a fix for an important vulnerability. Similarly,
some programs use algorithms with problematic worst-case behavior.
Attackers can exploit such worst-case behavior in denial-of-service attacks [85]. Fixes for such issues again only affect the timing behavior of
the program.
Instead, we will base our definition source-code induced mutations
for binary programs on the effect of changes to source code.
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Definition. The source code mutations of a source code patch are the program statements and definitions that are changed by the patch.
These source code mutations can be identified by the textual representation of the source patch. In order to produce a binary program,
the compiler front-end will parse the source code into an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). This AST will then be transformed into an intermediate
representation, on which the different compiler analyses and transformations will run. The end result of these transformations will then be
used by the compiler back-end to generate the binary code [110]. To do
so, we track source changes through the compilation process:
Definition. Given a set of altered source code statements or definitions, we
can tag the nodes that correspond with these statements or definitions in the
AST. These tags can be propagated through the compilation process to the binary code generation. All compiler transformations will update and create new
tags when refining or duplicating nodes that have been tagged. We call the
bytes of the target program that have been tagged the corresponding bytes of
the set of altered source code statements or definitions.
This means that if, for example, a tagged function call is inlined, the
compiler transformations will tag the duplicated code as well. When
the tagged function causes changes in, for example, register allocation,
such changes will not be tagged.
This allows us to define the binary source-code induced mutations
as follows:
Definition. The binary source-code induced mutations of a source code
patch are the corresponding bytes of the source code mutations of this patch.
We can then define translation-induced mutations by comparing
them to source-code induced mutations:
Definition. The translation-induced mutations of a source patch are all
mutations of a program that are not contained in the set of source-code induced
mutations for this source code patch.
For simplicity’s sake, when a SCIM or a TIM is located in an instruction, we will refer to the entire instruction when referring to this
mutation.
This enables us to specify which binary code instructions correspond to source code changes. When a source code patch set consists
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of multiple patches, we can, at the source level, partition the different
changes and we can tag them differently, allowing us to distinguish between different subsets of a single patch set. We can also use different
tags when a software patch fixes multiple issues, some of which are
security-related, and some of which are not.
Such tags could be generated by existing compilers similarly to how
debugging information is generated. Debugging information typically
contains a mapping of source code lines to instructions. In this work,
we have not implemented this in a compiler. We manually inspected
the patched binary to determine the instructions corresponding to the
changed source code lines.

2.3

Heuristic attack model

The attacker needs to find the SCIMs as fast as possible to have the
largest possible attack window. As discussed in Chapter 1, an attacker
will try to separate the SCIMs from the TIMs using binary diffing tools
before trying to make an exploit. He will rely on the abstractions of
many syntactic changes provided by the diffing tools to focus on the
SCIMs. The attacker’s work flow is shown in Figure 2.2. The attacker
starts by applying the binary patch to the unpatched program, obtaining the patched program. He then uses a binary diffing tool to find differences between the unpatched and patched program versions. The
code fragments that the diffing tool reports as changed or unmatched
are then inspected by the attacker. When there are multiple code fragments that need inspection, the attacker will try to prioritize them in
order to find the fragments containing the SCIM as quickly as possible. When he has found the SCIM corresponding to a vulnerability fix
amongst these code fragments, he can construct an exploit.
The goal of this chapter is to prove the effectiveness of diversity
when it is used to reduce the effectiveness of the diffing tools. We will
use real attack tools to show this. We will prove the effectiveness by
quantifying the “delay” incurred by attackers when software diversity
is applied. Ideally, we would perform a social study in which we give
different attackers either the original program and the software patch,
or diversified versions of the programs. By measuring how long it takes
the different attackers to create a working exploit (if they are able to create one), we can measure the attack delay. However, such experiments
are time consuming, costly, and hard to repeat when new countermea-
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Figure 2.2: Attacker’s tool flow to find SCIMs in a binary patch.

sures need to be evaluated [34, 35, 142]. Furthermore, every attacker
can use a different combination of tools, prioritization heuristics, and
insights to find the SCIMs. As an alternative to performing studies
with human subjects, we model the way in which an attacker uses his
attack tools. We define an abstract framework to model an attacker,
and instantiate this model with different combinations of attack tools
and prioritization strategies. These models can then be evaluated and
compared.

2.3.1

A framework for attack models

The attack models we consider will be concrete instantiations of the
following abstract attack model:
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Definition. Given unpatched program version U , patched program version
P , and a prioritization strategy π, the attack model µπ (U, P ) is the set of
instructions that obtain the highest priority when applying strategy π on the
pair of programs (U, P ).
We assume that there is no further subdivision of this set. So in the
case of manual exploit generation, we envision that an attacker can randomly select instructions to analyze from this set, or, as in the case of
automated fuzzing, target all instructions in this set. Thus, for a prioritization strategy π, we could use the cardinality of this set, |µπ (U, P )|,
as a proxy for the attack effort.
Note that in the case of an automated attack, the attack cost depends
on the number of instructions that need to be automatically evaluated
for creating an exploit. In that case, the cost is a computational one.
Based on the normalized set size, we can report how useful a strategy
has been for an attacker. First, we present the pruning rate:
Definition. The pruning rate of the attack model µπ (U, P ) is
1−

|µπ (U, P )|
.
|P |

As such, it directly relates, linearly or not, to the attacker’s effort
and time. The higher the pruning rate, the lower the attack time. This is
different from the more commonly used precision, because the pruning
rate focuses more on the effort for the attacker to analyze the returned
instructions.
An attacker cannot evaluate the effectiveness of his attack strategy
until after he has found the SCIMs. However, in order to evaluate and
compare different concrete attack models, we can use binary patches
for which we know the ground truth. We start from benchmarks that
we applied a binary patch to. For these benchmarks, we know the
ground truth, which is the set of binary instructions corresponding to
the source code patch. The ground truth for transforming program version U into program version P is denoted by τpatch (U, P ). We can then
express the success of the strategy using the recall rate:
Definition. The recall rate of the attack model µπ (U, P ) is
|µπ (U, P ) ∩ τpatch (U, P )|
.
|τpatch (U, P )|
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Figure 2.3: Schematic overview of the attack tools operating on byte sequences.

If the recall rate is zero, none of the SCIMs are contained in the list
of instructions in the attack model and the attack will obviously fail.
We will evaluate different combinations of attack tools and prioritization strategies on the same pair of unpatched-patched programs
(U, P ). It is possible that these tools only return a set of matched functions, or of matched basic blocks. In such cases, we consider µπ (U, P )
to be all instructions inside those basic blocks and functions. Note that
we do not require that these instructions are assigned to the correct basic block or functions, or even that the instructions returned are actually
part of the program. The attacker can only use the information returned
by the attack strategy, and will rely on it to find the vulnerability.
With this attack model framework, we discuss the different strategies π which combine attack tools with heuristic pruning strategies. We
will drop the arguments U and P from the attack model and ground
truth when they are clear from the context.

2.3.2

Binary diffing tools

The attacker can first prioritize his search based on raw diffing results.
These diffing results are a set of instructions that have been matched
between the program versions. With this information, the attacker can
use different heuristics to further prioritize his search.
In general, an attacker can try to prioritize the unmatched code fragments; these will most likely contain SCIMs.
We first discuss how an attacker could use and interpret the raw
results returned by these diffing tools, and how we can capture this
attacker behavior.
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Byte-level diffing tools
Both xdelta and bsdiff create binary patches by comparing the patched
program to the original program. The resulting patches are binary
script files with instructions on how to transform the original binary
into the patched binary. The patched program then consists of bytes
copied directly from the original program, and bytes introduced by the
patch script. An attacker can tweak these tools to output a list of bytes
in the patched program that were not copied directly from the original program. He will prioritize these bytes over the ones that could
be copied, and will use a disassembler or debugger to see to which instructions these bytes belong.
Figure 2.3 visualizes the information attackers can extract from the
patches generated by xdelta and bsdiff. Copied fragments are shown in
white. The arrows indicate the origin of copied regions in the patched
program. The fragments shown in black represent code fragments that
are not copied from the original binary, but have been stored in the
patch file itself. Additionally, bsdiff supports copy-and-patch operations that specify how a large chunk of bytes can be copied and then
patched. While these copy-and-patch operations were clearly designed
to handle small translation-induced mutations efficiently, their use is
not limited to TIMs. Hence the small patches applied to copied bytes
still have to be analyzed manually by the attacker. Figure 2.3 (b) hence
depicts them in black.
Byte-level tools consider bytes without interpreting them. When
bytes are copied by such tools, this only implies that the source and
destination bytes are identical. There need not be any semantic relation between the source and destination. For example, when a certain
byte sequence is repeated in different contexts throughout the binary,
byte-level tools can pick one such sequence and copy this to all destinations. This is indicated in the figure by a single block having multiple
outgoing edges. This happens frequently, for instance with function
prologues and epilogues [53]. This clearly reduces the usefulness of
such tools.
It should also be noted that these tools try to optimize the size of
the patch. So they may prefer to produce one insert operation of a large
block over producing a sequence of smaller copy and insert operations,
thus hiding that there are actually many similarities between some code
fragments. This further reduces the usefulness of such tools in most
situations.
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While at first sight the attacker’s search space has been reduced to
only the parts shown in black, we note that the mapping between identical white parts is not necessarily correct or useful. For example, when
the code can be mutated in such a way that the mutated code already
occurs in the original binary. The patch tool can thus return to the attacker that this code has not mutated at all in the patched binary. So in
that case the tool turns the attacker away from the interesting code. On
the other hand, because of the level of abstraction of these tools, most
syntactic mutations are not abstracted away. This potentially increases
the attack effort significantly.
Even so, these tools help the attacker prioritize code fragments, by
pointing out code fragments in the patched program that do not correspond to any fragment in the original program. The attacker could first
focus on these bytes, before trying to analyze more code.
We can model attacks using byte-level diffing tools by identifying
the bytes from the target program that have been copied from the original program. We can prune these identified bytes. Since these bytelevel tools operate on the binary level, rather than at the assembly level,
we envision that the attacker will first try to disassemble the binary to
determine which instructions were added or modified. We model an
attacker prioritizing exactly the instructions that have changed according to the binary patch tools (which is the set of code fragments shown
in black in the figure) as µbsdiff and µxdelta .
IDA Pro-based Tools
The other diffing tools we consider are plug-ins for the IDA Pro disassembler. They give the attacker a list of code fragments that have been
matched in both program versions. These programs help the attacker
by differentiating between code fragments that form an exact match,
those that form a near match, and those fragments that do not match at
all at the level of abstraction of the tool.
As opposed to the binary patch tools, these attack tools all have a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) through which the attacker will study
and prioritize code fragments. We therefore have to model a prioritization strategy on the GUI.
First, the attacker will run IDA Pro on the binaries to disassemble
the code. The attacker may instruct IDA Pro to disassemble code that
was incorrectly classified as data. Then, the attacker will run a diffing
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tool. This tool will return a list of matched function pairs, and a list
of unmatched functions. Some attack tools offer the possibility to show
potentially matched functions side by side, highlighting the unmatched
BBLs. We envision that the attacker will study each of the unmatched
code fragments one by one until he has studied all unmatched code
fragments. For this, we can prioritize the unmatched code using different strategies.
To model these attacks, we identify the instructions that are matched
according to the diffing tools2 . In the cases where the diffing tool only
returns matches of whole functions or BBLs, rather than individual instructions, we consider all the instructions contained in the unmatched
functions or BBLs. All instructions that are not matched by the diffing
tools are instructions that the attacker will have to analyze or prioritize
himself.
All tools that use IDA Pro as a base for disassembly and function
detection will have similar problems when IDA Pro fails at this task.
Code fragments that do not belong to a function according to IDA Pro
will not get matched by any tool, unless the tool adds additional heuristics to group functionless code fragments. The tools that use IDA Pro
can also make abstraction of references to other code fragments: they
are automatically aware of when a change to an instruction is in an
offset.
Patchdiff2 The patchdiff2 IDA Pro plug-in only returns matches at
the function level. Figure 2.4 shows a screenshot of patchdiff2. It reports functions either as being identical, being similar, or being unmatched. These are grouped in three different lists. The only information reported by patchdiff2 is the function addresses of the matching functions, and the computed checksums of the functions. As can be
seen in the Figure, an attacker must open the two binaries in IDA Pro
side-by-side himself and manually navigate to the functions he wants
to study further.
An attacker can then study the functions that have not been matched
at all, after which he can investigate similar functions. When trying to
find the SCIMs using this information, he is left to analyze the difference between entire functions himself. The attacker can prioritize his
2

To be able to analyze the diffing results automatically, we extended the plug-ins to
dump the diffing information to a file when this functionality was not present in the
tool.
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Figure 2.4: Screenshot of the patchdiff2 diffing tool.
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Figure 2.5: Screenshot of the TurboDiff diffing tool.
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Figure 2.6: Screenshot of the BinaryDiffer diffing tool.
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Figure 2.7: Screenshot of the BinDiff diffing tool.
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results depending on the match strength of the matching functions. We
model two different prioritization strategies: µpatchdiff2: identical+similar ,
where we use patchdiff2 and the attacker ignores identical and similar functions, and µpatchdiff2: identical , where we use patchdiff2 and the
attacker only ignores the instructions from identical functions.
BinaryDiffer and TurboDiff BinaryDiffer and TurboDiff are two binary diffing plug-ins for IDA Pro that both give information about
matches between different basic blocks. Figure 2.5 is a screenshot of
TurboDiff in operation. We see that TurboDiff can show the user a colored representation of matching functions in a separate viewer, where
red BBLs are unmatched. The operation of BinaryDiffer is shown in Figure 2.6. Like patchdiff2, it requires the attacker to open two instances of
IDA Pro at the same time, each with one version of the binary program.
Like TurboDiff, it colors the matched BBLs differently, but it does so in
IDA Pro’s GUI, rather than in an external viewer.
BinaryDiffer reports pairs of corresponding, identical basic block,
pairs of corresponding, very similar but non-identical blocks, and pairs
of corresponding but more heavily mutated basic blocks. TurboDiff
reports only pairs of corresponding, identical basic block, and pairs of
corresponding, very similar but non-identical blocks.
The attacker can prioritize those basic blocks that are not reported
to be similar by the tools. If he learns no information on the SCIMs
from studying those basic blocks, he can look at the basic blocks that
have been identified as being similar, but not identical, etc.
Thus, we have attack models based on how similar the matched
BBLs are according to the attack tools. For BinaryDiffer we have the
models µBinaryDiffer: identical+similar+heavily mutated , µBinaryDiffer: identical+similar
and µBinaryDiffer: identical . For TurboDiff we have µTurboDiff: identical+similar
and µTurboDiff: identical .
BinDiff BinDiff is a binary diffing plug-in for IDA Pro that reports
matching instructions. This is shown in Figure 2.7. It has a separate
viewer that colors individual instructions in matched functions according to whether or not they are matched with an instruction in the other
binary. Furthermore, the instructions and BBLs are laid out such that
they can easily be compared visually.
For BinDiff, instructions either match, or they do not match. The attacker can thus focus first on the instructions that do not match accord-
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ing to BinDiff. We consider an attacker who only focuses on unmatched
instructions: µBinDiff: matched .

2.3.3

Additional prioritization heuristics

On top of the raw tool results, the attacker can use additional prioritization heuristics. We model these as follows.
Byte-level tools
The abstraction level at which the byte-level tools operate is significantly lower than that at which the IDA Pro-based tools operate. The
latter ones can use disassembled instructions and can base their diffing
results on more abstract representations, while the former will report
more TIMs. An attacker using byte-level tools such as bspatch and
xdelta can try to prioritize the byte-level results, removing from the
byte-level output some of the changes that are not reported by the IDA
Pro-based tools.
Keep only instructions Since the byte-level tools make no distinction
between changes in code segments, and changes in data segments, the
attacker will also have to analyze the changes to data. A first prioritization heuristic is that the attacker only looks at changed instructions.
We implement this by basing the results of our models only on the
changes that happen in the code sections of the patched program. Because it is so basic, we already incorporated this prioritization strategy
in our attack models µbsdiff and µxdelta . However, attack models can be
designed so that they also include changed data.
Prune mutations limited to immediate operands of instructions As
explained in Chapter 1, when code is moved around in a program’s
memory due to a patch, both absolute and relative addresses encoded
in the binary code and in the data of a program get modified. The
number of changed offsets is typically much higher than the number
of instructions constituting the SCIM. Thus, the attacker can prioritize
code fragments by pruning instructions with only changed offsets.
We prune the instructions where the only changes are to the immediate bytes of the instruction. We use a linear sweep disassembler
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to decode the instructions and to determine where in the instructions
the immediate bytes of the instructions lie. We can extend a concrete attack model µπ with this heuristic, resulting in the attack model
µπ∧prune changed immediates .
IDA Pro-based tools
For the diffing tools based on the IDA Pro disassembler, the quality of
the results not only depends on the implementation of the diffing tool,
but also on the quality of the IDA Pro recursive descent disassembler.
To improve the quality of the results, we envision that an attacker could
use custom heuristics. We now present different heuristics we believe
might aid an attacker.
Extending IDA disassembly As mentioned before, IDA Pro’s automatic recursive descent disassembly process does not automatically detect all code in a program. In its interactive operation mode, an attacker
can indicate additional locations in the binary code that IDA Pro should
disassemble.
To automate this, we implemented a plug-in that mimics such an
attacker. This plug-in is invoked in between the standard IDA Pro disassembler and the diffing plug-ins. It extends the standard disassembler by forcing IDA Pro to disassemble all parts of the binary not yet
disassembled and not determined to be data. The attack model µπ after
extending IDA’s disassembly process is denoted by µπ∧extend IDA .
Considering code not disassembled as irrelevant Another potential
solution to the problem of IDA Pro not automatically finding all functions is to ignore such code altogether and explicitly filter these instructions from those the attacker has to consider manually. By ignoring
these instructions, as opposed to trying to analyze them, the attacker
runs the risk of removing the SCIMs from his consideration. We denote
these attack models by µπ∧only disassembled .
Tool-specific CFG pattern pruning Some tools do not use certain
parts of the control flow graphs to determine the matching code fragments. When certain parts of the CFG are unmatched, the attacker
would have to look for these unmatched code fragments. Again, he
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Figure 2.8: The attacker will also study matched code fragments adjacent to
unmatched code fragments.

can prioritize the changes by specifically ignoring such unmatched
code fragments.
We considered three specific code patterns that are not present in
the output of BinDiff. These are no-operation instructions, basic blocks
containing only a direct control transfer instruction, and basic blocks
that are unreachable from function entry points. We denote these attack
models by µπ∧prune patterns .
Generic prioritization strategies
Finally, we discuss prioritizing two heuristics that apply to both the
results of the byte-level tools, and the IDA Pro-based tools.
Only executed code Attackers can prioritize code that gets executed
on typical inputs. Code that gets executed is more easily studied by the
attacker by using a debugger and tracing tools. Furthermore, such code
will be easier to trigger, which may facilitate generating an exploit.
We simulate this by tracing the program execution on test inputs,
and prioritizing the executed instructions. We use the Diota3 dynamic
instrumentation framework to trace the programs. Such attack models
are denoted by µπ∧executed .
Expand the window of instructions To study the results of the diffing
tools, an attacker will use a disassembler and debugger. This disassembler not only shows the unmatched code, but also the code around it.
Thus, the attacker will also view and study matched code fragments
around unmatched code. For example, in Figure 2.8, even though the
3

http://www.elis.ugent.be/diota
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Figure 2.9: Tool flow when distributing a patched program version using the
Proteus diversification framework

mov instruction is matched by BinDiff, the attacker will still analyze it
when analyzing the code in the unmatched BBL that precedes it. An experienced attacker will in practice notice almost immediately that one
of the neighboring instructions is also relevant.
However, when computing the recall rate for our attacker model,
we only consider the unmatched instructions as reported by the diffing
tools. In order to make up for this problem, and to model an attacker
with a GUI, we include an additional type of “heuristic” that extends
the code window considered relevant by the tool with its immediate
neighbors. When we include this heuristic in an attack model, which
is denoted by µπ∧expand window . Different window sizes can be used for
different models. In the models we evaluated, we only expanded the
window when adjacent instructions are indeed part of a SCIM. Different expansion strategies could be used instead of this optimistic window expansion.
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Diversification as mitigation strategy

As explained earlier, software diversity has been proposed as a mitigation against several collusion-based attacks, including Exploit Wednesday attacks. Our goal is to prove that this is indeed an effective protection against real-world attacks. We do this by evaluating different concrete attack models both on undiversified and diversified program pairs. To study the impact of diversification, we used the diversifier Proteus [7] that comes with the Diablo link-time rewriting framework4 [51]. Figure 2.9 shows the proposed tool flow of using the Proteus diversifier. A software vendor using Proteus starts by compiling
and linking the source code of the programs to binary code. Proteus is
then run on these binaries before the resulting diversified binaries are
distributed to end users.
Proteus’ underlying Diablo framework supports a number of standard code generation, optimization and obfuscation techniques, but
rather than optimizing towards a performance or software protection
objective, Proteus applies them in a stochastic manner using a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG). The order in which the different
transformations are applied is fixed. Different versions of a binary
can be generated simply by feeding the PRNG with different seeds.
To trade off the level of diversification with the overhead introduced
by the stochastic application of transformations, the user can select the
probabilities with which transformations are applied. These transformations will only be applied when the necessary preconditions are met,
ensuring their correctness. There is a further attempt at limiting the
overhead by ensuring that high-overhead transformations are only applied to cold code, i.e., code that is executed relatively little according
to collected profile information.

2.4.1

Diversifying transformations in Proteus

The transformations supported by the Proteus diversification framework can be grouped into three categories: compiler optimizations,
code generation techniques, and obfuscation techniques.
4

http://diablo.elis.ugent.be/
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(a) Original BBL

(b) Original & Duplicated BBL

Figure 2.10: An example of tail duplication for basic blocks. The transformation duplicates the BBL, and lets one of the incoming edges of the original BBL
point to the duplicate.

Compiler optimizations
Some transformations are typically used in a compiler for optimizing
the generated code for typical compilation objectives such as execution
time and code size.
Function inlining Function inlining replaces function calls with
copies of the body of the called function [110]. This is useful to optimize programs for speed, because it removes the call overhead, and it
allows analyzing and optimizing of the called function in the context of
the caller without having to use intra-procedural analyses. A potential
drawback of this method is that it can increase code size significantly.
Code factoring Code factoring is the opposite operation of function
inlining for functions; it merges identical code fragments into a single
copy [55]. Proteus can apply this transformation on entire functions, on
function epilogues and on basic blocks, which become a function.
Tail duplication Tail duplication duplicates a basic block with multiple incoming edges. This transformation is illustrated in Figure 2.10.
When a basic block has multiple incoming edges, we can duplicate the
basic block and redirect some of the incoming edges in the CFG to the
duplicate block.
Compiler code generation techniques
Compilers transform IR into machine code with code generation techniques. The goal of these transformations is typically to produce instruction sequences that are as fast or as small as possible. These trans-
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Figure 2.11: Predicating a basic block by a two-way opaque predicate

formations include changing the positions of basic block chains (i.e.,
sequences of basic blocks chained together in fall-through paths), the
reordering of the instructions in basic blocks insofar as their dependencies allow this, and instruction selection. For diversity, we select
random alternatives for the code that needs to be generated, instead of
the optimal ones.
Obfuscation techniques
Obfuscation techniques aim to make the binary code less understandable, and harder to reverse engineer. Their primary goal is to hide the
functionality or location of the code. Proteus uses these techniques for
their ability to make code look dissimilar.
One-way opaque predicates One-way opaque predicates are conditions that always evaluate to the same binary value during program
execution, but for which it is hard to prove this property statically [42].
This value is then used as the predicate of a conditional jump instruction. This jump instruction has two outgoing edges in the CFG: one
edge for when the predicate is true, one for when the predicate is false.
The edge in the CFG that corresponds to the value that is never gen-
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Figure 2.12: Control flow flattening

erated by the program can point to anywhere in the program without
affecting the program’s semantics. In Proteus, this code path simply
points to a mutated copy of the basic block to which the opaque predicate transformation was applied. This transformation is illustrated in
Figure 2.11 (b).
Proteus injects one-way opaque predicates taken from a small library of such predicates [11, 42].
Two-way opaque predicates Two-way opaque predicates are predicates that can evaluate to both true and false during the program execution [42]. When transforming a basic block with this transformation,
this basic block is duplicated and added to the control flow graph so
that regardless of the condition, the required code is executed. This
transformation is illustrated in Figure 2.11 (c).
Control flow flattening Control flow flattening is a transformation
that transforms a CFG into one in which every basic block from the
original CFG has the same predecessor, the so-called switch block [149].
In the transformed CFG, the successor of a BBL is selected by letting a
BBL communicate its successor to the switch block using a variable.
Figure 2.12 illustrates this transformation. In the CFG of Figure 2.12
(a), the possible control flow is immediately obvious. This is no longer
the case for the flattened CFG in Figure 2.12 (b). The switch block transfers control to one of its successor BBLs, depending on the value of the
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Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of a branch function

variable. Studying only the static CFG could give the impression that,
all BBLs could, through the switch block, be successors of one another.
Proteus only applies this transformation to a function’s entire CFG.
Branch function redirection Branch functions are functions that instead of returning to the caller, immediately transfer control to a different address. This is used to transform direct jumps into function calls
and indirect jumps [98]. Garbage code is inserted in the fall-through
path of the call to the branch function. This garbage code is chosen
such that it ends half-way an x86 instruction. Linear disassemblers will
thus disassemble this garbage code, and continue disassembling the
garbage into the next actual basic block, thwarting analyses that build
on this disassembly. This transformation is illustrated in Figure 2.13.
Proteus transforms direct jump instructions into two push instructions followed by a call to a single branch function. One of the pushes is
to store the flags register on the stack, because this register is modified
by the branch function. The other push is an offset that is used by the
branch function to compute the return address of the branch function.
Garbage data is added in the fall-through path of the added call.
Application of the transformations
As explained earlier, Proteus will stochastically apply these transformations using probabilities that can be set on a per-transformation basis.
Table 2.1 shows some of the selected probabilities that Proteus has been
used with previously to evaluate Anckaert’s matching framework [7].
There are multiple reasons to apply these particular transforma-
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Table 2.1: Different settings of the diversity system
Transformation
mapping
Compiler Optimizations
Code factoring [54]
n-to-1
Function inlining [110]
1-to-n
Tail duplication [110]
1-to-n
Obfuscation Techniques
Two-way opaque predicating [42] 1-to-2
Control flow flattening [150]
1-to-1
Branch function redirection [98]
1-to-1
Opaque predicating [42]
1-to-1
Compiler Code Generation Techniques
Instruction selection [110]
1-to-1
Instruction scheduling [110]
1-to-1

CFG change

CG change

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

0.45 0.50
0.05 0.15
0.05 0.15

yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
yes
no

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

no
no

no
no

p1

p3

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

on on
on on

tions. First, the compiler optimization techniques we use all have in
common that they duplicate code or remove code duplicates, as indicated by their mapping column in Table 2.1. For example, code factoring replaces n identical copies of a code fragment in a program by a
single copy. Such 1-to-n or n-to-1 transformations have the effect that a
single location in one program version may correspond to two or more
locations in another version. Not all tools keep track of such n-to-n
mappings, which will result in less accurate diffs. Binary differs that
want to give the attacker as accurate information as possible have to
handle such cases correctly. This increases their search space.
Furthermore, these transformations can mutate the program’s
global CG, and the CFGs of functions. Which transformations mutate
the CG and the CFGs are also shown in Table 2.1. Semantically identical functions having different CFGs will make it harder for diffing tools
to correctly identify functions and basic blocks that are identical, thus
leaving the attacker more code to study manually.
Finally, some of these transformations also thwart CFG reconstruction by hiding direct control flow transfers behind indirect ones, and
by changing the code layout. When diffing tools have to rely on poorly
reconstructed CFGs, the diffing tools’s ability to map functions will be
impaired. Thus, the amount of mapped code fragments will be lower,
again resulting in more code fragments the attacker has to study manually.
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Evaluation

In this section, we use our models of real-world attackers to prove the
effectiveness of software diversity against patch-based attacks. We will
first evaluate these models on undiversified binaries, after which we
will compare these results with attacks on diversified binaries. Thus,
we will prove the effectiveness of using diversification against attacks
that use binary patches to identify vulnerabilities in code. We begin by
presenting the case studies we evaluated our attack model on. We then
evaluate the different tools and prioritization strategies.

2.5.1

Case studies

In order to evaluate our approach, we have selected four different security patches. The patches we selected all have a different impact on the
binary. The patches themselves range from mere changes in constant
values to changing the implementation of an algorithm.
Additional validation code The first patch on which we evaluated
our approach, hereafter called bzip2, fixed vulnerability CVE-201004055 in the program bzip2 by inserting a validation check on an intermediate value as indicated in Figure 2.14(a). In the binary, this corresponds to a short 3-instruction sequence being inserted as shown in
Figure 2.15(a).
Off-by-one constant patch Our second patch is an off-by-one fix for
vulnerability CVE-2008-39646 in the pngtest utility. The fix decrements a hard-coded value of 30 to 29, as shown in Figure 2.14(b). In
this case, the off-by-one error is solved by changing a constant value
in the source code. Other fixes for off-by-one errors could be by introducing additional validation checks or by changing instructions, and
as such are similar to the previous case study. In this case study, we
focus on the case in which at the source level, only changed constants
constitute the security patch. In particular, we study two instances of
fixes for the same off-by-one error.
5
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=
CVE-2010-0405
6
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=
CVE-2010-0405
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(a) bzip2 patch

(b) png debian patch

(c) png beta patch
Figure 2.14: Source code changes for three of the four patches
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(a) bzip2 patch

(b) png debian patch

(c) png beta patch
Figure 2.15: Source-code induced mutations in three of the four binary code
patches
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This fix was part of a larger update from libpng 1.2.23-beta01 to
beta02. In that larger update, which also contains patches not related
to CVE-2008-3964, the code fragments using the changed constant were
patched as shown in Figure 2.14(c). In addition to the changed constant,
the call to png strncpy is replaced by a call to png memcpy. The compiler inlines that call and unrolls the loop responsible for copying the
actual data in it, so in the patched binary the call to png strncpy,
including the preparation of arguments, is replaced by a sequence of
mov instructions as shown in Figure 2.15(c). The constant value 29
does therefore not occur in the patched binary. We refer to this patch as
png beta.
The Debian GNU/Linux distribution made a custom patch for this
security vulnerability instead of updating the version of libpng in its
entirety. The changes relevant to the security issue were extracted and
distributed as a separate patch. We made a similar patch for libpng
1.2.23-beta01, which contains just the changes in constants. We refer to
this patch as png debian. In the binary this patch resulted in four immediate instruction operands being replaced: in two similar fragments
a constant operand 30 is replaced by 29 and the absolute address of
tIME string[30] is replaced by that of tIME string[29]. One of
those changed fragments is shown in Figure 2.15(b).

Changed algorithm Finally, we choose the SPEC benchmark program
soplex as the target of a patch that replaces two (out of several more)
calls to quicksort with calls to a newly added set of mergesort
functions. This patch is called soplex.
We compiled and statically linked the original and patched source
code on Linux with the gcc 3.2.2 compiler at optimization level -03
-fomit-frame-pointer. Table 2.2 shows the patched binary sizes
as well as the sizes of the binary patches generated with the bsdiff
tool that are typically distributed to the end-users. The three relatively
large patch sizes indicate that those patches indeed involve many TIMs
as discussed in Section 2.3. The attacker’s goal is therefore to weed
those TIMs out by means of BinDiff.
In the experiments we performed, we used the SPEC training inputs to collect profile information for bzip2 and soplex. Whenever
we report performance overhead, we used reference inputs. For the
png beta and png debian benchmarks, we used a PNG image that
accompanies the pngtest program as input.
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Table 2.2: Binary size characteristics of the case studies

Use case
bzip2
png debian
png beta
soplex

2.5.2

Binary code size
402 KiB
503 KiB
503 KiB
835 KiB

Binary patch size
4.3KiB
191B
477KiB
826KiB

Representing the results

Evaluating our models results in both recall rates and pruning rates.
We represent these results with bar plots, rather than scatter plots so
that we can more easily highlight certain combinations of heuristics
that would otherwise lie too closely together. An example of such a
bar plot is shown in Figure 2.16. In this case, it shows the results obtained with bsdiff. The top four bars show the raw results returned by
bsdiff, which we also call Set 1 in the figure. This represents the attack
model µbsdiff . The bottom four bars show the model where the attacker
has applied heuristics 1 and 2 from Table 2.3 to of Set 1. This represents
the attack model µbsdiff∧prune changed immediates∧executed . The small vertical lines represent the recall on the top scale. The bars represent the
pruning factors on the bottom scale. Because some experiments have a
pruning rate of 100%, we modified the logarithmic scale at the bottom
to include 100% as its maximum value. Some models do not identify
any relevant instructions. For those useless result, we use grey bars for
the pruning factor. In some plots, we added circled symbols to refer to
from the text.

2.5.3

Effectiveness of attacks on undiversified binaries

We start by evaluating how the different tools and heuristics behave on
undiversified binaries. The heuristics that we combined in the different
models are summarized in Table 2.3.
Figure 2.17 presents the results obtained with the generic binary
patching tools bsdiff and xdelta. The raw output of these tools, which
are represented as Set 1 in the figure, are all instructions that these tools
did not copy directly from the original binary. Without any additional
heuristics, the attacker will have to study all these instructions. In the
case of bzip2, this leads to a pruning of 96.78% of the instructions in
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Table 2.3: The heuristics used for pruning the results of the attack tools

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Heuristic
Prune instructions with only changes to static
operand values
Keep only code covered by typical inputs
Keep only code analyzed by IDA Pro
Extend the disassembly process of IDA Pro
Prune certain patterns in the CFG
Expand the observed instruction window
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Figure 2.16: Detailed example of pruning and recall rates
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Figure 2.17: Pruning rates (bars) and recall rates (lines) for bsdiff and xdelta.
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the case of bsdiff, and 97.25% in the case of xdelta. This means that,
even though just 3 instructions were added by the patch, about 3% of
the binary is reported as changed. Although the amount of changes is
overestimated by these tools, they do not report all SCIMs. This happens because some instruction sequences such as function entry and
return sequences can be copied verbatim from the unpatched binary,
even though they are part of a SCIM. This can be seen in a for soplex
and in b for bzip2.
In the case of png debian, the raw tool results are already optimal.
In this case, bsdiff and xdelta encode precisely the SCIMs to the four
immediate operands. The patch thus points the attackers directly to
nothing less than the relevant instructions (see c ).
Adding the different heuristics described in Section 2.3 that are applicable to the generic binary patching tools, we see a significant increase in the pruning rates. However, these heuristics can also prune
too many instructions. The attack models µπ∧prune changed immediates , denoted by d , no longer detect patched code where the SCIM is contained in changes to operands. We observe that this is the case for the
minimal patch of png debian.
Figures 2.18 and 2.19 present the results obtained with ten combinations of heuristics for the specialized diffing tools TurboDiff, BinDiff,
Patchdiff2 and BinaryDiffer.
Which tools and heuristics perform best depends on the use case.
For bzip2, we see in e that BinDiff gives the best pruning, but only
with the attack model µBinDiff∧exec.∧only disass.∧prune patterns∧expand window .
Note that the expanded window makes the recall 100%. As we observe in f , TurboDiff prunes less, but contrary to BinDiff, TurboDiff
identifies all relevant instructions without the need to expand the instruction window. When only considering direct identification of relevant instructions, TurboDiff in general gives a higher recall than BinDiff. Compare, for instance, g to h . Furthermore, we can see in i
that BinaryDiffer reports that the changed code in bzip2 as very similar. Similarly, observe in j that patchdiff2 labels this code fragment as
similar.
For png beta, we note in k that BinDiff scores best. As shown
in l , it also works best for soplex. For png debian, we see in see
m that BinDiff’s abstractions cannot identify any relevant instruction.
TurboDiff identifies the changed immediate operands (see n ), but only
when using the appropriate heuristics. When those heuristics are ap-
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plied for any other patch, they do not at all achieve the highest pruning
rate. While BinaryDiffer and patchdiff2 have higher pruning rates for
png debian than the BinDiff or TurboDiff (see o and p ), neither is
actually able to find the SCIM.
This means that for the minimal patch of png debian, an attacker
could better use a binary patch tool, rather than one of the IDA-Pro
based diffing tools. However, this “shortcut” of using a byte-level diffing tool is available only because all syntactic changes in this use case
are SCIMs. When such a minimal security fix involving only changed
constants is combined with other (non-related) fixes as in png debian,
the patch includes many more TIMs, which prevent this method from
being used as a shortcut.
The highest pruning factors obtained with BinDiff are 99.988% ( e ),
99.986% ( k ) and 99.909% ( l ). As the fractions of irrelevant instructions in those cases are 99.997%, 99.986%, and 99.923% respectively,
BinDiff proves to be able to prune more than 99.98% of all irrelevant
instructions for those three use cases.
The worst match rates are those of patchdiff2, which only finds
changes to soplex and bzip2. The best match rates are those of TurboDiff, which finds all SCIMs for some combinations of heuristics, such
as in q . However, as already remarked, BinDiff’s maximum pruning
factors are higher in all cases, except for the mutations in png debian
which it fails to detect.
This demonstrates that for some types of patches and undiversified
code, diffing tools and heuristics are indeed valuable attacker tools. For
other types of patches however, they are much less effective than the
generic binary patch tools. Moreover, as an attacker typically does not
know beforehand which types of patches have been applied, he will be
hindered by not being able to fine-tune his heuristics.

2.5.4

Diversification

Now that we have shown that attackers, as represented by our attack
models, can indeed correctly identify SCIMs in binary code, we can
investigate if introducing software diversity can thwart these attacks.
Furthermore, we compare the overhead that is introduced by diversity
to the effect it has on an attacker.
We present and discuss results for binaries diversified at two levels
of diversification. Experiments with other settings confirm the trends
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presented here. For the four use cases and two diversification levels,
we generated 10 pairs of an unpatched and a patched binary, using
80 different PRNG seeds. We then applied 60 combinations of tools
and heuristics on the 8 × 10 pairs of patched and unpatched program
versions, for a total of 4800 diffing attempts.
In Figure 2.20, the results of these 4800 attempts of all of our evaluated diffing tools on different diversity settings are plotted next to the
Pareto-optimal results (as black symbols) from Figures 2.17, 2.18, and
2.19.
In a first experiment, the only diversification used is code layout
randomization. This is shown by the small, red dots in the figure. We
see that this layout randomization has an effect on all tools. The tools
that are affected most are the binary patch tools, for which in some
experiments less than 80% of the instructions can be pruned, and for
which all experiments perform worse than on the undiversified benchmarks. The IDA Pro-based tools are affected as well, albeit less. This is
due to a lesser accuracy of the CFGs constructed by IDA Pro. This may
come as some surprise, but this is due to IDA Pro assuming that the instruction immediately after a call is returned to after the call, and thus
belongs to the same function’s CFG. However, this is not the case in the
relayouted code. Call instructions that never return end an instruction
chain. The subsequent instruction therefore need no longer belong to
the same function. Therefore, IDA Pro incorrectly groups code from
different functions, resulting in lower match rates of the IDA Pro-based
diffing tools, even when only little diversity is introduced.
In the next experiments, we increase the diversity applied to the
binaries by also applying other diversity transformations provided by
Proteus. We evaluated and compared two different diversification settings: low diversity (represented by the medium-sized, blue circles in
the figures) and high diversity (represented by the large, green circles
in the figures). These settings correspond to the settings also used by
Anckaert [7]: the low diversity setting is the p1 default set of Proteus
parameters, and the high diversity setting is the p3 set of parameters.
The exact parameters for Proteus for each of these settings are summarized in Table 2.1.
A first observation of the results is that, with the right heuristics, the
tools can still retrieve most relevant instructions from the diversified
binaries. Which heuristics are the right ones differs from experiment
to experiment. However, the tools and heuristics only retrieve these
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relevant instructions at pruning rates less than 90%. This means that the
amount of code the attacker has to examine has has grown 100-fold. A
second observation is that the binaries transformed at the higher level
of diversification indeed have a smaller pruning rate than when the low
diversity setting is used, although the difference is rather small in most
cases. Third, in all tool results, there is a clear grouping of pruning rates
greater than 80%, and pruning rates that are significantly lower. This
distinction is caused by the executed-code-only heuristic that prunes
all unexecuted code. Since only about 20% of the code is executed, the
attack models that only use executed code have a higher pruning rate.
This shows that even the most simple use of dynamic information can
reduce the attack effort.
Finally, we note that occasionally BinDiff took more than 24 hours
to produce the diffing result when being executed on an Intel Core i7
running at 3.4GHz, or consumed all available memory and crashed.
This is probably caused by BinDiff splitting the code into too many
functions to analyze and compare. This is detrimental to the attacker,
who can waste time on waiting results that never emerge.
Table 2.21 shows that diversification as applied by Proteus comes
with considerable overhead in file size. While the binaries already grow
by 20% with low diversity, the patches that would be distributed typically become between 1 and 2 orders of magnitude larger. For the
small png debian, the patch becomes 1690 times bigger. Similarly,
Figure 2.22 shows that stochastic diversification results in considerable
slowdowns. Furthermore, we see that the slowdown does not correlate
well with the achieved pruning factors.
Whether or not the overheads in patch size, binary size, and execution time are are acceptable is a decision that must be made by the
software vendor. This decision will depend on multiple factors, such as
the severity of the fixed vulnerability, its ease of exploitation, and the
speed with which users apply software updates.

2.6

Conclusion

We introduced an abstract attacker model for patch-based attacks. We
described how different real-world attack tools can be used by attackers, and we described different heuristics attackers can use to improve
the results of these tools. We instantiated the abstract attacker model
with combinations of attack tools and diffing tools.
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The different attack models allowed us to show that the different
attack tools and strategies indeed allow attackers to efficiently recover
source-code induced mutations when the patched binaries are not protected against patch-based attacks. We then used our models to show
that software can indeed can successfully be protected against patchbased attacks by applying diversification.
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Figure 2.20: Comparison of all tools on diversified and undiversified binaries.
The black symbols represent the Pareto-optimal points of the different benchmarks without diversity. The small, red dots represent the experiments with
layout randomization, the medium-sized, blue circles represent experiments
that are diversified with low diversity settings, and the large, green circles
represent experiments that are diversified with high diversity settings.
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Chapter 3

Iterative feedback-driven
diversification
3.1

Introduction

In Chapter 2 we have shown how existing diversifying transformations
are effective against patch-based collusion attacks. However, those
transformations as applied by Proteus introduce significant overhead.
In this chapter, we will extend the Proteus diversification framework
to mitigate these problems. We call our extended framework Glaucus,
after the Greek mythological deity. Like Proteus, Glaucus is a sea-god.
He came to the help of sailors in storms, because he himself once had
been a mortal fisherman, or (according to other writers), had been
thrown overboard the ship Argo and been rescued by Zeus1 . In a way,
this is similar to what our framework does. It is an iterative framework
that uses knowledge of previous iterations to guide the transformation process in the current iteration, just like Glaucus used his prior
sea-faring experience of being in a storm to help sailors in need.
Existing program diversification frameworks apply transformations randomly throughout the program binary [7, 97]. However, not
all these transformations are necessary to thwart an attacker. If the
diffing tools cannot successfully match some functions after applying a
single transformation to them, there is little reason to apply more transformations to these functions, and introduce unnecessary overhead.
1
[...]; and the sailors, safe in port, shall pay their vows on the shore to Glaucus, and to
Panopea, and to Melicerta, Ino’s son. – Publius Vergilius Maro, Georgica I, 432, translation
by H. R. Fairclough. For more information, see for example the Harpers Dictionary of
Classical Antiquities (1898) by Harry Thurston Peck.
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In this chapter, we modify the existing diversifying framework Proteus to mitigate this problem. We iteratively use feedback from the
attack tools to guide the diversification process. After every iteration,
Glaucus evaluates an attack model to compare the patched binary that
was generated in that iteration to the unpatched binary. The result of
this comparison is then used as input to the next iteration, in which
Glaucus then applies the same transformations as the previous iteration to functions that are not matched. Functions that are matched by
the attack tool will be transformed differently and more heavily. Furthermore, BinDiff tells the attacker the selector it used to match a pair
of functions. We use this information to select which specific transformations to apply the next iteration.
In this chapter, we first describe in detail how our feedback-guided
iteratively diversifying compiler works (Section 3.2). We continue by
evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of this diversifying compiler
(Section 3.3). This is followed by a more thorough discussion of the
results (Section 3.4).

3.2

Feedback-guided iterative diversification

Figure 3.1 shows the tool flow of Glaucus. Compared to the tool flow
of Proteus in Figure 2.9, we have replaced the original diversification
backend with a framework that can be applied iteratively based on
feedback obtained from one or more attack models we want to defend
against.
In our proof-of-concept implementation, Glaucus consists of the
standard GCC 4.6 compiler plus an evolution of Proteus [7]. As opposed to the original design of Proteus, the application of the transformations is no longer a purely stochastic process. Instead, we use a
configurable decision logic. This decision logic takes into account profile information, feedback obtained from the diffing tools, and a log of
the transformations applied in the previous iteration. A PRNG is then
used to select among transformations chosen by the decision logic.

3.2.1

Attack model

With Glaucus we focus on using the diffing results obtained from BinDiff. In Chapter 2 we already demonstrated that on most use cases,
the combination of BinDiff and appropriate heuristics outperforms the
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Figure 3.1: Iterative tool flow of Glaucus for generating protected patches.

other diffing tools. Furthermore, BinDiff internally uses up to 19 heuristics to match functions, and reports which heuristic was used to match
each pair of functions. We use this information as feedback for iterative diversification. We focus on thwarting BinDiff’s output without
any pruning heuristics applied. Pruning heuristics use this output as a
starting point; by making the starting point useless we aim to make the
improvements upon it useless as well.

3.2.2

Diversifying transformations

We selected five transformations to be used by our diversifier. They
are similar to those included in Proteus. So here, our description focuses on the differences with their implementation in Proteus, on the
reasons for their inclusion in our iterative framework, on their impact
on performance, and on code size.
Code layout randomization The iterative code diversifier randomizes the order in which basic block chains are placed in the executable’s
code section. A basic block chain is a sequence of BBLs that have to be
placed consecutively to each other in the generated binary. They are
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linked together through their fall-through path, and end with a basic
block that performs a control transfer without fall-through path. These
BBLs have to be placed sequentially2 ; if not control flow through their
fall-through path would no longer be correct.
As a result, function bodies are not necessarily stored contiguously.
This complicates IDA Pro’s partitioning of the disassembled code in
functions and its construction of the CG and the CFGs.
The performance impact of reordering basic block chains is minimal. The impact on code size incurred by this transformation is small.
For example, in the x86 ISA, branch targets are encoded as the offset
between the address of the next instruction and the branch target [81].
Since these offsets are small in undiversified programs, they can be encoded efficiently. However, when randomizing the locations, the average offsets become much larger, and require more space to be encoded.
In the case of 32 bit x86 binaries, the overhead introduced by this transformation on most branch instructions is 3 bytes. On our benchmark
binaries, this results in 4 to 5% total code size increase.
Conditional branch flipping To thwart some very simple matching heuristics, simple CFG transformations suffice. Conditional branch
flipping inverts the condition on the instruction. For example, a branchif-greater instruction is transformed into a branch-if-less-or-equal instruction. To compensate for this inversion, its successor BBLs in the
CFG are swapped, with unconditional jumps added if necessary.
Binary differs that consider distinct opcodes and jump conditions as
a reason not to match basic blocks and functions are thwarted with this
technique. In particular, BinDiff’s Instruction Signature selector matches
functions based on which instructions occur in the functions [159]. Because inverting the condition of a branch changes which instructions
are in a function, branch flipping can thwart this matching strategy.
This transformation has almost no influence on performance. The
influence on code size is minimal as well.
Partial control flow flattening As discussed in Chapter 2, control flow
flattening transforms a function’s CFG into one where all original basic
blocks have the same predecessor and successor [149].
Our iterative diversification tool can flatten parts of functions;
2

Unconditional jumps could be inserted in the middle of a chain to break it.
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hence the name partial flattening. The reason is that flattening in
our context does not aim for obfuscation, but for thwarting diffing tool
heuristics based on CFG topology properties. Changing parts of the
CFGs, such as the coldest parts, suffices for that purpose.
Since function flattening introduces code to redirect the control
flow, it can introduce a significant performance overhead, that can be
limited by applying flattening to cold code only, its impact on performance. Similarly, the code size overhead scales with the number of
basic blocks. For every function to which it is applied, it adds 4 instructions for the control flow redirection, and additionally 7 instructions
per flattened basic block. The relatively large overhead per BBL is due
to the spilling of registers on the stack that are modified by the control
flow redirection code.
Two-way opaque predicate insertion As already explained in Chapter 2, two-way opaque predicate insertion involves the duplication of
(part of) a basic block, and the insertion of a random branch condition [42]. Its implementation is identical to the one in Proteus.
The duplicate blocks can be transformed independently by later
transformations. Two-way opaque predicate insertion targets very simple matching heuristics that use static instruction counts and information about control flow. BinDiff has multiple such heuristics, such as
Edges Flowgraph and Instruction Count.
Its impact on performance can be limited by applying the transformation to cold code only. Its impact on code size depends on the size
of the duplicated code.
Branch function insertion and call function insertion As explained
in Chapter 2, branch functions are functions that do not return to their
caller; instead they transfer control to a different address computed
from the return address and an offset passed to the branch function
as a parameter. So a direct jump or fall-through between two basic
blocks can be replaced by a call and an indirect jump based on the call’s
arguments. Figure 3.2(a) shows an unconditional jump, which is transformed into a call to the branch function in Figure 3.2(b). We refer to
this as branch function insertion.
Direct control transfers now use dynamically computed values.
This makes correctly partitioning the BBLs into functions harder. When
control transfer targets can be statically determined, IDA Pro can follow
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Figure 3.2: Branch function insertion

the control flow of a function, which is no longer the case after applying
this transformation. Furthermore, IDA Pro assumes that a function call
returns at the instruction following the call. However, with our branch
functions, the control flow continues at the target of the direct control
transfer, rather than at the next instruction. This is then exploited during code layout randomization, where the code following a call to the
branch function can be code from any basic block in the entire program.
This will help in making IDA Pro incorrectly partition the basic blocks
into functions.
In addition to Branch Function Insertion, we also apply Call Function
Insertion. Such call functions are used to replace direct function calls by
indirect control flow. It suffices to emulate a call by pushing its return
address and call target on the stack and to transfer control to the branch
function. Branch functions can therefore thwart both CFG-based and
CG-based matching heuristics.
Branch Function Insertion can be applied in different places to to
thwart different selectors used by BinDiff. By inserting a branch function in the entry block of a function, most of its body becomes disconnected from its entry point. By inserting a branch function before a call,
that call is not removed, but it becomes disconnected from the preceding code. This breaks selectors based on the call graph.3
3

We also experimented with adding an additional branch function call at the func-
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Branch functions clearly introduce a performance penalty when
they are inserted in frequently executed code. Each jump is statically
replaced with 3 instructions. Dynamically, one of these instructions
calls the branch function, which requires 5 additional instructions to
execute.

3.2.3

Transformation Selection

The selection of diversifying transformations to be applied is configured on the basis of a set of rules encoded in a rule set table. The table
used for the experimental evaluation in Section 3.3 is depicted in Table 3.1.
Each row in the rule set table specifies a necessary condition to apply a transformation. A row with signature S (we refer to the BinDiff
manual [159] for a detailed description of the exact signatures), relative
weight W , iteration I and transformation T specifies that in any iteration i ≥ I, the transformation T can be applied to basic blocks with a
relative weight w ≤ W in functions reported by the diffing tool to have
been matched on the basis of signature S in iteration i − 1.
We take profile information into account for the weight of a BBL.
This is its execution count given a training profile, multiplied by the
number of instructions in the block. The total weight of the program
equals the summed weights of all blocks. The relative weight of a block
is obtained by dividing its weight by the total program weight. In case
a transformation transforms multiple BBLs, the used weight is the sum
of all the individual BBL weights.
For example, the first row in Table 3.1 indicates that conditional
branches may be flipped in any iteration, in any function matched by
means of the “Hash Matching” signature, independent of the weight of
the block of the branches. The third row indicates that from the first iteration on, two-way predicates can be inserted in or before basic blocks
that have weight zero (i.e., that are not executed) in functions that were
matched on the basis of the “Edges Flowgraph” signature. It is clear
that gradually, transformations with higher overhead will be considered, and that their application onto ever hotter blocks is considered.
We designed the rules in Table 3.1 as follows. We started by investigating the selectors used by BinDiff. We aggregated the number
tion’s return address; however, this showed no improvement over having the branch
function only before the call instruction.
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of matched instructions by selector. Thus, we were able to focus on
the heuristics that were most commonly used by BinDiff. We investigated which program code characteristics these algorithms depend on.
Knowing which program characteristics are affected by the different
transformations enabled us to select the right program transformation
to thwart the different algorithms. We used our knowledge of the runtime overhead of the transformations to decide the maximum weight
of code on which to apply the transformations.
This decision logic is extensible to more transformations and other
diffing tools, assuming they return info on used matches. Users of
Glaucus wanting to add a new transformation can just add it to the
rule set in a similar fashion to how we designed the default Glaucus
rule set. Like us, they can include knowledge of the transformation’s
effect on the diffing tools, and knowledge of the overhead in the modified rule set. To extend this process to other diffing tools, we have to
include feedback from these diffing tools into Glaucus. From the diffing
tools we evaluated in Chapter 2, we can easily extract the list of functions that have (not) been matched. These can already be used as input
to Glaucus. However, BinDiff is the only tool that shows which matching heuristics were used to match pairs of functions. We could extend
existing tools to export this information. Alternatively, we could opt to
transform matched functions with a fixed set of transformations, rather
than a set of transformations that is based on diffing feedback. Furthermore, Glaucus could compute some of the code characteristics on
which the diffing tool bases its heuristics, and use those to guide the
feedback process.
We manually tuned the parameters in our decision logic by evaluating the performance impact on bzip2. Users that apply Glaucus on
their own software can of course tune the parameters to fit their use
case best, or they can re-use the default Glaucus parameters.
During the successive iterations, a diversification strategy is built
for each function. This strategy is a log of the applied transformations:
the program point where each transformation was applied, the iteration in which it was applied, the reason why it was applied (i.e., the
BinDiff signature targeted with it, which comes from the rules table),
and the PRNG seed that was used for selecting that transformation. An
example table for a function f() is shown in Table 3.2.
Initially, i.e., after iteration zero in which only the code layout is
randomized, each function’s strategy is empty. Then during each it-
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Table 3.1: Glaucus default rule set
Signature
Hash Matching
Edges Flowgraph
Edges Flowgraph
Edges Flowgraph
Edges Flowgraph
Edges Callgraph
Edges Callgraph
Edges Callgraph
Edges Callgraph
Instruction Signature
Call Sequence
Call Sequence
Call Sequence
Call Sequence
Call Sequence
Call Reference
Call Reference
Call Reference
Call Reference
Call Reference
Call Sequence (Exact)
Call Sequence (Exact)
Call Sequence (Exact)
Call Sequence (Exact)
Call Sequence (Exact)
Call Sequence (Topology)
Call Sequence (Topology)
Call Sequence (Topology)
Call Sequence (Topology)
Call Sequence (Topology)
Hash Matching
Edges Flowgraph
Edges Callgraph
Instruction Signature
Call Sequence (Exact)
Call Sequence (Topology)
Call Sequence
Call Reference
String Reference
Hash Matching
Edges Flowgraph
Edges Callgraph
Instruction Signature
Call Sequence (Exact)
Call Sequence (Topology)
Call Sequence
Call Reference
String Reference

Weight
1.00000
1.00000
0.00000
0.00005
0.00005
0.00000
0.00005
0.00000
0.00005
1.00000
0.00000
0.00005
0.00015
0.00000
0.00005
0.00000
0.00005
0.00015
0.00000
0.00005
0.00000
0.00005
0.00015
0.00000
0.00005
0.00000
0.00005
0.00015
0.00000
0.00005
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005

Iteration
1
1
1
5
6
1
5
1
5
1
5
7
9
11
13
5
7
9
11
13
7
9
11
13
15
7
9
11
13
15
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Transformation
Conditional Branch Flipping
Conditional Branch Flipping
Two-way Opaque Predicate Insertion
Two-way Opaque Predicate Insertion
Partial Control Flow Flattening
Branch Function Insertion (anywhere)
Branch Function Insertion (anywhere)
Two-way Opaque Predicate Insertion
Two-way Opaque Predicate Insertion
Conditional Branch Flipping
Call Function Insertion
Call Function Insertion
Call Function Insertion
Branch Function Insertion (before calls)
Branch Function Insertion (before calls)
Call Function Insertion
Call Function Insertion
Call Function Insertion
Branch Function Insertion (before calls)
Branch Function Insertion (before calls)
Call Function Insertion
Call Function Insertion
Call Function Insertion
Branch Function Insertion (before calls)
Branch Function Insertion (before calls)
Call Function Insertion
Call Function Insertion
Call Function Insertion
Branch Function Insertion (before calls)
Branch Function Insertion (before calls)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
Branch Function Insertion (in entry blocks)
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Table 3.2: Diversification strategy for a function f()

Transformation
Conditional Branch Flipping
Call Function Insertion
Call Function Insertion

Program Point
BBL 2356
BBL 2347
BBL 2349

Iteration
1
3
3

Signature
Hash Matching
Call Sequence
Call Sequence

Random Seed
14562
16382
16382

eration, three actions can be performed on the strategy: it can remain
identical, it can be extended, or it can be adapted. Let us assume we are
in iteration i ≥ 1.
1. When a function is not matched by BinDiff according to the feedback of iteration i − 1, the strategy remains untouched. This
happens when the strategy succeeded in thwarting BinDiff completely for this function. It implies that we will apply exactly the
same transformations in iteration i.
2. When a function is matched by BinDiff with some signature s according to the feedback of iteration i − 1, and that s is not the
same as the last signature s0 in the strategy, this implies that the
strategy was successful in thwarting matching based on s0 , but
not in thwarting matching based on s. In this case, the strategy is
extended: from all transformations that meet the necessary conditions as specified by the rule table, one is selected randomly and
appended to the strategy. By construction, this will be a transformation that targets signature s.
3. When a function is matched by BinDiff with a signature s that
already occurs in the transformation strategy for that function,
this implies that the strategy was not successful for this function.
We then remove the transformations from the last iteration from
the strategy, and replace them with a new selection of transformations. This selection happens on the basis of another random
seed. Furthermore, we now select one more transformation than
we selected in the previous iteration. Moreover, the set of applicable transformations may have become bigger because new rules
become applicable in later iterations.
Given these rules, the diversification strategy from Table 3.2 can
be interpreted as follows. Assume, e.g., we are now after iteration
5, “Conditional Branch Flipping” succeeded in thwarting signature
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“Hash Matching” in iteration 1. From then on signature “Edges Flowgraph” became the target. Two transformations needed to be applied
in thwarting this signature, which was discovered in iteration 3. When
all three transformations are applied in combination with code layout
randomization, BinDiff is no longer able to match function f().

3.3

Evaluation

We use the use cases from Chapter 2 as benchmarks to evaluate Glaucus’s success of improving the attack cost, and the overhead in code
size and execution time.

3.3.1

Diffing results

Using the rule set of Table 3.1, we generated multiple diversified binaries for our four use cases. We used the automated attack model
µBinDiff∧extend IDA from Chapter 2 to simulate an attacker using IDA Pro
in combination with BinDiff. We use this model after every iteration to
provide feedback for Glaucus.
For bzip2, the chart in Figure 3.3 (a) depicts the pruning rate the
attacker achieved with µBinDiff∧extend IDA . The different selectors BinDiff
used to match code, i.e., code that the attacker will prune, are indicated by the color of the bars. For the precise meaning of the different
matching heuristics, we refer to the BinDiff manual [159]. For each iteration, the total height of the bars indicates the matches reported by
BinDiff. Some of those matches, in particular the ones based on low
quality heuristics and signatures, are false positive matches, however.
To study the influence of false positive matches, we evaluate if the
instructions BinDiff returns as a match are indeed in the same function.
We computed a ground truth for function matches for each instruction,
τfunction match . It consists of tuples of instructions, where the first instruction is from the original binary, and the second instruction is from the
patched binary. The ground truth contains all such pairs for which the
functions indeed correspond between the two binaries. Figure 3.3 (b)
shows how many of BinDiff’s instruction matches are in this set, i.e.,
µ̂BinDiff∧extend IDA ∩ τfunction match , where µ̂ is the mapping returned by the
attack model, rather than a list of matched instructions. While this fraction of instructions is of course most useful to an attacker, he has no
ground truth to compute this fraction himself. We provide these mea-
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sures thus as an indication for the defender. The charts in Figure 3.4
display the same fractions, but this time with an indication of the match
quality according to the BinDiff manual [159] rather than the heuristics
used to match the code. The numbers above or in the different bars
indicate how many of the relevant instructions (i.e., the instructions in
red in Figure 2.15) are found in each category. Numbers above the bars
indicate the number of those instructions that are in the unmatched
part of the code, i.e., the part of the code within which BinDiff provides
no help to the attacker at all. As in Chapter 2, we see that BinDiff initially incorrectly matches one instruction. This instruction is located in
a function that is matched correctly, but with a poor heuristic.
Note that the total number of relevant instructions can vary from
one iteration to the other when the relevant instruction sequences are
duplicated by transformations.
The leftmost “iteration” in all charts corresponds to diffing the unpatched binary with the undiversified patched binary. It is clear that in
that case BinDiff is performing very well. As indicated in green, many
function matches are found by computing hashes over the ordered instructions in the functions. The hashes neglect immediate operands
and thus ignore changed offsets and changed absolute addresses. Most
of the matches are found recursively on the CG through so called “call
sequence”-based selectors: these build on the assumption that functions whose callers match, are likely matches themselves.
The second iteration from the left in both charts is iteration zero, in
which only code layout randomization is applied. It is clear that while
BinDiff is hampered by this randomization, it still does a pretty good
job. The matching is now mainly based on more abstract CFG properties, however, that rely less on the order and occurrence of individual
instructions.
As soon as we start diversifying the code, the effectiveness of BinDiff starts to drop. Almost immediately, the “very good” quality
matchers start to fail and the lower quality metrics take over. The
matcher based on the strings that are referenced in functions then becomes quite important, along with the different selectors based on the
CG. As more and more diversification is introduced during our iterative approach, the amount of matched code drops significantly, and the
amount of correctly matched code drops even lower.
In this experiment, the best result is obtained after 14 iterations. For
the binary generated in that iteration, BinDiff can match about 15% of

% of instructions matched
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Figure 3.3: Diffing results for the bzip2 use case, indicating the decisive
matching heuristics.
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Figure 3.4: Diffing results for the bzip2 benchmark, where we grouped the
match heuristics by match quality.
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the code, and all relevant instructions are in the 85% unmatched code.
Clearly, BinDiff is of almost no use to an attacker at this point.
After 18 iterations, an even better result was obtained, but as we
shall see, that result was achieved at the expense of more performance
overhead.
Figure 3.5 shows the png debian benchmark. Recall from Chapter 2 that the SCIMs in this benchmark are not matched by BinDiff. This
can also be seen in this figure: we see that the four changed instructions
reside in the functions that are matched with a “weak” matching strategy. After four iterations of Glaucus, the SCIMs are no longer matched.
However, at the same time, only 30% of the instructions are matched, as
opposed to the 95% without any diversity. Figure 3.6 shows the result
for the png beta benchmark, where we observe that part of the SCIMs
are matched, while 26 SCIMs are not matched without diversity. After 6 iterations, the SCIMs are no longer considered matched, but now
only 20% of the instructions are matched. In Figure 3.7 we see that for
the soplex benchmark, some SCIMs are incorrectly considered to be
matched by BinDiff, even at iteration 17. In this case, we see that the
lowest matching rate occurs at iteration 15.

3.3.2

Overhead

Figure 3.8 depicts the overhead of the diversification in terms of code
size. Starting with layout randomization, every transformation adds
additional code. In iterations 7 and 13, as new transformations become
applicable on executed fragments according to the rules in Table 3.1,
more overhead is added, compared to the previous iterations. For the
most interesting versions of the binaries, the code size overhead is 15
to 25%. As before, whether or not this overhead can be considered
acceptable, is a decision that has to be made by the software vendor.
Software distributors typically do not send the entire patched binary. Rather, they use binary patch generation tools to create patches
that are smaller to distribute than the entire binaries. For example, Apple, FreeBSD and Mozilla use bsdiff to create binary patches for distribution [140]. Figure 3.9 depicts the overhead of diversification in terms
of binary patch size when we use bsdiff to create the binary patches.
The patches become significantly larger, up to the point where their
size becomes between 30% and 40% of the full code section size. For
isolated patches, such as in the pngtest debian use case, diversifi-
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Figure 3.5: Diffing results for the pngtest debian benchmark, where we
grouped the match heuristics by match quality.
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Figure 3.7: Diffing results for the soplex benchmark, where we grouped the
match heuristics by match quality.
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cation can increase the binary patch size with a factor 1000. For larger
patches, as for pngtest beta, the overhead is limited to a factor 2.5.
The overhead to distribute diversified patches, e.g., over the Internet,
is therefore extremely variable. The trade-off between this overhead
and the provided protection against patch-based attacks is one of the
trade-offs that developers will have to make.
For the benchmarks for which we have training and reference inputs from the SPEC benchmark suite, we used the training input set
to collect profile information on the patched binary. We evaluated the
performance overhead on the transformed binaries with the reference
input set. Figure 3.10 presents the performance overhead of our approach.
For bzip2, we observe very low overheads until the last but two
iterations. The overhead is even negligible for the first 9 iterations. For
soplex, we initially obtain a low but non-zero overhead, which surpasses 5% as of iteration 13. At that iteration, BinDiff was only able to
correctly match about 6% of all code.
When we compare these results with those from Proteus in Chapter 2, we see that we have less execution time overhead, as well as
less code size overhead. Furthermore, our increase with execution time
overhead actually correlates with a decrease in the pruning rate.
As the plot of slowdown versus diffing success in Figure 3.11 shows,
the developer can clearly make a trade-off between protection and
overhead. Our approach is able to thwart BinDiff more effectively
and efficiently than Proteus. At the same level of execution time overhead and code size overhead, Glaucus reduces the pruning rates for
attackers using BinDiff.

3.3.3

Representativeness

Since Glaucus only uses feedback from BinDiff, it is interesting to
know how well Glaucus can protect against attackers that use the
other IDA Pro-based diffing tools. In Figure 3.12, we see the results
of µpatchdiff2∧extend , µTurboDiff∧extend , and µBinaryDiffer∧extend applied to the
bzip2 benchmark. The results for soplex are shown in Figure 3.13.
We see that both the pruning rate for both patchdiff2 and TurboDiff
drops to less than 10% after about four iterations. However, BinaryDiffer performs significantly better than those two tools, even after 18
iterations. Even though the pruning rate is less than 50%, it performs
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Figure 3.8: Relative binary code size.

Figure 3.9: Relative binary patch size.
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Figure 3.10: Execution times relative to the times of the undiversified binaries.

Figure 3.11: Relative execution times vs. percentage of correctly matched instructions.
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Figure 3.12: Cross-validation of Glaucus with other diffing tools on bzip2.
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Figure 3.13: Cross-validation of Glaucus with other diffing tools on soplex.
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better than BinDiff after the same number of iterations. This means
that BinaryDiffer internally uses some matching heuristic that is not
as effectively thwarted by our set of transformations. One reason is
that BinaryDiffer internally matches BBLs even if they do not belong
to a function. The transformations currently implemented in Glaucus
mostly focus on changing the structure of functions and thwarting IDA
Pro’s function construction. Additional transformations can be added
to Glaucus that focus on thwarting BBL matching.

3.4

Discussion

The results from Section 3.4 indicate that strong protection against
patch-based attacks with BinDiff and other tools can be obtained at
a negligible performance overhead, but at a significant cost in patch
size. Several issues can still be raised about the proposed approach,
however.
First, one may question whether the proposed approach is specific
for BinDiff or whether it is more general. Our experiments with other
IDA Pro diffing plug-ins, including the results presented in Chapter 2,
demonstrate that the approach is effective against all other publicly
available plug-ins, but that the effectiveness varies among the different tools. This could be mitigated by including feedback from additional tools. Furthermore, as discussed, it is always possible to extend
the attack tools with new analyses and transformations, which could
improve the success rate of an attacker. Attackers could try to detect
and undo specific transformations, including the obfuscations applied
in our approach.
Some of the most effective deobfuscation attacks like dynamic or
hybrid static-dynamic deobfuscation [101, 135] are not applicable on
some patch types. In such dynamic attacks, the program’s execution is
first monitored and traced. The traces are then used to remove some of
the never-taken execution paths from the program. This builds on the
assumption that never-taken execution paths with certain signatures
probably originate from obfuscating transformations such as opaque
predicates, and hence were not present in the original program. In the
case of patches that insert input validation checks that the attacker cannot trigger yet, the traces he collects on the patched program will indicate that the inserted checks are potential opaque predicates. So instead
of helping the attacker to obtain a better diffing result, his deobfusca-
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tion will cause the SCIMs to be matched incorrectly. Even when such
deobfuscation will be successful on some kinds of patches, the attacker
does not know which kind of patch is being applied, and will thus not
know if deobfuscation will make his results useful.
The effectiveness of our approach remains to be studied against
more advanced tools such as deofbuscators and code normalization
tools. However, this situation is not uncommon in the software protection arms race: once a software protection scheme is in use, attackers will try to break the transformations used. The fact that particular
transformations are defeated does not imply that the whole approach
using those diversifying transformations is flawed or broken. When attacker tools become more effective, we can extend the set of relatively
simple transformations in our current implementation with more complex ones to make attackers require even more complex tools. While the
complexity of our current set of link-time transformations is limited because of the lack of high-level semantic information in object files, similar as well as much more complex diversifying transformations can
easily be integrated into a compiler. In general, the more complex the
tools in the attacker tool box need to become to overcome the protection
provided by diversification, the more time-consuming they will be, and
hence the smaller the attacker’s window of opportunity will become.
So we are quite confident that our approach, although it will have to
be tuned and extended in the future, provides a solid foundation for
protecting against patch-based attacks.
Secondly, it is worth mentioning that our approach can easily be
extended to protect successive patch releases. When a patch to v3 is
released, protection might be required against collusion attacks against
both v1 and v2. In such cases, it is important that an attacker can not
learn more by comparing v1 to v3, in addition to comparing v2 to v3.
When this is required, it suffices to use a new set of PRNG seeds and
to run the diffing tool twice in each iteration to diff v3 against v1 and
against v2, and to consider the union of the sets of matched functions
in the next iteration.
Thirdly, it is important to discuss some more qualitative, less quantitative types of costs of our approach. In particular, we have to look
at the impact our approach has on customer support and code maintenance costs. This depends on the ease with which one can debug the
code and interpret bug and crash reports. In this regard, we should
point out that our approach so far only involves control flow transfor-
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mations. The original code is not rescheduled, register allocation is not
changed, and all data layout remains untouched. The latter includes
the statically allocated data, as well as the stack (frames) and the heap.
As the developers know the mapping between code fragments in the
non-diversified binary and in the diversified binary, and all data addresses remain unchanged, we conjecture that debugging the diversified binaries or interpreting crash reports of them is not fundamentally
harder. The only requirement is that a map between original code addresses and diversified code addresses is generated and stored. These
maps can then be used to interpret the backtraces in crash reports.

3.5

Conclusion

We have shown that we can use the attack models to improve diversification. We introduced the diversification framework Glaucus, that uses
feedback from an attack model to iteratively diversity binaries. The
output of BinDiff is used to selectively guide the diversification process
to code fragments that are matched, while applying no more transformations than strictly needed to code fragments that BinDiff does not
match. The transformations applied to individual code fragments are
selected to thwart the specific selectors BinDiff used to match these
code fragments.
We have shown that with the iterative feedback-driven approach of
Glaucus, the performance overhead of the diversified program is less
than when using Proteus. At the same time, the attack models show
that the attack effort for a patch-based attack increases, compared to
attacking programs diversified by Proteus.
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Chapter 4

Removing variation
in execution time
As discussed in Chapter 1, execution time variation can be an attack
vector for software. This execution time variation can be measured,
and used to extract secret information from a program. We will discuss how to defend programs against all timing variation caused by
differences in the dynamic control flow of a program, and against some
timing variation caused by differences in the data flow. We introduce a
compiler-based technique that allows developers to remove these timing variations from their compiled program.
We first discuss how we remove control flow (Section 4.1). Next,
we discuss how we mitigate some data-flow dependent timing variation (Section 4.2). This results in a timing side-channel aware compiler, whose implementation we describe in Section 4.3. Our compiler
is particularly targeted at Intel’s x86 instruction set architecture (ISA).
We evaluate our timing side-channel aware compiler in Section 4.4, and
discuss its relative merits compared to other techniques, such as removing control-dependent timing using source-to-source transformations
in Section 4.5.

4.1

Automatically removing control-dependent
variation

As already mentioned in Chapter 1, the execution time of a program
depends on its control flow. When the control flow depends on secret data, the attacker can use the variation of the measured execution
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time to recover the secret data. To defend programs against attacks
that depend on control-dependent timing variation, we will remove
the variations in control flow that depend on secret information. We
do this by eliminating all control flow transfers that depend on the secret information. The execution will then always be independent of
the secret input. All control-flow dependent timing behavior will then
be independent of the secret information, and can no longer leak secret information. Indeed, the instruction mix is then independent of
the secret information, as are branch prediction, instruction order, data
flow dependencies through registers, and instruction fetching from the
instruction cache.
The elimination of key-dependent control flow transfers will be performed in a compiler backend. Using such a backend, rather than a
source-to-source transformation tool, enables applying the technique
more easily to programs written in different source languages. Furthermore, it reduces the risk of the compiler middle-end undoing sourceto-source transformations.
We remove control dependencies from the program by rewriting
code fragments and break down the problem of rewriting the program
into three disjunct sub-problems:
1. Remove control dependencies from acyclic code fragments. We explain
in Section 4.1.1 how we remove the control flow from code that
contains no loops.
2. Remove control dependencies from cyclic code fragments in function
CFGs. In Section 4.1.2, we describe how to handle code fragments
containing loops. To transform loop bodies we will make use of
the technique for transforming acyclic code fragments.
3. Conditional execution of function calls. Once we have removed the
control dependencies from function bodies, calls originating from
those functions need to be timing-independent as well. This is
described in Section 4.1.3.

4.1.1

Conditional execution of acyclic sequences

For simple, acyclic code fragments not containing any function calls,
conditional execution provides an excellent mechanism to get rid of
key-dependent control flow. With conditional execution, control flow
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dependencies on diverging non-cyclic execution paths such as if-thenelse constructs can be transformed into data flow dependencies on a
single path.
On architectures that support full conditional execution, either by
means of condition flags that activate or deactivate instructions, such
as the ARM instruction set [12], or by means of real predicate registers
that guard instructions, such as in the case of the TriMedia [144], this
transformation is trivial.
We can show how conditional execution works on source code. To
conditionally execute instructions, we transform if statements. The
goal is to make all instructions from the body of the statement execute,
independent from the private information. First, we compute the predicate. Then we use this predicate to execute all statements conditionally
in the body of the if. Consider again the loop body of the modular
multiplication algorithm as discussed in Section 1.6.1:
4
5
6
7

result = (result*result) % n;
if (bit_set(exponent, i))
result = (result*a) % n;
i--;

To transform the statements of this C code into conditionally executed
statements, we first compute the condition of the if statement, and use
it as a predicate for conditionally executing individual statements:
4
5
6
7
8
9

result = (result*result) % n;
c = bit_set(exponent, i);
tmp_1 = c ? result * a : tmp_1;
tmp_2 = c ? tmp_1 % n : tmp_2;
result = c? tmp_2 : result;
i--;

The lines with the ternary ?: operator can then be translated into predicated instructions. For example, when we compile this to ARM assembly, making use of conditionally executed instructions (using the
division instruction to compute the remainder), compiler could generate code such as the following:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

bl
cmp
mulne
udivne
mulne
subne
sub

bit_set
r0, #0
r0, r6,
r6, r0,
r4, r7,
r6, r7,
r1, r1,

r8
r7
r4
r4
#1

//
//
//
//
//
//
//

c = bit_set(...)
set condition flag to c == FALSE
if (c) tmp_mul = result*a;
if (c) tmp_div = tmp / n;
if (c) tmp_mod = tmp_div * n;
if (c) result = n - tmp_mod;
i--;
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The conversion from code with branches to code with conditional
execution is called if-conversion [6], and it is well known in the field of
compiler techniques, in particular for VLIW and EPIC types of architectures. Composing more complex conditional structures such as nested
if-then-else structures poses no problem. It only requires additional
instructions to compute the nested predicates or to set the correct condition flags, depending on the expressiveness of the architecture with
respect to conditions [15].
However, this technique is not directly applicable to ISAs that support only limited or no predicated instructions. On Intel’s x86 ISA, only
some mov instructions can be executed conditionally. This can be mitigated for some instructions by converting them from conditionally executed instructions to unconditional ones that act on temporary variables. The computed value is then conditionally moved to the actual
target variable. If we then transform the above source fragment, we
get the following code fragment:
1
2
3
4
5
6

result = (result*result) % n;
c = bit_set(exponent, i);
tmp_1 = result * a;
tmp_2 = tmp_1 % n;
result = c? tmp_2 : result;
i--;

This predicate elimination, also called predicate speculation [133]
is fine when the instruction whose predicate is eliminated only affects
local variables and state that does not define the global program state,
or when the instruction causes no other side effects such as exceptions.
For example, in the code fragment above, the unconditional execution
of the multiplication in tmp_1 poses no problems. However, unconditionally executing the division instruction can lead to problems. Consider the following example:
1
2
3
4

if (count != 0)
average = sum / count;
else
average = 0;

As we did before, we could try rewriting it as follows:
1
2
3
4
5

c = count != 0;
tmp_1 = sum / count;
average = c ? tmp_1 : average;
tmp_2 = 0;
average = !c ? tmp_2 : average;
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In the original code, no division by zero can occur. In the transformed
code, however, we do divide sum by count even when count == 0,
triggering a division-by-zero exception. Thus, the transformed code
does not exhibit the same behavior as the original program, and is incorrect. As mentioned earlier, the x86 ISA only supports conditional
move instructions, so we cannot fix the faulty transformation by executing the division conditionally. So when we remove all control dependencies on the x86 architecture, we have to rely on some other transform for instructions with side effects.
Our general solution to remove control dependencies on ISAs with
limited predication support, to be applied by the compiler backend,
consists of the following:
1. Before merging a path into other paths with if-conversion, ensure that all instructions without side-effects in this path operate on local, temporary variables. This can be easily done when
using single static assignment (SSA) for representing the instructions [110]. SSA is often used as an intermediate representation
in compilers. In SSA code, all instructions write into a new (virtual) register. This means that all instructions already operate on
a register when using most modern compilers.
2. Separately transform the instructions that may cause exceptions
or that change the global state (for example because they store
something to memory). We do this by adding so-called operand
selection safe-guard instructions. These instructions conditionally
select a safe value that is used as input for the transformed instruction. The safe values are chosen so that they do not cause the
instruction to cause exceptions or to change the program state.
When the predicate for executing the transformed instruction is
true, the original input to the transformed instruction is used.
3. Merge the resulting code paths as in regular if-conversion.
Consider the following example code fragment:
1
2
3
4
5
6

if (c) {
*a = 10;
d = x/y;
} else {
b = 10;
}
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Using the three steps discussed above, we rewrite this code fragment
into:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

tmp_a = a;
if (!c) tmp_a = dummy_location;
*tmp_a = 10;
tmp_y = y;
if (!c) tmp_y = 1;
tmp_d = x / tmp_y;
tmp_b = 10;
if (c) d = tmp_d;
if (!c) b = tmp_b;

If c evaluates to false, the store operation will now write to a dummy
location where it does not harm the real program state, and the division will be executed with divisor 1, which will not cause an exception.
Furthermore, in that case only the assignment to b will be executed, but
not the one to d. If c evaluates to true, the store and the division will be
executed as they should, and only the assignment to d will be executed,
not the one to b.
The most common instructions that should be safe-guarded this
way are divisions, loads, and stores. For loads and stores, we allocate a memory location on the stack that is used as dummy value. An
interesting question is whether or not the execution of loads or stores
often depends on secret keys. The fact is that big integer functionality
for cryptographic purposes, such as RSA, is usually implemented using memory arrays of smaller integers. When computing the result of
an operation on such big integers, the final results, as well as the intermediate results, have to be written to memory into these arrays. So
in such libraries, conditional loads and stores are as likely as any other
conditional operation.
Note that if-conversion should only be applied when the involved
conditional branches depend on a secret key. Whether or not the
branches depend on secret information can be determined by means
of a compiler data flow analysis. However, such analyses are typically
not sufficient. The output of an encryption algorithm depends on both
the secret plaintext and the secret key, but the output of the encryption
itself is generally not considered to be secret information. Information
about when values depending on secret information is itself no longer
secret, can be taken into account with custom declassification properties [127]. In case the compiler lacks the required precision to compute
the correct dependencies, the compiler should either conservatively as-
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sume that there is a dependency on the secret key, or user annotations
of the source code could clarify this for the compiler. In any case, the
user should already inform the compiler what exactly constitutes the
key from which control flow should be made independent, for example
by means of so-called attributes or by means of pragmas [39, 68].
Finally, we should point out that our implementation using conditional execution of mov instructions relies on the fact that conditional
moves do not cause data-independent timing behavior. We discuss this
assumption in detail in Section 4.4.

4.1.2

Cyclic control flow graphs

Cyclic control flow graphs occur for program fragments containing
loops. In these loops, the number of iterations may be key-dependent
or not.1 A compiler can again either detect this by means of static data
flow analysis, or it can rely on user-annotations in the program.
For cryptographic code that resists side-channel attacks, loops
should have a number of iterations that does not depend on the value
of a secret key. However, cryptographers and programmers do not always keep this in mind, which makes the code possibly leak secret information. Furthermore, some cryptographic libraries are programmed
generically, e.g., for different key lengths, so that the number of iterations of certain loops depends on the length of the key. In the latter
case, user-annotations specifying that a loop’s number of iterations is
not dependent on a key will be required. The compiler could aid the
user by giving warnings about loops for which it requires, but cannot
find, a user annotation.
When a loop’s iteration count does depend on the actual value of
a secret key, the compiler could try to determine (or the programmer
should specify) an upper bound on the number of iterations. The iteration count of the loop can then be fixed to this fixed upper bound, and
the loop body will be executed conditionally: a separate condition will
keep track of whether real iterations are still being executed, or whether
additional iterations are being executed to reach the fixed upper bound.
Please note that from a performance point of view, increasing the
number of iterations in a loop to a fixed upper bound might be detri1

In lower-level code, this corresponds to a conditional branch that determines
whether the loop is continued or exited. Such a branch, if taken, transfers control back
to the loop entry point. As such, it cannot be omitted with simple if-conversion.
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mental. However, this is unavoidable. The best we can hope for is
getting a fixed execution time that is equal to the slowest time of the
original program. If this slows down the program on what originally
was its best-case performance input, so be it.
To rewrite a loop, we consider only loops with a single back edge,
which furthermore only have a single loop exit edge. The back edge
and the exit edge originate in the same basic block. Loops that do not
satisfy these constraints, are first restructured. When we remove the
control dependencies from a loop, we need to transform the loop body
and the back edge’s control transfer.
When the control transfer does not depend on the private information, we can just leave the control transfer unaffected.
In the other case the control transfer depends on the private information. As mentioned above, we assume that we have a static upper
bound on the number of iterations of the loop. Thus, the compiler can
transform the loop control into a simple counter with a bounds check
that is independent of the private information. The loop body is then
conditioned on the original control. For example, when we have a keydependent loop such as the following:
1
2
3

for (int i = 0; i < key->nr_bits; i++) {
key->bits[i] = 0;
}

We can transform this code as follows, assuming a static loop upper
bound of 16:
1
2
3
4
5

int execute_body = TRUE;
for (int i = 0; i < 16; i++) {
execute_body = execute_body && i < key->nr_bits;
if (execute_body) key->bits[i] = 0;
}

Up until now, we discussed loops that are entered unconditionally.
However, loops can be entered conditionally as well. We can easily extend the above transformation to deal with conditionally entered loops.
When we remove control dependencies from acyclic control flow with
if-conversion, we keep track of a predicate that signifies whether or not
instructions need to be executed. We also use this predicate to conditionally execute a loop body. Rather than unconditionally setting
execute_body in the code fragment above to TRUE, we can initialize
it with the predicate on which the entire loop’s execution is predicated.
Thus, we can transform
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if (key->valid) {
for (int i = 0; i < key->nr_bits; i++) {
key->bits[i] = 0;
}
}

into
1
2
3
4
5

int execute_body = key->valid;
for (int i = 0; i < 16; i++) {
execute_body = execute_body && i < key->nr_bits;
if (execute_body) key->bits[i] = 0;
}

Note that we introduced new control dependencies when transforming the loop body. Furthermore, even the untransformed loop
body could already contain control dependencies. These need to be
removed to remove the variation in execution time due to control flow.
The loop body can also contain nested loops with their own control dependencies. To remove all these control dependencies, we do a structural recursion on the loop as follows:
• The loop body is an acyclic code fragment. This is the base case for
the recursion. We just apply if-conversion to the loop body as
described in Section 4.1.1.
• The loop body itself is cyclic. We recursively apply the technique
from this section. The predicate for the execution of the nested
loop body will then not only depend on the nested loop condition,
but also on the outer loop’s execution predicate.

4.1.3

Function calls

Any realistic program contains functions and hence function calls. In
particular, big integer libraries usually represent operations on big integers with function calls, so function calls will also occur in cryptographic code. These function calls will also need to be executed conditionally.
A first solution to this problem constitutes inlining. When a callee’s
function body is inlined in a caller’s body, the call is removed and the
callee’s body can be executed conditionally like the caller’s code.
Because inlining may increase the code size of a program significantly, which may not be acceptable for embedded devices with small
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amounts of memory, an alternative solution is required. Our solution
adds an additional function parameter that specifies whether or not the
function would have been invoked in the original program. Instead of
executing a call conditionally, each call will now be executed unconditionally with the additional parameter. Inside the function, all code is
then executed conditionally based on the additional condition specified
by the added parameter.
For example, consider the following code fragment:
1
2
3

void f(int x) {
*a = x;
}

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

int main(int argc, char** argv) {
...
if (c)
f(10);
...
}

This will be converted into
1
2
3

void f(int c_f, int x) {
if (c_f) *a = x;
}

4
5
6
7
8
9

int main(int argc, char** argv) {
...
f(c, 10);
...
}

Here we used the previously described techniques for removing control
dependencies on the function f().
Please note that in practice, we duplicate a function like f and we
add the additional parameter to the duplicate only. That way, any call
to f that is not dependent on the secret key can still invoke the original
function version without the additional parameter, which will be better
for performance and which requires less code to be adapted.
Function calls can be either direct or indirect. Examples of indirect function calls are function pointers and virtual method calls like
those in C++ or Java. While we only implemented our technique to
deal with direct function calls, our technique can also be extended to indirect function calls. We could store information on whether or not this
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indirectly called function needs to be executed conditionally in global,
thread-local storage, instead of passing it as an argument. The transformed function can use this information from the thread-local storage for conditionally executing its instructions. This way, we do not
change the function’s signature, and a program can mix indirect calls
to functions that have been transformed and functions that have not
been transformed.
Function pointers are data values that can be key-dependent as
well. Calls to such key-dependent functions need to be constant-time
as well. A pointer-analysis could determine to which functions this
pointer can refer. All possible functions could then be transformed so
that they all have the same execution time by combining all function
bodies into a single function. However, this could introduce a significant performance overhead. Furthermore, like conditionally executed
memory operations can point to unallocated memory, so can conditionally called function pointers point to invalid code addresses. For
such cases, we could provide a dummy function pointer to be called
similarly to how conditional stores and loads are handled.

4.2

Removing data-dependent variation

As discussed in Chapter 1, instructions exist whose execution time depend on their operand values. Such instructions need to be considered
as well when designing a timing side-channel aware compiler. We considered two kinds of instructions with a variable execution time. First,
we discuss instructions whose execution time depends on their algorithmic implementation in the processor. We use the division instruction as our test case for this class. The second kind of instruction are
instructions that use the memory subsystem.

4.2.1

Timing variation due to early exit

Similar to how programmers can introduce variation in execution time
by introducing control flow dependencies, so can hardware designers
for the execution time of a single instruction. For example, the execution time of an instruction to multiply or to divide two numbers can
depend on the number of leading zero-bits in the operands. Such a
behavior is also called early exit. As an example, we focus on the div
instructions of Intel’s Core 2 processors, whose execution time depends
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on both operands on the processor versions we evaluated [41]. Similar
techniques could be used against ARM processors whose multiplication instruction has a variable execution time.
Processor designers can add options that configure the dependence
of the execution time of instructions on their operands. For example,
ARM processors optionally allow software to make multiplication instructions operate in constant time [13]. Intel could opt to add a similar
configuration option for the execution time of its division instructions.
Compilers that generate code for such processors can make use of such
a configuration option to make code execute in constant time regardless
of operand values for multiplications and divisions. However, since Intel processors offer no such option, our compiler will have to deal with
each sensitive division instruction individually. The most general approach our timing side-channel aware compiler supports, is to emulate
division instructions by calls to constant-time functions that perform
the same operation. We can easily extend this approach to architectures
that have similar variable-execution time instructions.
A downside of this approach is its significant overhead. To avoid
this, we can try to rewrite the program’s use of the variable latency instruction in such a way that the total execution time is constant, regardless of the secret inputs to the code fragment containing the instruction.
We evaluated different ways in which occurrences of the division instructions can be rewritten [143]. The full details of this research will be
published in the PhD work of Jeroen Van Cleemput. However, we will
briefly summarize those results here.
As a first approach we investigated to make the execution time constant, by adding constant-time compensation code, which is executed
in parallel with the division instruction. We let every use of the division instruction’s result depend on the division and the compensation code. This is shown in Figure 4.1. The idea is that the execution
time of the compensation code exceeds the worst-case execution time
of the division instruction. The execution time of the resulting program
should then depend only on the execution time of the compensation
code, which is constant. However, we observed that such schemes do
not work in practice. The complex, out-of-order behavior of the Intel
CPUs on which we tested these schemes thwarts attempts to make the
execution time of transformed programs constant. While we could generate some programs in which the total execution time was constant,
whether or not a particular code fragment had a constant execution
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time

variable

division

(a) The variable latency of the (b) Parallel constant-time compensation code
division instruction
Figure 4.1: Data dependency graph of parallel constant-time code to make
the result of divisions constant time as well. When adding parallel constanttime compensation code, the end result depends on both the variable latency
division and the slower, constant-time code.

time depended heavily on the surrounding code and the compensation
code. We could not predict with which compensation code the total
execution time would be constant.
We could however achieve reliable, constant execution times by executing the division instruction multiple times. We observe that the
execution time of the division instruction only takes 6 discrete values
on the core version we evaluated. We call each of these distinct execution times a time class. For other core versions, the number of time
classes can be different. The operands to the division can be classified
according to which of these time classes their resulting division belongs
to. We insert code that computes this classification at run time. This is
followed by a division for all possible execution times, where we use
a similar approach to our dummy location values: we have dummy
operands for each time class, and choose dynamically between those
dummy operands and the original operands to the division. This is
illustrated in Figure 4.2.

4.2.2

Timing variation due to the memory subsystem

Emulating the functionality of instructions is not always possible. In
particular, we cannot emulate instructions that access the program’s
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// Which execution time has this division?
class = divisor < 2
? 1 :
divisor < 0x20
? 2 :
divisor < 0x200
? 3 :
divisor < 0x2000 ? 4 :
divisor < 0x20000 ? 5 : 6;
// use a fixed-latency bit-scan-reverse (bsrl) operation
leading_zeroes = 31 - bsrl(dividend);
dividend <<= leading_zeroes;
// Execute 1 division with fixed time per latency class:
result1 = dividend / ( class == 1 ? divisor : 0x2);
result2 = dividend / ( class == 2 ? divisor : 0x20);
result3 = dividend / ( class == 3 ? divisor : 0x200);
result4 = dividend / ( class == 4 ? divisor : 0x2000);
result5 = dividend / ( class == 5 ? divisor : 0x20000);
result6 = dividend / ( class == 6 ? divisor : 0x200000);
// Select the correct result:
quotient = class == 1 ? result1 :
class == 2 ? result2 : ...;
quotient >>= leading_zeroes;
remainder = dividend - (quotient * divisor);
Figure 4.2: C code equivalent of unsigned division computation using only
fixed-latency divisions. All selection statements a?b:c are implemented with
fixed-latency conditional moves. The (re)computation of the remainder is necessary because the remainders computed using shifted dividends are not correct. Similar code can be used for signed division, but then the sign needs to
be corrected afterward.

memory to not require memory access. However, we can still try to
mitigate some of the variation introduced by the memory subsystem.
Variation due to cache behavior As discussed earlier, processors
have data caches to speed up accesses to program memory. However,
this introduces variation in the execution time of programs.
The best solution would be to modify the behavior of the processor’s data caches, so that the caches no longer leak information
through their timing behavior. One way would be to disable the
caches entirely [82], which would however have a serious impact on
performance. Another approach would be to use specialized cache
architectures that focus on security. These will not leak information
through timing. An example of such cache architectures are partitioned
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Figure 4.3: Execution times of a microbenchmark loop with 4-byte load and
store instructions executed for varying displacements between the accessed
locations.

caches [153]. However, such cache architectures are not currently available in x86 processors. In this work, we do not try to resolve this
problem on x86 processors.
Load bypassing Even when the instructions always access data in the
cache, there remain possible sources of timing variation. We investigated the potential timing variation due to load bypassing.
Consider the following loop body:
1
2

loop:

mov dword [ebx], 2
add eax, [ecx]

This fragment will write to the memory location specified in ebx and
read from the memory location specified in ecx. If this fragment is
executed in a loop with enough iterations, the cache behavior will not
influence the timing behavior significantly because only two memory
locations are touched.
We measured the timing behavior of such a loop on an Intel Core
2 Duo, where we load and store 4-byte int values. We varied the displacement between [ebx] and [ecx] over a large range in steps of 4
bytes. The resulting execution times are depicted in Figure 4.3. When
the store accesses the same data as the load (displacement 0), a higher
execution time is seen than when, e.g., there is a displacement of 12
bytes between the two accesses. The reason is a micro-architectural
feature called load bypassing [136]. When the store instruction and
the load instruction access the same memory location, the out-of-order
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processor detects a data dependency between them by comparing the
addresses of the locations at which they access the memory. This dependency forces the processor to let the load wait for the store. When
the address comparison indicates that there is no such dependency, as
when the displacement is 12 bytes, the load can be executed together
with the store without having to loose time waiting.
Surprisingly, we observe the same slowdown whenever the displacement modulo 64 is in the range [0,7]. When we repeated the experiment for loads and stores of other widths, such as with 1-byte char
accesses, we observed a similar slowdown. This illustrates that even
independent memory operations that always hit in the cache can still
cause timing effects as if they were dependent. These effects are not related to the particular combinations of cache lines or cache banks that
are accessed. Instead these effects are caused by so-called pessimistic
load bypassing [136]. Pessimistic in this context means that the processor
only compares a few bits in the memory addresses to decide whether or
not two memory accesses depend on each other. As soon as those bits
are identical, the processor pessimistically concludes that there may be
a data dependency. The execution is then slowed down, even when
there is in fact no need to.
For our purpose of defending against timing attacks, this observation indeed confirms that even if we can avoid all timing dependencies
on cache behavior, we still need to take care of other data dependencies
through memory. These dependencies can be true data dependencies
through memory, but they can also be dependencies between seemingly independent operations that are caused by micro-architectural
pipeline implementation details.
We were able to solve this problem by inserting no-operation instructions between the store and load operations. Once we insert five
or more no-ops, the resulting curve of execution times became indistinguishably flat. We applied t-tests [63] to show that the resulting
distributions indeed became indistinguishable. For other similar code
fragments, similar looking results were obtained, indicating that with
enough no-ops inserted where needed, this time side channel can be
closed. As with the mitigation technique for division instructions, a
full analysis of this mitigation strategy will be published in the PhD
work of Jeroen Van Cleemput.

4.3 Implementation
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Implementation

In order to make an implementation of our proposed technique of
making code fragments execute in constant time practical, we need to
present it to programmers in a usable way. If a programmer has to
run a lot of different tools, or has little choice on how the technique is
applied, it cannot be considered really useful. As a proof-of-concept,
we implemented our technique as an extension for the LLVM compiler
framework2 [94]. The LLVM framework allows people to write custom
analyses and transformation passes. These can either be integrated
into the LLVM framework, but they can also be provided as plug-ins
so that users can easily combine the required transformation with their
own, custom analyses and transformations, without having to use or
adapt their code to a custom compiler. We opted for implementing our
technique as a plug-in.
In our proof-of-concept implementation, we implemented support
for annotations to let the programmer decide which functions need to
be transformed. The simple relatively form of annotations we have implemented enables the programmer to specify which C functions must
have data-independent control flow. In our implementation, we call
this the control flow to be balanced, hence we add the attribute “balanced” to the function. Consider the following code fragment:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

int __attribute__((annotate("balanced")))
f(int a) {
if (a > 0)
return 1;
else
return -1;
}

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

int g(int* a) {
if (a!=0)
return *a;
else
return 0;
}

15
16
17
18

int __attribute__((annotate("balanced")))
h(int a, int* b) {
if (a & 2)
2

http://www.llvm.org/
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return f(a);
else
return g(b);
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}

In this fragment, functions f and h will be adapted, but g will
not. However, because h calls g, an adapted version of g with dataindependent control flow will be generated which will then be called
from within h.
Our current implementation lacks support for recursive function
calls and for loops with a variable execution count, but adding support
for those is merely an implementation issue that poses no fundamental challenges. Furthermore, that support is not needed to evaluate the
effectiveness and efficiency of our technique.

4.4

Evaluation

To evaluate our approach and the extent to which the x86 architecture lends itself to executing timing-variation free code, we protected
a number of microbenchmarks against timing-based side-channel attacks.

4.4.1

Experiments

We used a variety of microbenchmarks to evaluate the efficiency and
effectiveness of our proposed approach. Efficiency here corresponds to
the performance and code size, i.e., the execution time overhead and
code size overhead introduced by the if-conversion and elimination of
variable-latency division instructions in the protected software. Effectiveness corresponds to the extent with which the protection is able to
make the timing behavior independent of sensitive data such as secret
keys. The C source code of these microbenchmarks appears in Figure 4.4. We measured this effectiveness by measuring the differences in
execution times for different, carefully selected inputs, both before and
after our code transformations. We selected the inputs so that the total
amount of executed instructions differs significantly, making it easier to
measure the variation in execution time. To demonstrate that our technique can defend against side-channel attacks based on branch predictor behavior [1], we measured differences in branch prediction behavior. Both measurements were performed using performance counters.
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Memory benchmarks:

Code path benchmarks:
1
2
3
4

a t t r i b u t e ( ( annotate ( ” balance ” ) ) )
int
f1 ( int a , int b , int c , int d) {
r e t u r n a+b ;
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

int
a t t r i b u t e ( ( annotate ( ” balance ” ) ) )
f2 ( int a , int b , int c , int d) {
if (a < b)
r e t u r n a+b ;
else
r e t u r n c+d ;
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

a t t r i b u t e ( ( annotate ( ” balance ” ) ) )
int
f3 ( int a , int b , int c , int d) {
if (a < b) {
if ( c < d )
r e t u r n c+d ;
else
r e t u r n c−d ;
} else {
if ( a > d)
r e t u r n a−d ;
else
r e t u r n a+d ;
}
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

int
a t t r i b u t e ( ( annotate ( ” balance ” ) ) )
f4 ( int a , int b , int c , int d) {
if (a < b) {
if ( c < d ) {
if ( a < 0 )
r e t u r n c+d ;
else
r e t u r n c−d ;
} else {
if ( b < 0 )
r e t u r n b+c ;
else
r e t u r n a+b ;
}
} else {
if ( a > d) {
if ( d < 0 )
r e t u r n a−d ;
else
r e t u r n a+d ;
} else {
if ( c < 0 )
r e t u r n c+a ;
else
r e t u r n c−a ;
}
}
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

int
a t t r i b u t e ( ( annotate ( ” balance ” ) ) )
memread1 ( i n t a , char∗ b ) {
i f ( a == 0 ) {
r e t u r n ∗b ;
} else {
return a ;
}
}
a t t r i b u t e ( ( annotate ( ” balance ” ) ) )
int
memread2 ( i n t a , char∗ b ) {
i f ( a == 0 ) {
return b [ 0 ] + b [ 1 ] ;
} else {
return a ;
}
}

OpenSSL fragment:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

f o r ( i = min ; i ! = 0 ; i −−){
t 1 = ∗( ap + + ) ;
t 2 = ∗(bp + + ) ;
i f ( carry ) {
c a r r y =( t 1 <= t 2 ) ;
t 1 =( t1−t2 −1)&BN MASK2 ;
} else {
c a r r y =( t 1 < t 2 ) ;
t 1 =( t1−t 2 )&BN MASK2 ;
}
∗( rp ++)= t 1&BN MASK2 ;
}

Figure 4.4: Microbenchmarks on which we evaluated our timing side-channel
aware compiler.
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The first set of microbenchmarks consist of a set of simple C functions of increasing complexity. This set allows us to determine the cost
of protecting increasingly complex code. Four microbenchmarks f1,
f2, f3, and f4 contain an increasing number of nested if-then-else
constructs, and thus an increasing number of different execution paths.
Two microbenchmarks memread1 and memread2 contain memory accesses that have to be safe-guarded with dummy addresses.
The second set of microbenchmarks consists of three hand-written
implementations of modular exponentiation (similar to the code of
Chapter 1) as it occurs in, e.g., RSA encryption:
1. The experiment modexp32 uses 32-bit numbers for a modular exponentiation.
2. The experiment modexp64 uses 64-bit numbers for a modular exponentiation. This is the native word width on 64-bit platforms
such as the Intel Core 2 Duo machine we used for testing.
3. We implemented a minimal so-called big integer component
modexp256 that computes the modular exponentiation of 256-bit
integers. This is implemented in C++, using calculations on integer numbers represented as a sequence of 32-bit integers. These
32 bit integers are stored in memory rather than in registers.
These microbenchmarks thus represent the following code:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

result = 1;
i = log2(exponent);
do {
result = (result*result) % n;
if (bit_set(exponent, i))
result = (result*a) % n;
i--;
} while (i >= 0);

When these microbenchmarks are compiled for 32-bit and 64-bit integers, the compiler maps the modulo computation onto x86 division
instructions.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we ran these
three modular exponentiation microbenchmarks on inputs consisting
of (1) random modulo values, (2) random base values, and (3) four
different types of exponents.
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• In the all zero input set, the exponent in binary format consists
of all zeroes, except for the two most-significant bits that are set
to one. This ensures that the variable result (see the modular
exponentiation code fragment in Chapter 1) does not remain constant throughout the whole loop. Having all other bits set to zero
ensures that the conditional code in the original loop will only
be executed twice per loop. This pattern results in very accurate
branch prediction by the processor, and the fewest executed instructions.
• In the all one input set, all bits in the exponent are set to one.
This ensures that the conditional code in the loop is executed in
every iteration. So in total, the conditional code is then executed
32/64/256 times per loop for 32/64/256-bit numbers. This pattern also results in very accurate branch prediction by the processor. So when this input is fed to a benchmark, much more code
is executed than with the all-zero input, but the branch predictor
performs similarly.
• In the regular input set, half of the bits are set to one in a regular
pattern. This is a repeating pattern of eight bits followed by eight
bits set to zero. This implies that the conditional code is executed
in half of the iterations.
• In the random input set, half of the bits are set to one as well, but
now the pattern of zeroes and ones is generated by a pseudorandom generator. Consequently, this input will result in the
same amount of code executed as for the regular input set, but
branch prediction will be much less accurate, resulting in more
branch misses and higher execution times.
Together, these four input sets allow us to study to what extent our proposed transformations are able to eliminate timing dependencies that
originate from different control flow for different keys or from branch
prediction behavior that depends on keys.
Please note that the number of times each loop was invoked per experiment differs for the three microbenchmarks. For each benchmark,
the number of invocations was chosen to be a good balance between
short experimentation times and accurate measurements.
Finally we applied our approach to a function from the OpenSSL 3
3

http://www.openssl.org
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library, version 0.9.8i, that can be used to implement RSA. We studied
in particular the execution time of the function BN_sub. This library
code is executed on two different inputs that result in different timing
behavior in the original code. These inputs were obtained by running
the original code on multiple random-generated inputs, where we observed how many times each code path was taken during the execution. For one input, only one code path was executed, while for the
other input both code paths were executed equally.
We ran all experiments on an Intel Core 2 Duo machine running
Linux at 2.2GHz. All versions were executed 20 times on all inputs
to collect statistics on the timing behavior and branch prediction. All
binary code was generated using LLVM 2.3’s standard compiler options to generate 64-bit code, except for the OpenSSL code. For the
OpenSSL code we disabled some compiler middle-end optimizations
because they resulted in partially if-converted code even when using
the unadapted compiler. Since we are measuring the impact of applying if-conversion, we use code without any if-conversion as a baseline.
These numbers represent an upper limit on the overhead.

4.4.2

Register-based dependencies

Our approach transforms control dependencies into data dependencies. The effectiveness of our approach depends on whether or not
these data dependencies can introduce variations in the execution time
themselves. Since our compiler back-end uses conditional move instructions to remove the key-dependent branches from a program, we
investigated whether or not the use of conditional move instructions
can introduce variable execution times.
Consider the following loop bodies:
1

body1:

mov
add

ecx, edi
eax, ebx

body2:

mov
add

eax, edi
eax, ebx

body3:

cmp
cmove
add

edx, 0
eax, edi
eax, ebx

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

In the first two loop bodies, the second instruction adds the value in
register ebx to the value in register eax. If the first loop body is exe-
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cuted in a loop, all additions in subsequent iterations are dependent on
each other: register eax serves as a kind of accumulator, to which the
value in ebx is added repeatedly. In the second loop body, each iteration starts with a fresh value being copied into eax. The register renaming pipeline stages in out-of-order processors is able to detect this.
When we measured the execution of an unrolled loop of loop body 2 on
an Intel Core 2 Duo, it was 40% faster than the execution of an unrolled
loop of body 1.
The third loop body can, depending on the condition flag, do the
same computation as the first or second loop body. The cmove instruction is a conditional move instruction. When the zero flag is set to true,
cmove will copy the value of register edi into register eax, otherwise
the value of register eax remains unchanged. The zero flag is set by
comparing the value of register edx to zero. Thus, the computation
performed by loop body 3 will be the same as either body 1 or 2, depending on the value of edx. Since loop bodies 1 and 2 had different
timing behavior, the question is whether the value of edx can influence
the timing behavior of loop body 3.
On an Intel Core 2 Duo, we measured the execution time of this loop
body in an unrolled loop for different values of edx, i.e., for the case in
which the conditional move is executed, and for the case in which it is
not executed. No significant timing differences were observed, indicating that the answer to the above question is no. So whereas loop body
1 and loop body 2 had different dependencies between instructions, resulting in different timing behavior, the value of edx in loop body 3 has
no influence on the timing behavior.
The reason is that x86 processors implement the conditional move
instructions as an instruction that is executed unconditionally.4 This instruction has two source operands, one of which is implicitly the same
as the destination operand. From these two source operands, one is selected based on the condition flags, and then written to the destination
operand. This can be implemented at the hardware level by a multiplexer.
Furthermore, we conjecture that this analysis holds for all processors. For the x86 processors and ARM processors we know of, the analysis holds. The reason is that these out-of-order processors rely on the
4

We did not find public information on this subject, but the correctness of our findings and our assumption on the implementation of the conditional move instructions
was confirmed privately by Intel engineers.
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reordering of operations to achieve high performance. Fundamentally,
these processors try to execute instructions as soon as they can. This
means that the processor will consider an instruction ready for execution as soon as it can somehow determine that there are no more true
data dependencies that require the instruction to wait for the result of
other instructions still being executed. The technique used to differentiate true data dependencies from false data dependencies is called
register renaming [136]. Register renaming is simplified significantly if
the processor already knows in the processor pipeline front-end which
instructions depend on which other instructions. So register renaming is simplified by implementing a conditional move instruction by
means of a multiplexer instruction. The drawback of this implementation is that even when the processor somehow knows beforehand that
the condition flag is false, the processor cannot exploit this information
to get rid of superfluous dependencies. Furthermore, this multiplexer
requires an additional register read per conditional move instruction.
On most processors this drawback is not big enough to warrant the implementation of more complex register renaming techniques. So it is
safe to assume that on x86 processors and on many other out-of-order
processors, such as the ARM Cortex-A9, conditional execution will not
introduce data-dependent timing behavior as long as the conditional
execution is limited to move instructions.
We verified this experimentally on both Intel and ARM processors.
For Intel, we verified this on the Core 2 Duo processors, and for ARM
we verified it on the in-order Cortex-A8 core, and the out-of-order
Cortex-A-9 and Cortex A-15 cores5 .

4.4.3

Effectiveness

Table 4.1 presents average execution times and average branch mispredications, as well as other statistics on the various modular exponentiation microbenchmarks and on the OpenSSL benchmark for the
different inputs.
Table 4.1(a) presents, for each microbenchmark version and for
the appropriate input set, the execution times averaged over 20 runs.
Table 4.1(b) presents the standard deviation of the measured times.
Clearly, for all of the benchmarks, the original versions behave quite
5

For the Cortex-A9, ARM engineers confirmed our theoretical analysis in private
communication.
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differently for their different inputs. Hence, these benchmark versions
leak information about the secret inputs.
The if-converted benchmarks have significantly longer execution
times, because of the overhead introduced by the if-conversion, but the
execution times obtained with the different inputs now display significantly more similarity. The same can be observed in the benchmarks after if-conversion and division elimination, indicating that our approach
has indeed removed all timing dependence on the secret inputs.
To assess the confidence with which we can draw the above conclusion, we have performed multiple t-tests [63]. Table 4.1(c) depicts
the p-values obtained from t-tests applied to three combinations of inputs: combination all zero - all one, combination regular - random, and
combination input1 - input2.
For the 32-bit and 64-bit modular exponentiation, we see that ifconversion alone does not suffice to achieve a high confidence. This
follows from the presence of a variable-latency division instruction. For
the same microbenchmarks, we then emulated the division instruction
with a call to a constant-time division instruction, as described in Section 4.3. Table 4.1 also contains measurements with emulated division
instructions. From those measurements, we can conclude with confidence that our approach does in fact result in key-independent timing
behavior.
For the 256-bit modular exponentiation, if-conversion alone proves
to be sufficient to eliminate all key-dependent timing behavior. In this
256-bit big integer implementation, the divisor of all executed division
instructions is the fixed 64-bit value 0x00000000ffffffff. The compiler
replaces this division by a constant with a multiplication and a shift.
As as result, no division instructions occur in the compiled code.
For the OpenSSL code, the same reasoning holds: there are no division instructions, so we only need to apply if-conversion to make this
code’s timing behavior independent of the input key.
Tables 4.1(d), 4.1(e) and 4.1(f) present similar statistical information
for the number of branch mispredictions measured with performance
counters. Similar conclusions can be drawn. Here as well, we can be
confident that if-conversion and division instruction elimination are
successful in eliminating timing behavior dependencies on the secret
inputs. Still, two remarks need to be made here.
Firstly, very high standard deviations were obtained in the numbers of measured branch mispredictions with several versions of mod-
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exp32. We repeated these experiments multiple times, but never obtained more consistent results. We can not explain why the standard
deviations of 1193.2 and 514.8 are as high as they are. Clearly, however,
these high standard deviations do not occur in the if-converted code.
Lower standard deviations are important to us because they allow us
to draw stronger conclusions about the transformed programs.
Secondly, the confidence scores 0.0077 and 0.2701 for the number
of branch mispredicts of the if-converted modexp32 and modexp64
benchmarks are relatively low, notwithstanding the fact that there is no
key-dependent control flow present in those benchmarks. The explanation for this result can presumably be found in the complex pipeline
behavior of the Intel Core 2 Duo pipeline. Remember that there still are
variable-latency division instructions present in these benchmark versions. The actual latencies of those instructions occurring during the execution of the program have an effect on the number of branches that
are fetched by the processor and issued speculatively [136]. So while
the number of truly executed branches (so-called retired branches) is
independent of the secret inputs of these benchmarks, the number of
speculatively issued branches is not. Hence the number of mispredicted branches, some of which were speculative, is not independent
either. While we cannot verify this behavior due to the closed nature
of Intel’s processor, this is a reasonable explanation, given the measurements and an abstract knowledge on how out-of-order processor architectures work. If division instructions are eliminated as well, this effect
does not play anymore, and then we can conclude with much higher
confidence that the number of branch mispredictions does not depend
on the secret inputs anymore.

4.4.4

Efficiency

Figure 4.5 displays the average performance overhead of applying
if-conversion and, where necessary, the elimination of division instructions. We averaged this overhead over a large number of pseudorandom inputs. Since the performance overhead will depend on the
original execution time, which depends heavily on the input, we have
opted to show the average overhead of the transformation on pseudorandom inputs. Because the LLVM middle-end itself already ifconverted the code in f2, and because the code in f1 only features a
single execution path, these fragments undergo no additional transformations in our approach. So we observe no slowdown for them.
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Table 4.1: Statistical results of if-conversion and the elimination of variablelatency division instructions
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Figure 4.5: Average (over pseudo-random inputs) execution slowdown after
applying if-conversion and elimination of variable-latency division instructions.

Surprisingly, the simple functions f3 and f4 became faster after ifconversion. This can be attributed to the improved branch prediction.
As there are less branches to predict in the converted code, and in particular less branches that depend on pseudo-random inputs, less cycles
are lost after mispredictions.
For the other microbenchmarks, increasing complexity results in
additional overhead. The maximum overhead observed corresponds to
a slowdown with a factor 24.0. This is very large, but it will only occur
in those program fragments that (1) involve computations on sensitive
keys, and (2) include division instructions.

4.4.5

Code size overhead

The increase in code size due to if-conversion and elimination of divisions is depicted in Figure 4.6. As is to be expected, our control experiment, f1, has kept the same size, since the original function already
had straight-line control flow. There is also no increase in code size
for experiment f2, because the compiler middle-end had already applied if-conversion. The other experiments also behave as expected: the
more complicated the control flow, the greater the increase in code size
after if-conversion. Similarly, the more memory operations there are,
the more the code size increases. Without the elimination of variable-
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Figure 4.6: Code size increase after applying if-conversion and elimination of
variable latency division instructions. The horizontal bars indicate the additional overhead due to the constant-time division function.

latency division instructions, the code becomes up to 2.75 times larger.
When we also replace the division instructions by calls to a subroutine,
the code sizes become up to 3.21 times larger.
To assess these results correctly, two observations need to be made.
Firstly, in real applications, these code size increases will only occur on
those fragments that need to be protected because they involve keydependent control flow. The remaining part of the code will remain the
same, so the overall code size increase will be much more limited. Secondly, in the code sizes after division instruction elimination, the size
of the subroutines that implement the division operations are included.
Their relative contribution to the total code size is marked with the horizontal line in the bars in Figure 4.6: the fraction above the line comes
from the newly included division subroutines. Their absolute sizes are
77 bytes for the 32-bit version, and 80 bytes for the 64-bit version. Since
programs are typically much larger than 80 bytes, this clearly indicates
that their contribution to the code size increase in real applications will
be minimal.

4.5

Comparison with existing techniques

Several approaches have been proposed before to mitigate side channels in cryptographic code. In what follows, we discuss some existing
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techniques and compare them to our approach.

4.5.1

Source-based solutions

One class of solutions is to rewrite the source code so that the source
code’s control flow no longer depends on the secret information. Molnar et al. [108] presented an approach relying on source-to-source transformations. Because conditional execution is not available on all architectures, Molnar et al. presented a variation on our use of conditional
execution. Consider the following C code fragment, which is very similar to a fragment in their paper:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

if (n != 0) {
if (n % 2) {
r = r * b;
n = n - 1;
} else {
b = b * b;
n = n / u;
}
}

They rewrite this fragment as
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

m1 = -(n != 0);
m2 = m1 & (-(n % 2));
r = (m2 & (r * b)) | (˜m2
n = (m2 & (n - 1)) | (˜m2
m2 = m1 & ˜ m2;
b = (m2 & (b * b)) | (˜m2
n = (m2 & (n / u)) | (˜m2

& r);
& n);
& b);
& n);

Rather than using conditional execution, Molnar et al. use bit masking.
Conditions are used to generate masks m1 and m2 that consists of all
zeros or all ones, and then they mimic the conditional execution by
using the masks. As is obvious from the example, this allows them to
handle nested conditions. However, there are very fundamental issues
with their approach, that we will discuss next.
Compilers As Molnar et al. indicate themselves, some compilers will
translate the negation operator into conditional branches. They found
this to be the case for the very popular GCC compiler, and for that reason they could not use that compiler. Likewise, they found it necessary
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to write a static verifier that can validate whether the compiled code really provides key-independent control flow. This weakens their claim
that a source-to-source approach is practical.
This also hints at another problem of their approach: if the compiler
is able to see through their masking constructs, he will be able to optimize the code to, for example, get rid of unnecessary copy operations
involving temporary variables or to propagate constant values through
the program [110]. Furthermore, it is possible that the compiler will
be able to optimize the code by reintroducing conditional branches. In
other words, if one uses a compiler that is smart enough to optimize
the rewritten code, one risks that the compiler is so smart that it will
optimize the code too much, from a security point of view. And if the
compiler is not smart enough to see through the masking, he will simply perform no optimizations.
By contrast, in our compiler back-end approach relying on conditional execution, the compiler has already optimized the code using
the full potential of the original code that was much easier to analyze.
As such, full compiler optimization and guaranteed key-independent
control flow can be combined without any problem.

Exceptions and side-effects Molnar et al. treat side effects such as exceptions and store instructions incorrectly. They claim that they can
neglect exceptions because they only consider correct programs in the
first place, in which no exceptions occur. This is incorrect. In the above
code fragments, in the original code the division would only have been
executed if (n != 0) and if (n % 2) was zero. Hence, in the original
version, it does not matter what the value of u is if those conditions are
not met. So it is perfectly fine to execute the original fragment with, for
example, n being 5, and u being 0. No division-by-zero exception will
occur. In the rewritten code however, the exception will occur, as the
division is executed unconditionally in that code. This clearly changes
the program behavior, which is unacceptable for a program transformation.
Finally, Molnar et al. do not discuss how to handle conditional function calls, and conditional loads or stores. This is not a fundamental
issue of their approach, it is merely an incompleteness. Similar techniques as the one we use to safe-guard instructions can be used in their
approach.
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Binary rewriting

Other compiler-based techniques have been proposed as well. Bayrak
et al. [22] use compiler transformations to mitigate certain power-based
attacks. They first analyze the execution of the program, determine
which instructions introduce variation in the power traces, and then selectively apply countermeasures in their compiler extension. Their approach is complementary to ours: while we do not consider any other
side channels than time, they do not consider any other side channels
than power.

4.5.3

Hardware instructions

Hardware extensions can offer secure and efficient solutions for dealing with side channels in cryptographic code. Because they are efficient, they should be used whenever possible, rather than our approach. However, such extensions are limited in two ways.

Only some algorithms are supported When processor designers add
cryptographic extensions, they do not add support for all possible cryptographic algorithms. This means that implementers of algorithms that
cannot be expressed in terms of the secure extensions, will still have to
rely on software-based mitigation techniques such as ours.

Long time before general availability Designing, testing, and making processors takes time. Thus, there can be a significant amount of
time between the standardization of a cryptographic algorithm, and
the availability of the relevant hardware extensions. For example, the
Rijndael cipher was standardized as AES in 2001 [115]. The first cache
timing attacks against AES were published in 2005 [23, 119]. Still, it was
only in 2010 that Intel released its first processor to include support for
AES primitives [74]. Even then, not all customers of Intel processors
will immediately switch to such processors. Until all customers have
switched to processors with hardware mitigations, software-based mitigation techniques can still prove valuable.
Our side-channel aware compiler can include knowledge of existing
cryptographic hardware instructions, and generate code that uses them
if they are available, but can fall back to slower code when the used
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extensions are not available on the processor on which the generated
code runs.

4.6

Conclusion

We introduced a timing side-channel aware compiler. It allows developers to automatically protect their applications against timing side
channels. We have showned how if-conversion can be applied to remove control flow that depends on private information from a program. Furthermore, we introduced different solutions for two dataflow dependent timing leaks. We we also discussed the overhead associated with these different mitigation strategies.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions & Future work
In this PhD work, we investigated the influence of different kinds of
program variation on the security of programs. In this chapter, we
summarize the conclusions obtained in the course of this work, and
add some further thoughts. Of course, no work is ever finished, which
is why we will also discuss some potential future research directions.

5.1
5.1.1

Conclusions
Variation between program versions

Real-world attack tools can be used effectively by attackers to recover
source-code induced mutations in programs by comparing an unpatched binary with a patched binary. We introduced models that can
be used to automate the behavior of an attacker using real-world attack
tools. Thus, we can automatically approximate the effort required by
an attacker using such tools.
We used real attack tools to show that an attacker can indeed easily find the source-code induced mutations from a binary patch. The
efforts required by the attacker can be significantly increased by introducing artificial variation between the original and patched versions of
a program.
Furthermore, we have shown that we can include the output from
attack tools to introduce these artificial changes only in the locations
where it will increase the attack effort, while keeping the overhead low.
We iteratively use feedback from attack tools to choose which diversification transformations to apply to which code fragments. This itera-
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tive, feedback-driven approach was implemented and evaluated in our
Glaucus diversification framework.
This research shows that software vendors that wish to protect their
patches from immediate exploitation can use software diversity to increase the attack effort. However, there are some choices to be made in
order to apply software diversity. In fact, both attackers and software
vendors will have to make different trade-offs.
Software vendors will have to consider the urgency of the vulnerability. When a white-hat hacker contacts a developer about a zero-day
vulnerability for which he has an exploit, it can be critical to fix the vulnerability without exposing it publicly by means of an all too obvious
patch. When some bug has been known publicly for a long time and no
exploit has ever been constructed, there will be little need to protect a
patch. Similarly, this urgency will also depend on the speed with which
users apply updates: software that automatically updates itself with security patches will have a faster adoption rate than software that users
have to re-install from scratch.
Software vendors will also need to decide how much overhead they
will tolerate. This is both overhead in execution time as overhead in
patch size. Too much overhead in execution time might be unacceptable, except in the most urgent cases. In cases of an urgent patch, the
software vendor could decide that a higher overhead is acceptable until
most users have upgraded, and then release a separate, undiversified
update without any performance overhead. Similarly, software diversity can introduce a significant overhead in binary patch size. It has to,
since small patches will immediately point the attacker to the changed
instructions. However, this will also increase the bandwidth needed to
distribute the patch.
While we have shown how to represent these trade-offs, we cannot
decide on them ourselves. They will depend on the operational and
economic situation of the software vendor, in addition to the importance of the security issue that is being fixed.
Similarly, the attacker will have a trade-off to make as well. By focusing on small subsets of the attack tool’s output, the attacker can reduce his attack time. However, this comes at a cost of reducing the
amount of SCIMs he will be able to identify. When no SCIMs remain in
the set of changes the attacker studies manually, he will of course have
no success in finding the vulnerability. Either the attacker then abandons his search, or starts again by considering a less constraining set of
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heuristics. While we can represent the attacker’s options, we can only
do so with the additional knowledge of the ground truth. The quality
of the different attack heuristics depends on the SCIMs. The attacker’s
only a priori knowledge of SCIMs is contained in the description of
the security fix. Whether or not this description is enough to correctly
decide the best heuristics will depend on the specific situation. Thus,
while the software vendor has all the information needed to make an
informed decision of which strategy to use in an attack, the attacker
possibly himself starts without any required information to choose his
best option.
Once enough users have applied the patch, there is no longer a need
for the details of the SCIMs to remain protected. It is then up to the
software vendor to make a trade-off between the time the SCIMs are
protected and how much time users have to apply the patch. In fact, a
similar trade-off exists in the open source community, where it can be
argued that security patches should be developed into a private repository and only put into a public repository at a later time to hide the
details of security patches before they are released to the public [19].

5.1.2

Variation of execution time in a program

Execution time variation can leak a significant amount of information.
While the execution time will depend both on data flow and control
flow, this PhD work focused on removing the execution time variation caused by control flow, although we also investigated the effects
of some data-dependent operations. This work resulted in a timing
side-channel aware compiler, which can generate binary code without
timing variation. Thus, we have shown that a software vendor can effectively protect himself against attacks where the execution time variation depends on the control flow using this compiler.
However, rewriting the control flow dependencies into data flow
dependencies can introduce significant execution time overhead. Still,
software vendors want their programs to be as fast as possible. In this
respect, cryptographic software does not differ from other software.
The ideal scenario would obviously for all cryptographic code to have
private data-independent control flow by design. Then all a timing
side-channel aware compiler would have to do, is to ensure that it does
not introduce any new control flow dependencies through any of its
optimization passes. Sadly, this is not the case. Thus, software vendors
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have a trade-off between cost and overhead. At the extreme points of
this trade-off are rewriting all cryptographic code manually to make it
free of timing side channels, or automatically rewriting all code with a
timing side-channel aware compiler. While manually rewriting code is
the most expensive solution, it can also result in the lowest overhead.
Similarly, the automatic solution will have the lowest cost, but may
incur more overhead. A middle ground could be to rewrite the most
computation-intensive code manually (or even to allow some variation
to still exist there), while automatically rewriting the remaining code.
How much code can be automatically protected will again depend on
the specific use case.
Our side-channel aware compiler will also remove some datadependent timing variation. It removes the timing variation by replacing some variable-latency instructions with custom fixed-latency
instruction sequences. This again introduces a significant execution
time overhead. However, since a compiler is able to target specific
architectures, a side-channel aware compiler might have knowledge
of which architectures actually exhibit the timing-dependent behavior.
Similarly, when some architectures have explicit support to disable
timing-dependent behavior, the compiler can have knowledge of this
as well. Thus, when the compiler generates code for a specific architecture, it can generate code that is optimized for speed on this particular
architecture, while still being side-channel free.

5.2
5.2.1

Future work
Variation between program versions

Both attacks using program variation and defenses against such attacks
can be improved, based on our current work:
• An attacker could try to automatically detect which transformations have been applied to a binary, and undo or normalize their
effects before comparing the programs. Depending on how easily an attacker can normalize existing diversification transformations, more more resilient transformations could be investigated.
Currently we have a master thesis student working on implementing and evaluating normalization transformations. The
transformations all use dynamic information. The first trans-
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formation is to remove all unexecuted code, and rewriting all
remaining branch instructions so that all their edges point to
executed code, by replacing conditional branches with unconditional ones if necessary. Dynamically computed jump targets are
replaced by their dynamically observed values. Similarly, calls
to branch functions are replaced by the control transfers that are
dynamically observed. Preliminary results show a significant
improvement in the number of matched instructions.
• While the feedback to select specific transformations for Glaucus
currently only consists of the heuristics BinDiff used, it would be
worthwhile to also include feedback from other diffing tools. In
particular, including feedback on the heuristics used by BinaryDiffer would be worthwhile.
• While the cost function for Glaucus only uses execution count information, we could also include information about the code size
overhead that is introduced. This should result in binaries with
lower code size overhead. Furthermore, we could also use a better estimation of the performance overhead.
• We could also try to decrease the apparent program variation as
seen by the different attack tools. One potential technique would
rewrite the programs so that they are emulators of a virtual instruction set. The actual program code is then rewritten in this
virtual instruction set and added to the program as data. Any
SCIM is then in the data section, which would remain undetected
by most diffing tools.
• Another possibility is to create a different kind of model for patchbased attacks. Our current approach evaluates actual attack tools.
However, it might be possible to try and model the underlying
assumption all these tools make, and create an abstract model for
all similar diffing tools. This model can then be used in combination with a certified compiler to generate code that comes with
both a proof that the generated code is equivalent to the source
code, and a proof that the generated code is resilient against the
modeled attacks. Such models have already been proposed for
obfuscation [73] and have been integrated into the CompCert C
compiler [25].
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Variation of execution time in a program

We introduced a timing side-channel aware compiler. We can extend
this work in multiple ways:
• Rewriting control dependencies into data dependencies can significantly increase the overhead. We remove all key-dependent
control dependencies in the program. However, this need not be
quite so extreme. We could just as well only selectively remove
control dependencies. As described in the related work, work
already exists that can estimate the information leakage caused
by timing variation. This technique could be combined with our
side-channel aware compiler, so that it initially only removes the
control flow that leaks the most information. Then, depending on
how much overhead is considered acceptable, more control flow
could be removed, ordered by its information leakage.
• Our approach rewrites all code that depends on private information, which introduces a slowdown. We could combine our techniques with a just-in-time compiler that by default executes the
fast but time-dependent code. When it detects a potential attack,
it switches at run time to the slower but timing-independent code.
This line of research is currently being investigated by a PhD student at our group.
• While our compiler is timing side-channel aware, other existing
work has introduced a power side-channel aware compiler [22].
Both approaches could be combined into a single side-channel
aware compiler. Such a compiler would probably have to target architectures more specifically than we do, since the possible
power leakages and their mitigations will depend more on the
features of the target architecture than our timing mitigations do.
• Our work focused on removing timing side channels. However,
it is not always clear if and how timing variation can be exploited
by an attacker. Some large time variations might not give useful
information to an attacker, while some small timing variations do.
An interesting line of research would be to automate timing sidechannel attacks as well. We could model the execution time of a
program on a processor core, and use this model to automate an
attack that extracts the private information.
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